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Abstract  
 
The industrial sector is one of the largest emitters of CO2 and a great potential for 
retrofitting with carbon capture systems. In this work the performance of a palladium-based 
membrane reactor at 400°C and operating pressures between 100-400 kPa have been 
studied in terms of methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, hydrogen purity, and CO2 
emission. It is found that the MR has the potential to produce high purity hydrogen while 
the methane conversion values could be as high as 40% at very moderate operating 
conditions and without using any sweep gases.  
 
The H2 permeation and separation properties of two Pd-based composite membranes were 
evaluated and compared at 400 °C and at a pressure range of 150 kPa to 600 kPa. One 
membrane was characterized by an approximately 8 μm-thick palladium (Pd)-gold (Au) 
layer deposited on an asymmetric microporous Al2O3 substrate; the other membrane 
consisted of an approximately 11 μm-thick pure palladium layer deposited on a yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) support. At 400 °C and with a trans-membrane pressure of 50 
kPa, the membranes showed a H2 permeance of 8.42 × 10−4 mol/m2·s·Pa0.5 and 2.54 × 10−5 
mol/m2·s·Pa0.7 for Pd-Au and Pd membranes, respectively. Pd-Au membrane showed 
infinite ideal selectivity to H2 with respect to He and Ar at 400 °C and a trans-membrane 
pressure of 50 kPa, while the ideal selectivities for the Pd membrane under the same 
operating conditions were much lower. Furthermore, the permeation tests for ternary and 
quaternary mixtures of H2, CO, CO2, CH4, and H2O were conducted on the Pd/YSZ 
membrane. The H2 permeating flux decreased at the conclusion of the permeation tests for 
all mixtures. This decline however, was not permanent, i.e., H2 permeation was restored to 
its initial value after treating the membrane with H2 for a maximum of 7 h. The effects of 
gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) and the steam-to-carbon (S/C) ratio on H2 permeation 
were also investigated using simulated steam methane reforming mixtures. It was found 
that H2 permeation is highest at the greatest GHSV, due to a decline in the concentration 
polarization effect. Variations in S/C ratio however, showed no significant effect on the H2 
permeation. The permeation characteristics for the Pd/YSZ membrane were also 
investigated at temperatures ranging from 350 to 400 °C. The pre-exponential factor and 
Abstract 
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apparent activation energy were found to be 5.66 × 10−4 mol/m2·s·Pa0.7 and 12.8 kJ/mol, 
respectively. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses 
were performed on both pristine and used membranes, and no strong evidence of the 
formation of Pd-O or any other undesirable phases was observed. 
 
The permeation tests with pure hydrogen and inert gases indicate that the MR is highly 
selective toward hydrogen and the produced hydrogen is an ultrahigh purity grade. The 
carbon capture experiments in the work consists of dehydrating the retentate stream and 
redirecting it to a 13X packed bed before analyzing the stream via mass spectrometry. The 
carbon capture studies reveal that approximately 5.96 mmole CO2 (or 262.25 mg of 
CO2)can be captured per g of 13X.  
 
In this study, SEM-EDS, and XRD technics have been used to characterize the 
crystallography and morphology of the membrane surface. These material characterization 
techniques reveal that the surface of the membrane has gone through significant oxidation 
during the steam methane reforming reaction, although this oxidation is only limited to the 
few nanometers of depth through the surface of the palladium membrane.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
Non-renewable fossil fuels comprise 80% of the energy portfolio in the U.S. [1] Burning 
fossil fuels releases significant amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere. Climate change effects 
can be mitigated through the development of state-of-the-art carbon capture technologies, 
reduction of fossil fuel consumption by utilizing more efficient industrial processes, 
switching to less carbon-intensive fuels, and the use of renewable carbon-free energy 
resources.[2] Hydrogen can be used as a replacement fuel for gasoline to help mitigate the 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) effects and improve air quality. This change from gasoline-fueled 
to hydrogen-fueled vehicles or for a stationary system can be the pivotal element of the 
transformation of the world’s transportation system. Unfortunately, hydrogen does not 
occur naturally. However, steam methane reforming (SMR) remains the most widely used 
industrial process for hydrogen generation which accounts for 50% of the global hydrogen 
production.[3] SMR takes place under very harsh operating conditions (i.e., 800 - 1000 °C 
and 1.5 - 2.0 MPa) due to thermodynamic constraints. Generated hydrogen is later 
separated and purified by several steps among them pressure swing adsorption (PSA) 
process is a highly energy-intensive process.[4] The membrane reactor (MR) technology 
is an alternative method that can be used to perform the SMR reaction at milder operating 
temperatures. MR combines the advantages of catalytic reactors such as catalyst bed 
uniformity, and improved heat and mass transfer rates, with the advantages of selective 
membranes to increase methane conversion and hydrogen recovery. Specifically, by 
placing a metallic membrane inside the reactor, hydrogen is continuously removed from 
the reaction zone (retentate side) through the membrane.[5] The continuous withdrawal of 
hydrogen shifts the reaction toward further production of hydrogen according to Le 
Chatelier’s principle.[6] A membrane with infinite permeability toward hydrogen will 
allow for a collection of a pure stream of hydrogen on the permeate side. Collecting pure 
hydrogen on the permeate side, will cause the partial pressure of CO2 to increase in the 
retentate side and decrease the minimum thermodynamic work required for CO2 
capture.[7] All of these advantages will allow for simultaneous production of a highly 
concentrated stream of hydrogen and separation of CO2 in one single unit. As a result, a 
significant reduction in capital and operational costs of reforming and capture processes 
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may occur. Palladium-based (Pd) metallic membranes are the best candidates for the 
production of high purity hydrogen due to their ‘infinite’ selectivity towards hydrogen 
permeation.[8] However, the high cost of Pd ($15,400 per pound [9]) makes it unattractive 
for industrial-scale applications.[10] Furthermore, pure Pd-membrane is susceptible to 
poisoning due to existence of impurities in the feed stream such as H2S, CO, and CO2. 
Alloying Pd with Transition Metals (TM, e.g., Ag, Au, Cu, Mo, Ta, Y) can significantly 
decrease the membrane cost while maintaining the features of the membrane and improve 
its resistivity against the impurities. [11] In particular, composite membranes consisting of 
Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Au have been studied intensively due to their significant resistance 
against sulfidization [12-14].  
 
 Research Objectives 
 
The research presented in this dissertation was undertaken to investigate the performance 
of the Pd-based membrane reactors for production of green hydrogen and capture of carbon 
dioxide. The specific objectives of this research can be summarized as following:  
 
• Objective 1: Study of the performance of Pd and Pd/Au membranes under various 
operating conditions and in the presence of other reaction gases 
• Objective 2: Study of the performance of Pd and Pd/Au membranes at various 
temperatures ranging from 350 to 450 ̊C and various operating pressures ranging 
from 150 kPa to 600 kPa, in terms of the hydrogen permeating flux and formation 
of undesirable phases due to membrane poisoning. 
• Objective 3: Investigating the influence of various gaseous compounds, specifically 
He, Ar, N2, CH4, CO2, CO, and superheated steam, on the hydrogen permeating 
flux 
• Objective 4: Experimental investigation of four major mechanisms that adversely 
affect the hydrogen permeating flux, namely: concentration polarization, dilution, 
depletion, and competitive adsorption on the Pd surface 
• Objective 5: Conducting the SMR reaction in Pd-based MR 
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• Objective 6: Identifying the optimal operating conditions of the SMR reaction in 
terms of methane conversion, and hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen purity 
• Objective 7: Investigation of the potential for CO2 capture in a MR system under 
the optimal operating condition (identified in objective 6) 
• Objective 8: Technoeconomic analysis of MR system for simultaneous hydrogen 
production and carbon capture 
 
 Impacts 
 
The MR technology has proven to be able to produce high-purity hydrogen streams at 
lower operating temperatures and pressures compared with traditional reactors that can be 
used as a carbon-free fuel in hydrogen-fuel cell vehicles. In addition, promoting carbon 
capture technology via membrane separation is a significant contribution of this work, 
which helps to mitigate CO2 emissions associated with industrial SMR. 
 
 Organization of Dissertation  
 
This PhD dissertation is composed of seven chapters. Chapter 1 lays out the introduction 
and motivation behind this work. In Chapter 2 a deep and thorough evaluation of the Pd-
based membranes and MRs is undertaken. This chapter could be used as a standalone 
document to familiarize the interested audience to the field. In Chapter 3 the methodology, 
equipment, and techniques used in each step of this research are explained in detail.  
 
Chapter 4 discusses in detail how the permeation tests were conducted and explains the 
theoretical reasons why various reaction gases may impede the permeating flux of 
hydrogen in a MR system. This chapter is one of the few experimental works that 
fundamentally evaluates the four famous mechanisms for hindering of hydrogen flux. 
Objectives 1 through 4 which were mentioned earlier, are met and explained in Chapter 4.  
 
In Chapter 5 the details of the SMR reaction and the influence of operating conditions on 
the performance of MR in terms of methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen 
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purity are discussed, and the optimal operating conditions based on these metrics are 
identified. Next, the carbon capture experiments, and subsequent results are using solid 
sorbents (zeolite 13X) are discussed. Objectives 5 through 7 are met and explained in 
Chapter 5.  
 
Chapter 6 examines the hydrogen economy as it relates to carbon capture, not from a 
technical perspective, but rather, through a technical and economic lens. In this chapter, 
the technoeconomic evaluation of MR for hydrogen production and carbon capture are 
presented and the role of hydrogen in our future energy portfolio is discussed.  
 
Finally, Chapter 7 discussed the major findings and conclusion of this work and proposes 
some recommendations for future work.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review  
 
This chapter provides a thorough overview of hydrogen properties, the technologies used 
to produce hydrogen, and the opportunities and challenges of metallic membranes for 
hydrogen production. The comprehensive literature review presented in this chapter along 
with some of the results obtained in Chapter 6, have been accepted as a peer reviewed 
article in the journal of “Progress in Energy and Combustion Science” under the title 
“Opportunities and Challenges of Low-Carbon Hydrogen via Metallic Membranes”. 
 
 Hydrogen Properties  
 
In order to produce hydrogen through industrial processes, or to utilize hydrogen as a fuel 
(energy carrier) one needs to understand its physiochemical properties for better design and 
safe handling of the appropriate production units or storage facilities. This section gives an 
overall overview of hydrogen, its applications, and some of its more important chemical 
and physical properties.  
 
2.1.1 Physical and atomic properties of hydrogen  
 
Hydrogen is the lightest element on the periodic table with an atomic number of 1. The 
word “hydrogen” is derived from Greek words hydro meaning water and genes meaning 
forming. Hydrogen was first discovered and collected as a unique gas by Robert Boyle in 
1671 through dissolving iron in diluted hydrochloric acid. However, the English chemist 
Henry Cavendish was the one who first discovered and recognized hydrogen as an element 
in 1766.  
 
Hydrogen is the simplest element in the periodic table which is made up of a nucleus with 
a positively charged proton and only one electron. Depending on the number of neutrons 
in the nucleus, hydrogen can have three different isotopes namely protium, deuterium, and 
tritium. Protium (1H) has a nucleus which consists of only one proton and its abundance in 
the nature is more than 99.985%. Deuterium (2H or D2) is the heavy and stable isotope of 
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hydrogen which has a nucleus that consists of one proton and one neutron and is 
approximately 0.015% abundant in the nature. Tritium (3H or T) is the unstable and 
radioactive isotope of hydrogen which is very rare in nature however can be artificially 
produced within a nuclear reactor. Tritium’s nucleus has one proton and to neutrons.  
 
Hydrogen is a colorless, odorless, and non-poisoning gas at room temperature and under 
atmospheric pressure. Hydrogen is a highly reactive atoms since there is only a single 
electron orbiting its nucleus. As a result, hydrogen exists in nature only in the form of 
hydrogen molecules H2. Hydrogen has a very high adsorption capacity, and is highly 
soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. Hydrogen has a boiling point of -257.7 °C below which 
it becomes an odorless, transparent liquid. Liquid hydrogen is not corrosive but is 
considerably reactive. The physical properties of hydrogen are summarized in Table 2-1. 
 
Table 2-1. Physical properties of hydrogen (adapted from [1]) 
Property Value 
Molecular weight 2.016 g/mol 
Melting point -259 °C 
Liquid density (at 1.013 bar and boiling point) 70.973 kg/m3 
Boiling point (1.013 bar) -252.8 °C 
Latent heat of vaporization (at 1.013 bar and boiling point) 454.3 kJ/kg 
Critical temperature  -240 °C 
Critical pressure 12.98 bar 
Critical density 30.09 kg/m3 
Triple point temperature  -259.3 °C 
Triple point pressure 0.072 bar 
Gas density (at 1.013 bar and boiling point) 1.312 kg/m3 
Gas density (at 1.013 bar and 15 °C) 0.085 kg/m3 
Compressibility (Z) factor (at 1.013 bar and 15 °C) 1.001 
Specific gravity (at 1.013 bar and 21 °C) 0.0696 
Specific heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp) (at 1.0 bar and 25 °C) 0.029 kJ/(mol.K) 
Specific heat capacity at constant volume (Cv) (at 1.0 bar and 25 °C) 0.021 kJ/(mol/K) 
Viscosity (at 1.013 bar and 15 °C) 0.0000865 poise 
Thermal conductivity (at 1.013 bar and 0 °C) 168.35 mW/(m.K) 
Solubility in water (at 1.013 bar and 0 °C)  0.0214 vol/vol 
Concentration in air (at 1.013 bar and 0 °C) 0.00005 vol.% 
Autoignition temperature  560 °C 
Flame temperature  2318 °C 
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2.1.2 Chemical properties of hydrogen  
 
Hydrogen is not very reactive at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. However, at 
high temperatures, hydrogen becomes very reactive and the molecular hydrogen 
dissociates into its atoms. Atomic hydrogen on the other hand, is highly reactive and a very 
strong reducing agent even at room temperature. Due to the high reactivity of its nature, 
hydrogen can form compounds with all the known elements except for the noble gases. 
Hydrogen has an electronegativity of 2.2 which enables it to act as an electron receiver 
when reacting with the metals such as Na, and Ca to form ionic salt compounds or metal 
hydrides. It can also act as an electron donor when reacting with non-metal elements such 
as S. N, and halogens and forms covalent bonds. Hydrogen can also form a wide variety of 
organic compounds when reacting with carbon. The high ability of hydrogen to form such 
a wide variety of compounds can be explained by its unique 1s1 electron configuration. 
This half-full valence shell will allow hydrogen to receive one electron and become H-, the 
hydride ion, which can readily form salts when reacting with group 1 and group 2 metals 
such as Na, and Ca or donate one electron and become H+, which can strongly attract 
halogen atoms and form acids. In addition, hydrogen can share one electron of its valence 
shell with other atoms such as carbon in the form of covalent bonds.  
 
One of the most important properties of hydrogen is its ability to provide very strong 
intermolecular attraction forces called hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonding occurs between 
the molecules containing hydrogen, where the hydrogen atom is directly attached to a 
small, highly electronegative atoms such as oxygen, nitrogen, or fluorine. Although the 
hydrogen bond is only 5% as strong as the covalent bond, bonding of large number of 
molecules together via the hydrogen bonds can create a very strong molecular organisms 
such as proteins and nucleic acids. This unique property of hydrogen is used in various 
industrial applications in order to produce useful products such as the formation of salts 
known as metal hydrides, reduction of metal oxides to produce pure metals, catalytic 
reduction of nitrogen in the Haber-Bosch process to produce ammonia, reduction of 
halogens to produce hydrogen halides or acids, etc.  
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 Hydrogen Production  
 
Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe making up approximately 90% of 
its atoms. Hydrogen nuclei combine with each other in the stars, including in the earth’s 
sun, in a very high-energy nuclear reaction and form helium atoms. This nuclear reaction 
is responsible for the significant heat and light emitting from the stars. Despite its 
abundance in the universe, hydrogen is rarely found in the pure form on earth. The reason 
why hydrogen cannot be found freely in nature are twofold. First, hydrogen is extremely 
light, and it easily escapes the earth’s atmosphere. Second, hydrogen is extraordinary 
reactive and has a high affinity to form more stable chemical compounds such as water, 
minerals, hydrocarbons, etc. Hence, for industrial and commercial applications, hydrogen 
must be produced using other techniques such as water electrolysis or steam reforming. 
Hydrogen can be produced through very simple processes on a lab scale or through more 
complicated processes in an industrial setting.  
 
2.2.1 Laboratory methods for hydrogen production 
 
The most common methods for production of hydrogen in a laboratory are the following:  
• Reaction of a metal hydride with water: 
 
2 2 2 2( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( )CaH s H O l Ca OH aq H g+ → +  Eq. 2-1 
2 2 2 2( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( )BaH s H O l Ba OH aq H g+ → +  Eq. 2-2 
 
Reaction of certain metals with dilute sulfuric acid or hydrochloric acid: 
 
2 4 4 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Fe s H SO aq FeSO aq H g+ → +  Eq. 2-3 
3 22 ( ) 6 2 3Al s HCl AlCl H+ → +  Eq. 2-4 
 
Reaction of a strong base in aqueous solution with aluminum:  
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3 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Al s NaOH aq Al OH s H g+ → +  Eq. 2-5 
 
2.2.2 Industrial methods for hydrogen production 
 
There are numerous methods for industrial production of liquid and gaseous hydrogen. 
Depending on factors such as availability of raw materials, the market demand, cost, 
availability of the underlying technologies, etc. These methods could be categorized into 
two major groups: fossil-based hydrogen and hydrogen from renewable energy.  
 
2.2.2.1 Production of hydrogen from fossil resources 
 
Fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas have played an important role in the 
development of nations after the industrial revolution. In this section, the methods for the 
production of hydrogen using fossil fuels are briefly described.  
 
2.2.2.1.1 Coal gasification and steam reforming of natural gas 
 
The most widely methods for production of hydrogen are gasification of coke or 
combustion of natural gas, or other light hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane, and 
propane, with steam in the presence of a catalyst.  
 
2 2C H O H CO H+ + ∆ → +  Eq. 2-6 
4 2 23CH H O H CO H+ + ∆ → +  Eq. 2-7 
 
Coal gasification and steam reforming of natural gas occur at temperatures ranging 
between 1,100-1,300 °C and 700-925 °C respectively. These reactions are strongly 
endothermic, and the heat of reaction is provided by combustion of the fossil fuels. The 
conversion of coke and natural gas can be increased by sending the CO to another reactor, 
called water gas shift (WGS) reactor. WGS reaction is performed over iron or cobalt based 
catalysts at approximately 400 °C as shown in Eq. 2-8. 
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2 2 2CO H O H CO H+ + ∆ → +  Eq. 2-8 
 
In the final stage, the exit stream of the reaction is sent to the purifying unit where hydrogen 
is separated from CO2 using one the various technics such as pressure swing adsorption 
(PSA), wet scrubbing, membrane technologies, cryogenic distillation, etc. The details of 
steam methane reforming are explained in Chapter 5.  
 
2.2.2.1.2 Partial oxidation of hydrocarbons  
 
Partial oxidation is the process of converting the heavy hydrocarbons such as naphtha, 
petroleum coke, or coal into a mixture of H2, CO, and CO2 using superheated steam and 
reduced amount of oxygen. The external energy required for this process can be obtained 
through the combustion of the feedstock. Hydrogen yield can be maximized by utilizing a 
WGS as explained before in the steam reforming process. The overall efficiency of the 
partial oxidation process could be as high as 50%.  
 
2.2.2.1.3 Thermal decomposition/cracking of methane  
 
Thermal cracking of methane is an endothermic process in which methane gas is 
decomposed into carbon and hydrogen as following:  
 
4 2( ) 2CH C s H→ +  Eq. 2-9 
 
In this process, a mixture of methane/air heats a furnace to temperatures around 1,400 °C. 
at this point, the flame is shut off and the furnace is allowed to cool down to temperatures 
around 800 °C while methane is constantly decomposing into hydrogen gas and carbon 
black. Carbon black can is separated from the hydrogen which can be used as a fuel, a filler 
in the tire industry, or as a reducing material in the metallurgic industries. The main 
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advantage of the thermal cracking of methane over the SMR process is the significant 
reduction in CO2 emissions.  
 
2.2.2.1.4 Petroleum refining  
 
Hydrogen can be collected from a wide range of chemical reactions in the petroleum 
refining processes in the forms of purge gas, tail gas, and fuel gas. For instance, in the 
process of converting hexane to benzene, hydrogen can be collected according to the 
following reaction:  
 
6 14 6 6 24C H C H H→ +  Eq. 2-10 
 
2.2.2.1.5 Ammonia decomposition   
 
Ammonia molecules can be broken down into their building components, namely hydrogen 
and nitrogen in a catalytic reaction at temperatures as high as 1,000 °C according to the 
following reaction: 
 
3 2 2
31
2 2NH N H→ +  
Eq. 2-11 
 
The reaction products are molecular hydrogen and atomic nitrogen which can be used as a 
protective atmosphere for applications in the metal industry such as brazing or bright 
annealing.  
 
2.2.2.1.6 Water electrolysis 
 
Electrolysis of water is a process that uses electricity to transforms water into its building 
elements, namely hydrogen and oxygen. This process, is composed of the following two 
half reactions: 
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2: 2 2Cathode H e H
+ −+ →  Eq. 2-12 
2 2
1: 2 2
2
Anode OH O H O e− −→ + +  Eq. 2-13 
 
The overall chemical reaction for water electrolysis can be written as a combination of the 
two half-reactions as follows:[2,3]  
 
2 2 2
1
2
H O H O+  Eq. 2-14 
 
Depending on the type of electrolyte used in the electrolysis cells, various types of 
electrolyzer can be used for this process. Some of the more widely used electrolyzers used 
in the water electrolysis process are alkaline electrolyzers, polymer electrolyte membrane 
electrolyzers, solid oxide electrolyzers, seawater electrolyzers, and solar powered 
electrolyzers.  
 
2.2.2.2 Production of hydrogen from renewable resources 
 
All the conventional technologies for production of hydrogen from fossil fuel feedstocks 
have serious environmental and health impacts including air and water pollution, ozone 
depletion, climate change and global warming. Hence, scientists are constantly looking for 
new ways of producing hydrogen to mitigate these negative impacts.   
 
Furthermore, rising energy prices have attracted alternative and cheaper renewable 
energies that could help shifting the global energy portfolio toward a more sustainable and 
less carbon intensive energy mix. However, one of the greatest shortfalls of electric energy 
is the inability to store large quantities of electricity in an effective and economically viable 
way. As a result of this, the full capacity of renewable energies such as wind and solar, 
have never been fully realized. There are some methods to store electric energy such as 
electric battery packs, flywheels pneumatic, and hydraulic storage methods. However, all 
these methods consume a lot of energy during the conversion cycles and impose pertinent 
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environmental risks. However, the renewable electric energy from wind, solar, nuclear, and 
biomass sources can be efficiently stored in the form of “renewable hydrogen”. 
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 Climate Change, Global Energy Demand, and Hydrogen 
Economy 
 
The generation of carbon-free electricity and the production of low-carbon fuels are urgent 
needs that must be addressed as the global concentration of anthropogenic carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions is rapidly increasing. According to the most recent report published by 
the International Energy Agency (EIA) in 2018, the global energy-related CO2 emissions 
increased by 1.7% compared to 2017 and rose to the historic high value of 33.1 Gt CO2.[4]  
 
Although CO2 emissions from all sectors increased consistently, the power sector alone 
accounted for two-thirds of emission growth. The amount of CO2 emissions by burning 
coal for power generation exceeded 10 Gt. Notably, only three countries, China, India, and 
the U.S., were responsible for more than 85% of the net emission increases in 2018. For 
China and India this can be attributed to their constant economic development. For the U.S. 
however, other than a steady increase in oil consumption and higher economic growth in 
2018, other factors such as changes in energy policy and withdrawal from the Paris 
Agreement may play a role in the increase of emissions.[5] Nevertheless, longer term 
emission studies could reveal the magnitude and importance of the impact that such a 
change in U.S. policy will have in terms of the nation’s CO2 emissions.  
 
One method of forecasting the CO2 emissions of various countries is by examining their 
Human Development Index (HDI) and per capita electricity consumption. The HDI 
analysis of various countries shows that there is a direct relationship between the energy 
consumption of a nation and its HDI. As shown in Figure 2-1, the countries that have an 
HDI value of more than 0.9 consume the greatest energy per capita. For example, China 
and India consume 4,292 and 818 kWh/year-person, respectively, while this number is 
close to 12,000 kWh/year-person for the U.S. The minimum energy requirement for a 
country to have an HDI of at least 0.9 is approximately 5,000 kWh/year-person, which is 
associated with the U.K.; therefore, if all the developed countries in the world with an HDI 
of 0.9 and above reduce their electricity consumption to 5,000 kWh/year-person and only 
India and China increase theirs to the same amount, this results in a net annual increase of 
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2.4 Gt in CO2 emissions. Hence, as long as countries rely on fossil fuels for generating 
their electricity without implementing carbon capture and sequestration units, the global 
CO2 emissions are only going to rise in the coming decades. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Comparison of the per capita electricity consumption for various nations with different 
HDI 
 
Despite constant improvements in fuel efficiency, development of less carbon intensive 
biofuels, developments in hybrid and electric vehicles, and more stringent environmental 
policies, global CO2 emissions from transport sector increased by 2% in 2016 compared to 
the previous year. Figure 2-2-a shows the CO2 equivalent (CO2e) emissions by each sector 
worldwide and Figure 2-2-b further breaks down the emissions associated with each mode 
of the transportation sector for U.S. emissions only due to lack of information on other 
nations. Although the U.S. had the greatest transport emissions in 2016, the rate of increase 
of the emissions from this sector are significantly higher in Asia with an alarming rate of 
4.5%. 
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Figure 2-2. Breakdown of global energy-related CO2e emissions in 2016: a) Emissions associated with 
each sector1; b) Emissions associated with the transport sub-sector by mode2 (1 Others include 
domestic waterborne, pipeline, and HFC & indirect N2O; 2 Due to lack of information on other 
nations, the transport sub-sector represents only the U.S. emission values) [6,7] 
 
Electricity & heat generation, transportation, and industrial sectors together produce more 
than 80% of the energy-related CO2 emissions. In the transportation sector alone, CO2 
emissions increased by an annual global average rate of 2.5% between 2010 and 2015.[8] 
In 2016, the transportation sector emitted approximately 8 GtCO2 which accounted for 
roughly 25% of total global emissions (up from 23% in 2012). This number is 71% larger 
than the sector’s emissions in 1990 (2.8 Gt CO2) and 19% larger than the sector’s emissions 
in 2010 (6.7 Gt CO2). Nearly 74% of the transportation-related emissions are sourced 
exclusively from road vehicles.[6] As shown in Figure 2-2, this number is even larger for 
the U.S. In the U.S. the total CO2 emissions associated with passenger vehicles and heavy 
trucks is approximately 83%.[7] Without the implementation of significant mitigation 
policies, CO2 emissions from the transportation sector are projected to reach 9.3-12 
GtCO2/yr by 2050 which will be an increase between 16-50% compared to 2016.[9] 
 
The solutions proposed for mitigating climate change effects are deployment of low-carbon 
fuels and improving the efficiency of current technologies for energy conversion.  
Hydrogen fuels from low-carbon energy resources are viewed as a promising long-term 
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option for tackling CO2 emissions from distributed sources. The use of hydrogen as an 
alternative fuel in the industrial, residential, and transportation sectors can help to achieve 
these goals. In particular, the use of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs) has the potential 
to virtually eliminate CO2 emissions from tailpipes. If only 25% of vehicles were replaced 
by HFCVs, overall emissions from the transportation sector could be reduced by 10% [10] 
and curtail the emissions of NOx and SOx and particulate matter by 70-80%.[11] Moreover, 
hydrogen can be used to supply a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) to 
generate electricity, which only produces water as a byproduct.[12]  
 
Until the 1960s hydrogen was used in the form of town gas for street lighting and also as a 
source of energy for heating, cooking, and lighting homes.[11] Today, the same concept 
can be extended to use the on demand renewably generated hydrogen for powering a single 
family home with near zero emissions and noise-free fuel.[13] According to a recent work 
by Stern[13], a large 160-cell hydrogen generator can be employed to provide the total 
required energy for a single family home including power for appliances, lighting, 
electronics, and electric heat pumps for heating and cooling. A similar generator could be 
used to support the energy requirements of a small commercial entity such as a bank or 
pharmacy.  
 
Currently, hydrogen is primarily produced from fossil fuels such as natural gas and 
consequently, CO2 is generated and subsequently released into the atmosphere due to the 
process. However, sustainable hydrogen production combined with carbon capture, 
utilization, and storage (CCUS) technology could be a possible strategy for addressing CO2 
generated from the transportation sector.[14] For instance, using an alternative technology 
to SMR with pressure swing adsorption (PSA) for H2 production such as a membrane 
reactor (MR) has the potential to lead to H2 production on demand with subsequent CO2 
storage on the vehicle. [15,16]  
 
Over the past 60 years, MR technology for H2 production has advanced significantly. The 
rapid growth of research in this area can be judged by a significant increase in citations in 
recent years. As a special field of interest, metallic membranes, specifically Pd and its 
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alloys, have been heavily investigated in the hydrogen separation field due to their peculiar 
characteristic to allow for only hydrogen permeation making possible to produce a stream 
up to 99.999+% purity. [17–19] 
 
These advantageous characteristics could make metallic membranes and MRs suitable for 
onsite hydrogen production and separation to satisfy distributed hydrogen demands for 
mobile and small-scale systems. However, despite several decades of research, most 
metallic membranes have remained at the pilot scale due to uncertain economic feasibility 
and competitiveness at a large scale. Although the scientific literature on this topic is 
exceptionally rich, only few scientific studies have focused on the analysis of the costs, 
opportunities and challenges associated with industrial feasibility. Therefore, the aim of 
this review is to assess the potential and feasibility of metallic membranes and MRs toward 
utilization for hydrogen separation and production at high purity as well as to highlight the 
challenges that need to be overcome for accelerating widespread hydrogen use. Moreover, 
a comparison between metallic membranes and alternative hydrogen production and 
separation technologies is presented and discussed.   
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 Current status of hydrogen production, purification, and 
usage  
 
2.4.1 Economics and scale  
 
According to a recent study by Dou et al., the global hydrogen market was estimated at $80 
billion in 2015 and is expected to rise up to $1.6 trillion by 2050. Additionally, the study 
predicts that the market infrastructure will rise to $300 billion in 2030 and remain stable at 
this value until 2050.[20] The primary market driver for the hydrogen economy is expected 
to come from HFCVs at a market value of $1 trillion in 2050, while the market value of 
stationary hydrogen power generation is expected to rise to $200 billion during the same 
timeframe.  
 
Another potential area that could drive the hydrogen market in the near future is the concept 
of power-to-x (P2X). P2X can be defined as processes for conversion of electricity, 
specifically electricity that is generated from renewable energy resources such as wind or 
solar, into various products and/or applications to chemically store the electric energy 
during the low demand times and either use the products as feedstock for the production of 
other chemicals or convert them back to electricity during the peak demand periods. The 
letter “X” in the terminology could refer to gas, chemicals, fuel, methane, methanol, 
hydrogen, etc.[21–23] Among the P2X technologies, power-to-hydrogen (P2H) process is 
one of the most attractive one where renewable or “green” hydrogen can be produced 
through water electrolysis with renewable electricity. Hence, P2H could be the crucial link 
which closes the gap between renewable electricity generation and large scale electricity 
storage.[21] It should be noted that P2H can be considered a low carbon energy concept, 
only if the electricity used in this process is supplied from non-fossil based and renewable 
energy resources such as wind or solar. In doing so, P2X can be considered as an approach 
that incorporates renewable energy into sectors such as transportation and industry. 
 
However, it should be noted that although P2H technologies have the potential to lower 
the carbon emissions, there are other environmental concerns associated with these chains 
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that need to be taken into account. For instance, these technologies require significant 
amount of materials such as steel, nickel, and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)i for use in 
electrolysis electrodes. Although not explicitly limited to the P2X technologies, there are 
other major environmental concerns that require further attention when considering P2X 
chains. Hence, the implementation of P2X, like any other new technology, should be 
guided by accurate sustainability assessments taking into account the environmental 
concerns such as ozone depletion, acidification, and human toxicity.[22] Another challenge 
associated with the P2H technologies is the difficulty for storage and transport of hydrogen. 
This challenge could be addressed by producing hydrogen in the proximity of chemical 
plants where it can be used as a feedstock for production of other chemicals such as 
ammonia. Roughly 60% of the global hydrogen market share will be in North America, 
Europe, and China by 2050.[20]  
 
Currently, the use of hydrogen in the electricity and transportation sectors in the U.S. is 
still developing. However, the expectations for its evolution and utilization in the short 
term are evident in the stated objectives of the Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program funded 
by the U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. DOE). Funding in this area reached a peak of 
approximately $270 million in 2008, with a low of $109 million in 2014. For the fiscal year 
2017, the research budget saw an increase to $122 million.[24] The aim of the program is 
to fund research and development efforts to assess the viability of widespread 
implementation of fuel cell technologies and a hydrogen energy infrastructure, ultimately 
in an effort to reduce the use of fossil fuels, mitigate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and 
improve air quality.[24] 
 
The global demand for hydrogen is expected to remain constant up to 2025 at the current 
rate of 3.5% per year.[25] The current annual hydrogen production capacity in U.S. 
refineries is approximately 15.8 million tonnes. Of this volume, 3.3 million tonnes is 
captive by-product hydrogen and 2 million tonnes is combusted for heat generation. Hence, 
the total hydrogen capacity in the U.S. from conventional captive (hydrogen that is 
 
i It should be noted that PTFE is not required for all electrolysis techniques.  
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produced for internal use on the same site, such as oil refineries) and merchant (hydrogen 
that is produced by a producer and sold as a commodity and delivered to the consumer by 
pipeline, bulk tank or cylinder) markets is approximately 11 million tonnes per year.[26] 
Nearly 95% of this amount is produced by the SMR process.[27] Globally, approximately 
50 million tonnes of hydrogen is produced each year.[28,29] Roughly 48% comes from 
SMR, 30% from petroleum reforming, 18% from coal gasification, and 4% from water 
electrolysis.[30]  
 
Hydrogen can be used in industrial processes for ammonia and methanol synthesis, fossil 
fuel hydrocracking, metal production, or as a fuel for HFCVs and rockets.[20,28] 
Approximately 55% of global hydrogen production is used in ammonia plants and 35% in 
petroleum refining industries. The other end-use sectors include the electronics industry, 
metal/glass industries, the food industry, pharmaceuticals, etc.[31,32] The breakdown of 
the hydrogen market end-use is shown in Figure 2-3.  
 
 
 
Figure 2-3. Breakdown of the global hydrogen market sectors (left) and further breakdown of 
chemical industry sector (right). [33] 
 
The chemical manufacturing sector has a market share of approximately 63%. Synthesis 
of ammonia requires high volumes of hydrogen and this process alone uses more than half 
of the hydrogen market share. Refineries have the second largest market share. In the last 
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two decades, refineries have become net hydrogen consumers [31,34,35] with typical 
capacities from 10,000 to 100,000 m3/h,[36] accounting for 30% of the total hydrogen 
market. Hydrogen is required for many operations in petrochemical processing such as 
hydrotreating (where it is used for hydrodesulphurization, hydroisomerization and 
hydrogenation of aromatics and olefins) and hydrocracking (where it breaks down large 
hydrocarbons into smaller, and higher-value molecules).[37] Until recently, hydrogen was 
available internally to industrial processes as a co-product from catalytic reforming of 
aromatics.[34,35] Today there is stricter control of gasoline aromatic composition, and 
therefore less hydrogen is produced within refineries, limiting its availability.[34,36,38] 
Ultimately, this has catalyzed the push for refiners to increase the efficiency of their 
hydrogen production systems. 
 
Approximately 64% of hydrogen consumed in the industrial sector is “captive” hydrogen 
which is produced and consumed on-site. Furthermore, the hydrogen that is produced as a 
by-product of industrial processes, is also commercialized, and makes up 27% of the 
hydrogen market.[39]  
 
Based on today’s method of production, hydrogen does not represent a shift away from 
fossil fuels, nor does it present itself as a complete solution to climate change.[11,28] In 
order to address climate change concerns, alternative methods for hydrogen production 
such as electrolysis and photovoltaic water splitting, with renewable sources of electricity, 
can be used to produce hydrogen rather than producing hydrogen using fossil fuels such as 
natural gas. However, some of these methods consume significant amount of electricity, 
could suffer from toxicityii of the generated products, and others such as photovoltaic water 
splitting, have low efficiency and have a very high production cost compared with the 
reforming process.[40] Nevertheless, there is ongoing research for alternative methods and 
devices to produce high-purity hydrogen, such as the new method and device invented by 
Ham et al., to produce hydrogen in a dry reforming process using available methane and 
 
ii This could be an issue in photo-reduction technologies, the products that are generated in photo arsenic 
electrodes.[40] 
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CO2 in biogas.[41] Moreover, a significant infrastructure expansion would be valuable 
toward supporting its use as a transportation or grid fuel.[42,43] 
 
One of the biggest challenges that the hydrogen economy faces is the imbalance between 
hydrogen supply and demand. The current global production volumes of hydrogen cannot 
support a smooth transition from internal combustion engine vehicles to HFCVs. More 
specifically, in order to replace all the gasoline engine vehicles in the U.S. solely by 
HFCVs, the daily amount of produced hydrogen should be approximately 0.34 million 
tonnes or 124 million tonnes per year. This value is more than twice the current hydrogen 
that is consumed on a global scale and more than 10 times the current annual U.S. 
production.[28]  
 
The other significant challenge is hydrogen delivery and transportation. Although 
hydrogen can “potentially” be transported via pipelines like natural gas, the pipelines used 
for natural gas transport are not suitable for hydrogen delivery due to serious challenges 
arising from hydrogen leakage and metal embrittlement under the high-pressure conditions 
required.[28] Furthermore, 1.2% of hydrogen energy will be used every 150 km to power 
the compressors which is 4 times the amount of natural gas used for the same purpose, i.e. 
0.3%.[44] High costs of pipeline delivery and distribution, material handling losses, 
increased traffic congestion, and safety issues associated with highly flammable and 
explosive hydrogen gas are some of the biggest concerns that will need to be addressed 
thoroughly for successful deployment of hydrogen energy.[28,44,45]  
 
A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis of hydrogen energy in 
China indicates the strengths of a hydrogen economy include:[46]  
• Abundant resources to produce hydrogen from: coal, oil, natural gas, biomass, 
wastewater, wind, hydropower, solar etc. 
• Great development potential (transportation and communication) 
• Environmental benefits (as the greatest CO2 emitter, China needs to reform its 
energy structure toward more renewable and clean resources to address the ever-
increasing problem of the air pollution in its major cities)  
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In the same report, the weaknesses of hydrogen energy are listed as following:  
• High cost 
• Lack of key technologies (China currently lacks the state-of-the-art technologies 
and infrastructures to use renewable sources such as wind and solar for hydrogen 
production) 
• Lack of the appropriate infrastructure (refueling and transportation infrastructure 
are missing) 
Although this SWOT analysis is performed for the Chinese market, many of its elements 
such as abundance, environmental friendliness, costs, and lack of infrastructure are valid 
for other countries as well, including the U.S.  
 
2.4.2 Current industrial production and separation technologies  
 
The SMR is currently the dominant industrial method for hydrogen production where 
methane and steam react over a catalyst to produce a mixture of H2 and CO2.[15,47–56] 
SMR has developed into specifically tailored processes, consisting of a conventional 
reformer followed by two water-gas shift (WGS) reactors (i.e., high temperature shift 
(HTS) and low temperature shift (LTS)) and equipment for H2 separation and purification, 
with PSA being the dominant technique. Figure 2-4 shows a schematic of the entire 
process.  
 
Figure 2-4. Conventional steam reforming process with multiple stages for H2 production. 
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The reaction between methane and steam takes place in the reformer at harsh operating 
conditions due to the endothermic nature of the reaction. Specifically, the operating 
temperature and pressure ranges between 800 °C to 1000 °C and 15 to 20 bar, 
respectively.[57] 
 
4 2 2 22 4CH H O CO H+ +  Eq. 2-15 
4 2 23CH H O CO H+ +  Eq. 2-16 
 
The stream exiting the reformer contains a hydrogen-rich gas mixture with substantial CO 
content (generally higher than 5 vol.% ),[58] which may be suppressed by the WGS 
reaction: 
 
2 2 2CO H O CO H+ +  Eq. 2-17 
 
This reaction takes place in two reactors arranged in series since it is an exothermic reaction 
promoted at low temperature, but kinetically-limited at temperatures below ca. 200 °C.[59] 
Therefore, the first reactor (HTS) operates at high temperature between 310-450 °C and 
uses a high-temperature catalyst such as chromium-promoted iron oxide to favor the 
kinetics.[60] The second reactor (LTS) operates at low temperature in the range of 190 to 
250 °C and uses a low-temperature catalyst of copper-promoted zinc oxide.[61] The outlet 
stream from the LTS reactor contains 86% H2, 12% CO2, 0.3-1% CO and 1.6% CH4 on a 
dry basis.[62,63] Therefore, in order to obtain high-grade hydrogen, different 
separation/purification steps using diverse technology can be used, as shown in Table 2-2. 
Each technology is chosen according to the hydrogen purity requirements for any specific 
process. For instance, cryogenic distillation, which uses the difference in boiling point 
temperatures of the species is a very energy intensive process[64] due to operating at very 
low temperatures and therefore does not allow for significant hydrogen purification[65] 
However, cryogenic separation processes have very better economies of scale compared to 
the other separation methods and can produce separate hydrocarbon streams rich in C4+, 
ethane, propane, etc.[66]  
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Table 2-2. Comparison of Hydrogen Separation Technologies[67,68] 
Technique Description T [⁰C] H2-feed 
H2 
purity 
H2 
recovery Drawbacks Benefits 
PSA 
Selective 
adsorption of 
compounds from 
a gas stream 
80-180 Any H2 rich gas 99.999 70-85 
Around 20% 
of H2 is lost 
in the 
operation 
Energy 
intensive 
High H2 purity 
>99.99% 
Cryogenic 
distillation 
Partial 
condensation of 
gas mixtures at 
low temperatures 
-180 
Petrochemica
l and refinery 
off-gases 
90-98 95 
Relatively 
low H2 purity 
Energy 
intensive 
Better economies of 
scale 
Dense Pd-alloy 
membrane 
Selective 
diffusion of 
hydrogen 
through a Pd-
based alloy 
membrane 
300-450 
Any H2 
containing 
stream 
99.999 Up to 99 
High cost 
Low 
mechanical 
resistance 
High purity H2 
stream 
H2 recovery up to 
99% 
Polymeric 
membrane 
Differential rate 
of diffusion of 
gases through a 
permeable 
membrane 
25-100 
Refinery off-
gases and 
ammonia 
purge gas 
92-98 >85 Relatively low H2 purity 
Low cost 
Metal hydride 
separation 
Reversible 
reaction of 
hydrogen with 
metals to form 
hydrides 
>RT Ammonia purge gas 99 75-95 
Relatively 
low H2 
recovery 
High H2 purity 
Solid polymer 
electrolyte cell 
Electrolytic 
passage of 
hydrogen ions 
across a solid 
polymer 
membrane 
RT 
H2 produced 
by thermo-
chemical 
cycles  
99.8 95 
Sluggish 
anode 
reaction 
coupled with 
the inefficient 
cathode 
reaction (low 
overall cell 
performance) 
High H2 purity 
≈99.8% 
High H2 recovery 
≈95% 
 
Palladium-based membrane technology allows for high recovery and high purity of 
hydrogen. The primary challenges associated with Pd-based membranes for H2 production 
include their low tolerance for H2S and unsaturated hydrocarbons, high cost on a large 
scale due to the price of Pd, and low mechanical resistance.[69] Today, the most 
extensively used technology for large-scale production is the PSA process.[65] The PSA 
technology allows for variation in H2 purity making it tunable for a wide range of industrial 
applications.[57] Sorbents that are commonly used include activated carbon, silica gel, 
alumina and zeolite.[70–72] The PSA process operates at approximately 20-25 bar [73,74] 
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and has a hydrogen separation efficiency of 85-90%.[75] Moreover, PSA technology has 
the ability to process large capacities of feed gas, i.e., on the order of 100,000 m3/h [76] 
while maintaining a hydrogen purity of 99.999+%.[73] More specifically, a 100,000 m3/h 
unit would produce 78,000 tonnes of H2 per year, which amounts to approximately 0.2% 
of annual global H2 production. iii While PSA has many benefits, it has the drawback of 
relatively low hydrogen recovery (approximately 70%)iv.[77] The savings associated with 
using a dense Pd membrane and achieving a hydrogen recovery of  99% are worth noting. 
By using this technology, 36% less natural gas can be used to produce the same amount of 
hydrogen, resulting in an annual savings of 11,000 tonnes of natural gas and $2MM per 
PSA unit. Furthermore, more than 31,000 of CO2 emissions could be avoided annually.v 
 
Recent studies have investigated alternative solutions to the conventional system, such as 
the adoption of membrane technology applied to the SMR reaction.[78–94] It has been 
demonstrated that the use of a hydrogen permeability-selective MR such as Pd-based 
MRs[65,95] could allow for working at milder operating conditions and enhancing the 
performance of the SMR reaction, while additionally collecting high-purity hydrogen.[96] 
The interest in MR technology has grown due to its potential to provide significant process 
improvements such as operational simplicity, compatibility between different membrane 
operations in integrated systems, low energy requirements and environmental 
compatibility. Membrane technology provides process intensification by combining 
reaction and separation steps in a single device, while simultaneously achieving higher 
conversions and efficiencies compared to conventional separation and reaction 
operations.[97]  
 
 
 
 
iii Assume the operation is 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. 
iv Hydrogen recovery is lower compared to other hydrogen separation techniques as a fraction of hydrogen 
is lost in the purging step.[68] 
v Assumptions: Natural gas is considered pure methane; PSA (90% conversion, 70% recovery); Membrane 
(99% conversion, 99% recovery); price of natural gas set at 3.268 $/MMBtu; Standard conditions are 
assumed to be 15.56 °C and 1.01325 bar; carbon emissions associated with burning natural gas are assumed 
to be 0.0053 tonnes of CO2/therm  
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2.4.3 Hydrogen use and the role of metallic membranes 
 
Hydrogen’s clean combustion and high energy density (hydrogen has the highest mass 
energy density in all types of fossil fuels, 120 MJ/kg at its lower limit heating value) make 
it very attractive for sustainable development.[20] As a clean fuel, hydrogen can be used 
in cogeneration systems for industries and households to mitigate air pollution associated 
with other combustion fuels.[20] Most of the applications of hydrogen stem from its 
reactivity rather than its physical properties. 
 
Hydrogen is the essential feedstock for various industrial applications some of which are: 
catalytic hydrogenation of unsaturated vegetable oils in food and beverage industry, 
catalytic reduction of nitrogen in Haber-Bosch process to produce ammonia, as a feedstock 
in the synthesis of methanol, hydrogen peroxide, hydrochloric acid, polymers, and 
solvents, in the refining industry to break down and convert the heavy unsaturated 
compounds into lighter hydrocarbons, as a fuel for rockets in the space programs, as a fuel 
in hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, etc. Various applications of hydrogen are shown in Figure 
2-5.  
 
Figure 2-5. Share of hydrogen consumption in various industries (adapted from [1]) 
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There have been significant debates in the recent decades about the “fuel of future” and as 
a result, “hydrogen economy” has gained significant attention amongst the scientists. Some 
of the unique physical and chemical properties of hydrogen that make it plausible for 
hydrogen to be the potential fuel of the future are as follows: the combustion hydrogen 
with oxygen will produce water and releases heat, hydrogen has the highest energy density 
per unit of mass compared to any other combustible fuel (Table 2-3), the combustion of 
hydrogen has no adverse environmental impact and emits no carbon dioxide, hydrogen can 
be produced from renewable sources such as bio-ethanol and electrolysis of water, and 
finally, hydrogen has a broad flammable range which makes it a suitable fuel for various 
applications. Hydrogen is an energy carrier like electricity, however, unlike electricity, 
great amount of energy can be stored in the form of hydrogen for future use or be moved 
from the production site to the consumption location.  
 
Table 2-3. Specific energy density of various fuels (adapted from [1]) 
Fuel Energy density (MJ/kg) 
Gasoline 42.7 
Diesel 42.5 
Crude oil 46.1 
Ethanol 26.8 
Methanol 19.7 
Natural gas 47.7 
Methane 50 
Propane 46.3 
Hydrogen 120 
 
One area that has been very attractive and has created significant momentum for research 
and development projects in the past 20 years [98] is the use of hydrogen in the HFCVs. 
HFCVs could be attractive to the customers as they combine the benefits of electric 
vehicles, like quietness and efficiency, with those of the internal combustion engine (ICE) 
vehicles, such as refueling time and driving range. Given the 700 bar on-board hydrogen 
storage requirement, a HFCV can be refueled within 3-5 minutes, which is enough for 
driving 400-500 km.[99] The energy conversion efficiency of HFCVs can be as high as 
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40-60% vi while only 10-15% of the gasoline in the conventional ICE is converted to 
traction energy.[100]  
 
Table 2-4 shows a comparison between energy storage capacity, discharge time, and siting 
of hydrogen and other forms of energy storage. As can be seen, hydrogen is superior to all 
other forms of energy storage from both storage capacity and discharge duration.  
 
Table 2-4. Comparison between various methods for energy storage (adapted from the 2015 IEA 
report: Technology Roadmap: Hydrogen and Fuel Cells) [101] 
Technology Storage capacity Discharge duration Siting 
Supercapacitors  10kW-10MW Seconds  T&D 
Flywheel 10kW-10MW Seconds-minutes T&D 
Battery 1kW-100MW Seconds-hours End-user, T&D, Generation 
Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHS) 100MW-1GW Seconds-weeks Generation 
Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) 10MW-100MW Minutes-days T&D, generation 
Hydrogen 10MW-1GW Hours-season T&D, generation 
 
However, the fundamental issues stemming from the low volumetric energy density of 
hydrogen gas, make the development of HFCVs a challenging task. Hydrogen has a 
significantly lower volumetric fuel density compared to gasoline and diesel oil, which 
makes its delivery more difficult and costly. The feasible modes of transportation for 
hydrogen are via tube trailers, tanker trucks and pipelines. The only delivery method that 
makes hydrogen emission-free is pipeline transport, which has significant environmental 
footprints.[102]  
 
One of the most important challenges that keeps HFCVs from being commercially 
available is the cost associated with onboard storage of hydrogen. A HFCV requires 4-7 
kg of hydrogen to drive a distance of 480 km. Currently, a carbon-fiber composite tank 
pressurized to 700 bar is the best storage material for passenger vehicles which costs 
approximately $3,000 with today’s technology.[103]  
 
vi Efficiencies are based on higher heating values (HHV). It should be noted that for a power-to-fuel scenario 
where electricity is transformed into hydrogen, which is then used in a HFCV, the overall efficiency from 
well to wheel could be as low as 20-30% due to the losses in each conversion step from electricity to hydrogen 
and back to electricity.[101] In such scenarios, electric vehicles may be a better alternative to the HFCVs if 
the electricity is provided by renewable sources.  
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One technology that may make a significant difference in making the hydrogen economy 
a reality in the coming decades is SMR combined with MR technology. This, however, 
requires major breakthroughs in membrane technology development. Industrial interest 
towards membrane technology has grown over the years. Currently, metallic membranes 
are already being used on an industrial scale in the semiconductor industry to produce high-
purity hydrogen.[104] Commercial polymeric membranes have been effectively employed 
since 1979[105] and currently compete with PSA and cryogenic separation on an industrial 
scale for recovering hydrogen from refineries, ammonia plants, and petrochemical 
manufacturing.[106–108] Polymeric membranes achieve high hydrogen purity reaching 
95%, as reported in Table 2-2, which is usually adequate[109] for most petroleum refining 
applications. Nevertheless, for some catalytic processes such as ammonia synthesis and for 
supplying fuel cells, e.g., PEMFCs, ultrahigh purity hydrogen of 99.99+% is required.[110] 
For these applications, Pd-based membranes could be employed due to their complete 
selectivity towards hydrogen permeation with respect other gases. 
 
The performance of Pd-based alloy membranes has more recently been enhanced by 
decreasing the thickness of the metallic layer. The transition from a thick, unsupported 
membrane to a thin, supported membrane has led to economic benefits and higher-purity 
hydrogen in the permeate. Despite recent improvements, they are still affected by relatively 
high cost due to membrane production and operation, especially at industrial scales,[109] 
and compared to the polymeric membranes they are expected to be one to three orders of 
magnitude more expensive per unit surface area.[107] For example, spiral-wound turnkey 
membrane skids used in natural gas processing plants cost $500/m2 vii,[111] while the cost 
of one 50 µm-thick Pd membrane, would be ca. $5,500/m2viii.[112] Nevertheless, at the 
same pressure gradient, Pd-based membranes are characterized by superior selectivity and 
permeability, which can be ca.1000-10,000 times higher than polymeric membranes.[113] 
 
viiPolymer membrane cost was converted from 12.5 million dollars (2007 USD) for 25,000 m2. [111] 
viiiCost of Pd was chosen for the cheapest price in 2010, and 10% of preparation cost is included.[112]  
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Therefore, the cost of metallic membranes based on the same amount of hydrogen 
permeating flux would yield a competitive result in comparison to polymeric membranes. 
 
One of the obstacles that Pd-based membranes could face at industrial scale is their 
inability to produce high flow rates of hydrogen compared with PSA technology which 
currently produces hydrogen flow rates as high as 10,000-100,000 m3/h,[36] on a large-
scale industrial basis. This problem inherently stems from the challenges associated with 
scaling up the MR technology. Although the process capacity may be expanded with 
additional membrane units to increase the hydrogen flow rate, it is not cost-effective for 
Pd-based membranes. However, Pd-based membranes may be suitable for small 
applications where the benefits of their performance outweigh the membrane cost.[107] 
Such applications, some of which are under development, include semiconductor 
manufacturing[114,115] and hydrogen fuel cells[116].   
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 Metallic membranes and recent progress  
 
2.5.1 Metallic membranes and hydrogen permeation 
 
Membranes used for H2 separation can be divided into four categories based on the 
materials used in their fabrication: polymeric, metallic, carbon, and ceramic. Polymeric 
membranes are organic while the other three classifications are considered inorganic 
membranes.[65] Dense metallic membranes such as Pd and Pt as well as the metallic 
elements of groups III-V are of special interest due to their capability to produce pure H2 
in one single separation step with a low energy penalty.[117] The best candidates are Pd-
based metallic membranes for producing high-purity hydrogen due to their “infinite” 
selectivity towards H2 permeation.[118] Hydrogen permeation through Pd is governed by 
the solution-diffusion mechanism which takes place in six steps: [119,120].  
 
Hydrogen transport through the Pd membrane can be either surface-limited or diffusion-
limited. In thick membranes (δ > 100 µm), the rate-limiting step is usually the diffusion of 
hydrogen atoms through the bulk of Pd[121], while in thin membranes (δ < 1 µm) and at 
high operating pressures the rates of surface reactions dictate the rate of transport.[112,121] 
However, it is worth mentioning that at low temperatures the associative desorption of 
hydrogen atoms from the Pd surface become the rate-determining step, while at very low 
hydrogen partial pressures (<<1 bar), the adsorption of hydrogen atoms onto the Pd surface 
might become the rate-limiting step.[122,123] 
 
When the limiting step is hydrogen diffusion, the hydrogen permeating flux through the 
dense Pd-based membrane can be expressed by Sieverts-Fick’s law. 
 
( )2 2
2 2
0.5 0.5
, ,H ret H perm
H H
p p
J Pe
δ
−
=  
Eq. 2-18 
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where JH2 is the hydrogen permeating flux through the membrane, PeH2 is the permeability 
of the membrane, pH2,ret0.5 and pH2,perm0.5 are the partial pressure of hydrogen in the retentate 
and permeate sides, respectively, and δ is the membrane thickness.  
 
Permeability is an intrinsic property of the membrane and is independent of the thickness 
of the membrane or the partial pressure of hydrogen. In some instances, the “permeance” 
is used to characterize its performance and is defined as the ratio of permeability over 
thickness: 
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It is worth noting that permeance is mainly used to characterize a thin metallic film 
deposited on a porous support, while permeability is generally used for characterization of 
unsupported membranes.[112] The membrane permeability is a function of temperature 
and may be described by an Arrhenius-type relationship[80,124–127]:  
 
2 2
0 a
H H
EPe Pe exp
RT
 = − 
 
 
Eq. 2-20 
 
Where Pe0H2 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the apparent activation energy, R is the 
universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Combining Eq. 2-18 and Eq. 2-20 
yields the Richardson’s equation[126,127]:  
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 
 
Eq. 2-21 
 
This relationship highlights the proportionality of the hydrogen permeating flux to the 
membrane thickness, hydrogen partial pressure, and temperature, which need to be 
optimized to obtain a high hydrogen permeating flux.  
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Although the Sieverts-Fick’s law is fairly simple, there are numerous studies that 
undermine its validity and use the general empirical form where the hydrogen permeating 
flux is proportional to the partial pressure of hydrogen to the power of n,[96,121,126,128]  
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Eq. 2-22 
 
The empirical exponent n in Eq. 2-22 is a dependent factor which determines the 
correlation between the hydrogen permeating flux and the driving force (partial pressure 
of hydrogen on the retentate and permeate sides). The value of n, varies between 0.5 and 
1.0 [90], and is usually evaluated using nonlinear regression technics.[129]. Although 
controversial, the value of n has been used as a benchmark to determine the rate controlling 
steps. The deviation of n values from 0.5 may be explained by the deviation of the hydrogen 
solubility from the values proposed by Sieverts’ law, which may results from incorrect 
assumptions of the rate-determining steps, non-ideality of interstitial hydrogen diffusivity, 
or crystallographic phase transition. [126] In addition, a deviation from 0.5 indicates that 
the permeation of hydrogen may be influenced by a combination of other factors such as 
Pd surface impurities, bulk defects, i.e., organic contaminants from fabrication or pinholes, 
respectively.[108,130]  
 
Eq. 2-22 is usually used to evaluate the permeation characteristics of composite 
membranes, which consist of a thin Pd-layer deposited on a porous support. Porous 
supports are typically porous stainless steel (PSS) or ceramic.[131] The benefits in the use 
of a PSS support are the mechanical and chemical resistance, the thermal expansion being 
similar to Pd and ease in implementing it within a module. However, they suffer from 
intermetallic diffusion, rough surface area, and broad pore size distribution, which makes 
the deposition of a thin dense layer difficult. On the contrary, ceramic supports offer narrow 
pore size distribution, stability over a wide range of temperatures, and they are chemically 
inert. Nevertheless, they suffer from differing thermal expansion coefficients, high costs 
and difficulty in implementing within a module.[67,131] 
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A common characteristic of Pd-based membranes is their ability to be completely hydrogen 
permeability-selective with respect to all the other gases. The parameter commonly used 
to evaluate this feature is the ideal selectivity (α), which is defined as the ratio between the 
permeance of hydrogen to the permeance of a secondary gas [124]: 
 
2
2 /
 ( ) HH i
i
PIdeal Selectivity Pα =  
Eq. 2-23 
 
The benchmark for the development of hydrogen selective membranes and hydrogen 
production technologies is set by the U.S. DOE. Performance targets for dense metallic 
membranes are summarized in Table 2-5.  
 
Table 2-5. U.S. DOE 2015 targets for hydrogen separation and purification by dense metallic 
membranes[132] 
Performance criteria Target 
Flux 1.135 mol.m-2.s-1 (300 Scfh.ft-2) 
Cost of membrane < 5400 $ per m2 (< 500 $ per ft-2) 
Durability > 5 years 
H2 recovery 90 % 
Hydrogen purity 99.99% 
 
2.5.2 Pd-alloy membranes and costs 
 
Alloy-based membranes have gained increasing interest due to their improved properties 
compared to pure Pd such as sulfur resistivity, thermal stability, and enhanced hydrogen 
permeability, as well as their generally lower material cost and decreased embrittlement 
tendency.[112,133,134] The abundance and cost of various metals that are commonly used 
to fabricate Pd-based alloy membranes for the purpose of hydrogen production are shown 
in Figure 2-6. Furthermore, the permeability of these Pd alloy membranes at 350 °C and 
2.2 MPa are depicted in Figure 2-7. From these graphs it can be inferred that, alloying Pd 
with other metals offers a reasonable compromise between the material cost of the 
membrane and the permeability of hydrogen through the membrane.  
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One of the most widely used Pd alloy membranes that has shown high permeability and 
stability is the Pd77%Ag23% membrane.[135]  
 
 
Figure 2-6. Abundance and cost of the most commonly used metals for the fabrication of Pd-based 
membranes (Each price is referred to 2019. Price of titanium is based on TiO2 with a minimum 
purity of 95%; price of yttrium is based on yttrium metal with minimum purity of 99.9%; price of 
vanadium is based on the vanadium pentoxide) 
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Figure 2-7. Hydrogen permeability through Pd alloy membranes at 350 °C and 2.2 MPa (adapted 
from Knapton assuming hydrogen as an ideal gas and atmospheric pressure on the permeate 
side)[135]  
 
The hydrogen permeabilities of various Pd-based membranes reported in recent literature 
are shown in Table 2-6. Since the permeability depends not only on the type of alloy but 
also on their composition, fabrication methods, and testing procedures, comparing 
permeabilities across different studies provides only an approximate trend. The most 
widely studied Pd-based alloy membranes are Pd-Ag, some of which are applied to MR 
technology.[136–138] In general, Pd-Ag membranes provide 1.5-2 times higher hydrogen 
permeability compared to pure Pd due to their increased hydrogen solubility. In addition, 
Pd-Ag membranes have demonstrated higher resistance against hydrogen embrittlement.  
 
Aside from enhancing membrane transport properties, another purpose of alloying is to 
improve chemical stability against sulfur contamination. The Pd-Cu alloy has achieved 
higher tolerance against sulfur contamination, with the permeability similar or slightly 
lower than that of pure Pd. The face-centered cubic (FCC) phase of the Pd-Cu alloy 
containing 30-60 wt.% Cu has been found to have increased tolerance against sulfur 
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poisoning compared to the body-centered cubic (BCC) phase, in which hydrogen 
permeability has been found to remain constant at 1000 ppm H2S exposure.[139] The 
extent of sulfur tolerance varies among the various studies reported in the literature. For 
instance, a concentration of 300 ppm of H2S completely inhibited hydrogen permeation 
through Pd-Cu membranes while only 100 ppm of H2S inhibited permeation in pure Pd 
membranes.[140] In addition, 80%, 20% and 1% loss in hydrogen permeation were 
reported for various Pd-Cu membranes at 50 ppm, 20 ppm and 5 ppm H2S, 
respectively.[141–143] Since these experimental results are compiled from different 
studies, the effect of H2S concentration may not appear as a quantitative correlation with 
the decrease in permeation, but the overall trend qualitatively shows the inhibition effect 
of H2S. In addition, Pd-Au alloy membranes with low Au compositions (<10 wt%) have 
also exhibited enhanced sulfur resistance.[144] The hydrogen permeation dropped to 15% 
of the initial flux at 55 ppm H2S, but soon recovered to 65% with hydrogen purging, 
whereas the hydrogen permeation through a pure Pd membrane was reduced to 7% under 
the same H2S concentration without recovery after 20 hours of purging under 
hydrogen.[145] Another promising alloy exhibiting sulfur resistance is Pd-Pt. However, a 
content of Pt between 10 and 30 wt% exhibited decreased permeability (i.e., 20-60% of the 
permeability of pure Pd), while demonstrating improved sulfur tolerance; for instance, 30% 
permeation loss was reported at 1000 ppm H2S at 400 °C.[146,147] Without bulk sulfide 
formation, the permeability of sulfur-tolerant membranes can be partially or fully 
recovered after flushing with a pure hydrogen stream.[141,144,145,148] In order to achieve 
higher hydrogen permeability while maintaining sulfur resistance, alloys with more than 
two elements have also been investigated, including Pd-Ag-Cu[149–151], Pd-Ag-
Au[144,152], and Pd-Au-Pt[153]. Permeabilities of these ternary alloys are also listed in 
Table 2-6.  
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Table 2-6. Properties of the Pd-based membranes available in the open literature 
Pd-based  
metallic system** 
Membrane 
thickness 
(µm) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Permeability  
(10-9 mol m-1 s-1 
Pa-0.5) 
Selectivity Reference 
Pd disk 14.6 400 9.6 205 (H2/N2) [154] 
Pd disk 12.1 400 13.5 172 (H2/N2) [154] 
Pd disk 5.2 400 11.7 infinite [153] 
Pd/Al2O3 5 300 7.1* >1,000 (H2/N2) [155] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 2.8 400 18 2,900 [156] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS, oxidized 2.8 400 41 2,900 [156] 
Pd-Ag12%/Al2O3 11 550 11.1* 2,000 (H2/N2) [157] 
Pd-Ag25% disk, oxidized 25 300 11.8 infinite [158] 
Pd-Cu9%/Pd-Ag23%/PSS 40 280 17.7 700 (H2/N2) [143] 
Pd-Cu41% disk 16.7 400 13.3 105 (H2/N2) [154] 
Pd-Cu34%/PSS 20 350 4.86* high (H2/CO2) [159] 
Pd-Cu18wt% /Al2O3 11.4 450 2.63* high [141] 
Pd-Au15%/Al2O3 2.5 500 11.8* 1,400 (H2/N2) [160] 
Pd-Au10% disk 25 300 9.4 infinite [158] 
Pd-Au10% disk 25 400 14.5 infinite [153] 
Pd-Au10% disk 25 400 18.2 infinite [153] 
Pd-Pt9% 6.8 400 5.55 4,465 [147] 
Pd-Pt26% 12.1 400 2.92 13,393 [147] 
Pd-Au10%-Pt10% 25 400 6.14 infinite [153] 
Pd-Au10%-Pt10% 25 400 14.1 infinite [153] 
*   Values converted from the given information in the reference 
** Values represent composition in alloy systems in wt.% 
 
2.5.3 Non-Pd membranes 
 
Non-precious metal alloys for hydrogen separation have been studied as a way to reduce 
the use of precious metals. A range of hydrogen permeabilities for non-Pd membranes from 
the literature is listed in Table 2-7. The alloy Zr36Ni64 was the first amorphous metal alloy 
membrane introduced by Hara et al., demonstrating 12× lower hydrogen flux with 31× 
reduced cost than a Pd77Ag23 membrane.[161] Hydrogen permeabilities tend to increase 
along with a Zr content in amorphous metal alloys.[162,163] Superior hydrogen 
permeability may also be achieved by using crystalline alloys of early transition metals 
with the BCC structure, such as the Group 5 metals (e.g., V, Nb, and Ta).[164–166] It 
should be noted that the presence of a catalytic Pd layer is often required for such high 
permeation levels of hydrogen through these metals. Group 5 metals have high surface 
resistance for hydrogen entry and exit[165], but a thin Pd layer (several hundred 
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nanometers) coated upon the surfaces of those metals allows for rapid hydrogen 
dissociation and subsequent bulk diffusion. Some Zr-Ni amorphous alloys have reactive 
surfaces, which allow for hydrogen dissociation thereby eliminating the use of precious 
metals.[161] 
 
The increased permeability of the crystalline and amorphous metal alloys can be largely 
attributed to their high hydrogen solubility.[112] However, the high solubility is often 
correlated to the susceptibility of potential hydrogen embrittlement. As the hydrogen 
concentration rises, the precipitation of new hydride phases occurs, and the stress along 
phase boundaries potentially increases, leading to defects and cracks in metals.[167] To 
reduce the embrittlement induced by this dual phase, alloying with less hydrogen-soluble 
metals, such as Ni, has been reported in the literature.[168–172] It was found that the 
presence of the less hydrogen-soluble additive metals suppresses the formation of the 
hydride phases, thereby limiting hydrogen embrittlement. Another important property of 
membrane material is the thermal stability for high-temperature operation. The thermal 
stability may be enhanced when a refractory metal (e.g., Nb, Ta, Mo, or W) is contained in 
alloys.[173] Even though these non-Pd membranes are at a premature stage compared to 
the Pd-based membranes, more research should continue since the impact of these new 
membranes on cost reduction could be very significant and more advanced membrane 
properties (e.g., permeability, chemical and thermal stability) may be achieved.  
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Table 2-7. Properties of the group V metal-based membranes available in the open literature 
Composition  
(at.%) 
Membrane 
thickness (µm) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Permeability  
(10-9 mol m-1 s-1 Pa-0.5) Reference 
V 2000 400 - 450 30 [165] 
V90Pd10  107 400 38.6 [174] 
V95Ni5 1000 400 190 [175] 
V85Ni15  1000 - 1133 300 40 [175] 
V90Al10  1500 - 1800 400 130 [176] 
V80Al20  1500 - 1800 400 37-60 [176] 
V85Ni10.5Al4.5 1500-2000 350 62.9 [172] 
V90Ti10  500 400 270 [177] 
V85Ti15  600 438 360 [177] 
V99Y1 500 400 148 [178] 
V95W5  500 500 80.4* [171] 
V95W5Mo5 500 500 74.1* [179] 
Nb < 2000 420 360 [166] 
Nb95Ru5 450-500 500 127* [180] 
Nb95W5 450-500 500 178* [180] 
Nb90W5Mo5 500 500 121* [181] 
Ni60Nb40 (amorphous) 30 - 40 400 2 [182] 
Nb39Ti31Ni30 (eutectic)  550 - 750 400 19.3 [183] 
Ni65Nb25Zr10 (amorphous) 30 - 40 400 5 [182] 
(Ni0.6Nb0.4)70Zr30 (amorphous) 54 450 14 [184] 
Nb42Ni32 Zr20Co6 (amorphous) 50 400 14 [185] 
Nb42Ni40 Zr12Co6 (amorphous) 50 400 6.9 [185] 
(Ni0.6Nb0.3Ta0.1)70Zr30 (amorphous) 65 400 9.8 [184] 
Ta < 2000 420 145 [166] 
Ta  1000 350 19.2 [186] 
Ta 400 350 63.8 [186] 
* Values converted from the given information in the reference 
 
2.5.4 Efficient material screening 
 
Various metallic membrane materials have been used and tested as discussed previously in 
sections 3.2 and 3.3. Despite the existence of a vast amount of experimental data on 
membrane fabrication and permeation tests, a direct, quantitative comparison of the 
properties among various membranes from different studies is often difficult and at times 
not possible due to differing measurement conditions and different units used among the 
various studies. It may be useful if studies could apply a standard measure of sulfur 
tolerance among different membranes; for example, it could be a fraction of permeation 
loss at a H2S concentration of 500 ppm compared to the original permeance in the absence 
of H2S. This availability of well-organized standard lab-scale data across various research 
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groups may accelerate further development of the new membranes through efficient 
communication and accurate comparisons, preventing duplicated experiments on the same 
or less desirable membrane materials. 
 
Finding an optimal alloy and its composition through experiments is challenging since 
there are a limited number of tests that can be carried out within a reasonable time frame 
while using finite resources. In addition to individual experimental tests to inform the 
design of an optimal membrane, high-throughput material screening has been attempted, 
in which alloys of multiple compositions are created and characterized on a small scale for 
efficient analyses.[187,188]  
 
Another method for efficient material screening is based on a computational approach, 
which does not involve collecting experimental data. Membrane properties, such as 
permeability, phase stability, and sulfur resistance, have been simulated through 
computational modeling. First-principles calculations combined with statistical mechanics 
methods have been used to predict hydrogen solubility and diffusivity to determine the 
permeability of Pd-based[189–191] and amorphous metal-based[192–194] membranes. 
This computational approach enables searching through a vast range of material 
compositions to select new membrane materials having enhanced permeability. Hao and 
Sholl have shown that the predictions often agree with experimentally measured 
permeabilities to within an order of magnitude; however, considering that the experimental 
permeability can vary significantly depending on microstructure variations even within the 
same alloy compositions[96,108,195], this may not always be the case. The accuracy of 
predictions varies across different metal-hydrogen systems, as do the models used in the 
simulations. These computational approaches suffer from intrinsic errors associated with 
the approximate nature of potentials that describe interactions among electrons or atoms, 
with which we solve equations of motion (Newton’s equation for molecular dynamics 
calculations, or approximations to Schrödinger’s equation for electronic structure 
calculations) pertaining to many-body systems to obtain ground-state energies and 
optimized geometries.[196] In addition, the errors may result from numerical 
approximations in solving those equations. Therefore, one should be careful in making 
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comparisons, and it is more appropriate, in general, to compare trends between 
experimental and theoretical properties of materials rather than between particular 
experimental data points and the corresponding theoretical predictions.  
 
2.5.5 Theoretical studies on metallic membrane materials    
 
Electronic structure calculations have provided mechanistic understanding of hydrogen-
metal interactions, which cannot be easily demonstrated experimentally. Theoretical 
studies have revealed that hydrogen binding in subsurface layers of a metallic lattice results 
in a very stable state in most transition metals and that overcoming an activation barrier is 
often required for subsequent diffusion.[197] Hydrogen diffusion in the bulk phase 
between two interstitial sites, i.e., octahedral and tetrahedral sites, also involves an 
activation barrier[198] and possibly charge state variations between charged and neutral 
states.[199] In fact, a high charge density associated with hydrogen in metals may be 
correlated to strong hydrogen absorption, for instance, in the case of hydrogen in Group 5 
metals and their alloys.[200] The phase stability of virtual alloy membrane materials has 
been evaluated by comparing alloy formation energies, segregation energies, and charge 
interactions.[201,202] Phase diagrams of Pd-based alloys in the presence of hydrogen or 
sulfur have been estimated by rigorous thermodynamic modeling combined with first-
principles calculations, thereby further assessing the thermodynamic stability of materials 
under given temperature and pressure conditions.[203,204] The interaction between sulfur 
and membrane surfaces has been investigated through first-principles calculations that 
have provided the sulfur adsorption energy, release temperature, and segregation tendency 
of sulfur compounds.[202,205] Electronic coupling between the sulfur p-orbital and the 
metal d-band (valence electronic state of transition metals) was found to be the primary 
mode of interaction correlating directly to the sulfur adsorption strength.[205,206] 
Therefore, tuning the sulfur affinity through alloying of metals with different d-band 
centers (along the energy state with respect to Fermi-level) may be possible. A fundamental 
understanding of the interactions between membrane materials and gases may aid in the 
design of new materials with optimal properties and further may lead to the discovery of 
advanced membrane materials.  
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 Metallic membrane opportunities for next-generation 
applications  
 
2.6.1 Small-scale industrial applications 
 
For smaller and emerging hydrogen markets such as the semiconductor and fuel cell 
industries, the use of Pd-based membranes is appropriate due to the scales and purity 
requirements. First, these applications are small- to medium-scale with capacities ranging 
from 5 to 1,000 m3/h,[36] more than 100 times smaller than large-scale applications such 
as refining and ammonia production. The inherent compactness of membrane units would 
enable on-site production of hydrogen for applications on these scales. Alternatively, 
distributed small-scale users can source hydrogen from large-scale plants at a reasonable 
production cost[36], but the high cost of distribution would make this option less attractive. 
The distribution cost of hydrogen is 15 times higher than that of liquid hydrocarbon fuels 
on a mass basis primarily due to higher pumping costs.[27] If CCUS is considered, CO2 
distribution to sequestration sites would contribute to the cost of small-scale production 
units. In this case, Sjardin et al. concluded from a techno-economic study that at a hydrogen 
production scale below 40 MW (ca. 12,300 m3/hix), MRs with CCUS ($19/GJ) would 
become competitive with centralized H2 production ($18/GJ).[207] On-site hydrogen 
production would also provide self-sufficient supply and further circumvent delivery 
delays as well as issues with storage safety. Nevertheless, higher production costs due to 
smaller product sizes and safety concerns over local production and handling of hydrogen 
as an explosive gas should be taken into consideration.[28] Secondly, fuel cell and 
semiconductor applications require hydrogen of very high purities. In semiconductor 
manufacturing, hydrogen is used as a carrier gas for trace doping elements[19], and 
hydrogen of near absolute purity (99.999999%) is needed.[19,109] For PEMFCs, CO 
impurities in the hydrogen feed could strongly adsorb onto the catalyst, leading to catalyst 
deactivation and cell performance deterioration.[18,208,209] A CO concentration of as low 
 
ix Converted based on the higher heating value of hydrogen as used in Ref. [262] and the molar volume of an 
ideal gas at 298 K.  
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as 2 ppm has been recommended by the U.S. DOE for hydrogen used in onboard vehicle 
fuel cells[18], which corresponds to a hydrogen purity of 99.999+%. Such high purities are 
readily available from dense Pd-based membranes, which have a theoretically complete 
selectivity towards hydrogen.[18,207,210]  
 
2.6.2 Power generation and large-scale hydrogen production  
 
A foreseeable large-scale application of hydrogen is to be used as a low-carbon energy 
resource for electricity generation. This would differ from the current use of hydrogen, 
which is as a coolant for turbo generators.[211–215] When used as a fuel gas, high-pressure 
hydrogen[216] with a purity of less than 80% [109,217] is favored for conventional gas 
turbines. This hydrogen purity is necessary for maintaining a moderate flame 
temperature[111,218] to suppress NOx formation in the combustion chamber[73,111,218], 
as current NOx reduction technology in gas turbines cannot be used for hydrogen 
combustion.[73] If pre-combustion CO2 capture is considered for H2/CO2 separation, 
membrane technology may be employed. In this case, a nitrogen or steam sweep gas can 
be used to increase the separation driving force by decreasing the permeate-side hydrogen 
partial pressure[73,216,218] in addition to reducing the required membrane surface 
area.[218] The sweep gas will also act as a diluent to control the flame temperature and 
reduce NOx levels[111,218] as previously discussed. Since high purity is not a requirement 
for power generation, highly selective Pd-based membranes would lose their advantage 
compared to other membrane materials. For example, it has been estimated that a H2/CO2 
selectivity ranging from 20 to 60 and a H2/N2 selectivity from 130 to 870 would be 
sufficient for integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plants.[216] The more 
stringent H2/N2 selectivity is needed to prevent back-diffusion of N2 into the CO2-rich 
stream to meet the specifications for CO2 pipeline transport and sequestration.[216] These 
selectivity requirements allow for a wider range of materials to be used, such as ceramic 
and polymeric membranes.[216]  
 
Although the high operating temperature of Pd-based membranes, e.g., 300-600 °C, is 
compatible with exhaust streams of power plant applications, the high temperature range 
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is not unique to metallic membranes. For example, an operating temperature of 400 °C is 
accessible to microporous silica hydrogen-selective membranes[65,109] or even some 
high-temperature polymeric hydrogen-selective membranes. A common disadvantage of 
the hydrogen-selective membrane technology for turbine applications is that the hydrogen 
product exits the membrane from the low-pressure permeate side, which makes 
recompression necessary thereby imposing additional costs.[107,108,219,220] 
 
Other separation technologies such as physical absorption, e.g., Selexol, have also been 
studied for pre-combustion CO2 capture. The high partial pressure of CO2 after the WGS 
reactor makes physical absorption of CO2 a suitable approach for capturing carbon.[73] 
Computational modeling studies have shown that Pd-based membranes do not have a 
distinct advantage over physical absorption in terms of plant efficiency and costs. For 
example, Chiesa et al. concluded that an IGCC system with a Pd60Cu40 MR is more efficient 
by nearly 1.7% than a reference IGCC plant using Selexol for carbon capture.[218] Amelio 
et al. found that a Pd-Ag membrane–based IGCC plant has a slightly lower efficiency than 
an IGCC plant using a Selexol separation process. The reason for this lower efficiency is 
due to the fact that the membrane-based IGCC system consumes a larger fraction of its 
generated power for CO2 compression and for producing steam as a sweep gas for the MR 
system. However, it is worth noting that the investment cost and the cost of electricity in 
the membrane-based system are 4% and 1.4% lower than the reference case, 
respectively.[221] Rezvani et al. found that the overall efficiency of IGCC with CO2 
capture using a Pd-Ag membrane is 3.7% higher than using Selexol, and the investment 
cost of the membrane system is 1.6% lower than the Selexol system. The results of these 
techno-economic studies are subject to assumptions on separation efficiencies, capital and 
operating costs, and even regulations on CO2 capture, and therefore should be interpreted 
and compared with caution. Lab- and pilot-scale experimental studies will be needed to 
fully understand the potential opportunities and issues of applying Pd-based membranes in 
electricity generation with pre-combustion carbon capture. 
 
In addition to electricity, hydrogen can be co-produced from coal- or natural gas–based 
processes. For instance, PSA can be integrated with the shift reactor for bulk hydrogen 
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recovery in the range of 70-85% and for high-purity hydrogen production[73,222], and this 
concept would be similar to the large-scale hydrogen production method conventionally 
employed. Techno-economic studies have shown that, similar to the case of electricity 
generation from an IGCC plant, Pd-based membranes may only offer modest efficiency 
improvements and cost savings compared to PSA or physical absorption. For example, 
Kreutz et al. assessed hydrogen production from coal gasification with Pd60Cu40 
membranes and found that using Selexol for CO2 capture and subsequent PSA for hydrogen 
purification that the former case offers a less than 1% reduction in capital costs, but that 
the hydrogen production cost is 2% greater.[223] 
 
In theory, these metallic membranes for hydrogen production have a place within large-
scale systems. However, experimental testing has yet to reinforce these claims. Until large-
scale testing occurs, hydrogen production membranes will remain experimental in scale. 
 
2.6.3 Hydrogen transportation and carbon dioxide capture via 
membrane technology 
 
In the transportation sector, hydrogen can be used as a fuel for either adapted hydrogen 
internal combustion engines (ICEs) or onboard HFCV. Even when hydrogen is produced 
from SMR without CCUS, up to a 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions can be 
achieved in transportation due to the higher efficiency of a HFCV over a conventional 
gasoline-powered ICE vehicle.[27] Although the initial attention on HFCVs has shifted to 
other low-carbon transportation solutions such as biofuel and electric cars[224], steady 
research, design, and development (RD&D) progress has been made by leading 
international car and energy companies.[225] One of the remaining challenges is a lack of 
hydrogen fuel infrastructure.[225] In the meantime, on-site natural gas reforming at 
refueling stations could be a viable near- to medium-term solution[103,207], especially 
when low-cost natural gas is available.[103] Additionally, Pd-based MRs may be 
considered for distributed hydrogen production for application to the transportation sector. 
For instance, MRs can be used to produce hydrogen on a small scale (between 2-4 MW) at 
the refueling stations integrated with the existing natural gas infrastructure. [207] 
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Another option would be onboard hydrogen production for fuel cells. For this application, 
high-purity hydrogen has to be produced within highly space-compact devices, and 
traditional purification facilities would not be able to meet this requirement due to their 
complexity and size.[226] In this case, MRs would be advantageous for onboard 
applications given their ability to produce high-purity hydrogen within a small volume. In 
particular, the MR concept may potentially reduce the reactor volume by a factor of 10 to 
100 compared to conventional SMR and the subsequent WGS reaction.[227] Another 
benefit of the MR is its high conversion efficiencies.  
 
This onboard technology for transportation would have an MR on the vehicle, which would 
produce hydrogen for power (fuel cell or ICE) and temporarily store CO2. The CO2 sourced 
from the high-pressure side of the membrane would be stored outside of the membrane 
unit, and the compression energy would be provided by the original fuel source, i.e., 
compressed natural gas. Upon refueling, the temporarily stored CO2 would be removed 
from the vehicle and subsequently used in a secondary market. In the case of small-scale 
hydrogen production with CO2 capture, the trade-off between H2 distribution to users and 
CO2 transport to centralized facilities for usage should be balanced. 
 
In 2004, the U.S. DOE investigated funding future research related to onboard fuel 
reforming and made a no-go decision. The investigation team believed the milestones could 
be met, but that the milestones could not be met in the timeframe allotted by the 
administration at that time. The original timeframe of 2030 was pushed up to 2015, thereby 
overpromising the potential onboard reforming technology at that time. Although the 
independent panel recommended a no-go decision, they also made a number of specific 
recommendations that, if implemented, would effectively continue support of onboard fuel 
processing RD&D.[228]  
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 Challenges for Pd membrane applications 
 
2.7.1 Structural and chemical stability of Pd 
 
As mentioned briefly in section 3, one of the major challenges associated with the 
mechanical stability of pure Pd membranes arises from hydrogen embrittlement. The 
absorption of hydrogen into the Pd structure can induce the α-to-β phase transition at 
relatively low temperatures.[19] Palladium hydride (Pd-H) can exist as two distinct phases, 
α and β. The α phase is a solid solution while within the β phase, the H atoms are ordered 
within octahedral interstitial sites.[112] The distinct feature of the Pd-H phase diagram is 
that there is a miscibility gap where α and β phases coexist. The highest temperature beyond 
which the β phase cannot form is referred to as the “critical point”. The critical point is 
estimated to be approximately 298 °C and 2 MPa.[132,229] The existence of α and β phases 
depend on the atomic ratio of Pd to H. The α phase appears at concentrations of atomic 
hydrogen below Pd-H0.02, while only the β phase exists at H concentrations higher than Pd-
H0.58. At H concentrations within Pd-H0.02-0.58 both phases coexist.[134] The X-ray powder 
diffraction (XRD) results reveal that, at room temperature, both the α and β phases of Pd-
H alloys are FCC solid solutions and have lattice parameters greater than those of pure 
Pd.[230] The nucleation of β-hydride from the α phase will cause severe lattice strains 
which lead to membrane embrittlement after numerous α–β phase transitions.[195] The 
coexistence of two phases may lead to significant volume expansion and hence membrane 
failure. Therefore, it is crucial to operate the MR at temperatures above the critical 
temperature.[229] 
 
The effect of hydrogen embrittlement on the integrity of the membrane has been studied 
extensively.[183,184,231,232] Embrittlement is simply defined as the weakening of the 
membrane metal structure due to the diffusion and permeation of H atoms in the lattice 
structure.[112] Kolachev has listed eight main mechanisms responsible for the 
embrittlement-induced failure of metallic membranes which can be categorized by two 
types.[232] Embrittlement of the first type is caused by the sources that are initially present 
in the metal structure and before application of stresses. This type of embrittlement 
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becomes more pronounced as the strain rate in the metal structure increases and is 
irreversible in nature. The embrittlement of the second type is caused by sources in the 
metal structure that only appear as the hydrogen concentration increases during the plastic 
deformation. Plastic deformation is defined as the “permanent distortion that occurs when 
a material is subjected to tensile, compressive, bending, or torsion stresses that exceed its 
yield strength and cause it to elongate, compress, buckle, bend, or twist”. [233] 
 
The embrittlement of the first type may be caused by the: 
• Formation of gaseous reaction products between the hydrogen atoms and impurities 
in the metal structure 
• The formation and accumulation of molecular hydrogen in the discontinuities of 
the metal structures such as micro-shrinkage cavities or gas holes  
• Formation of hydride precipitates  
• Formation of dissolved hydrogen  
 
The embrittlement of the second type can be caused by the:  
• Decomposition of unstable solid solutions influenced by stresses 
• Interaction of H atoms with moving dislocations  
• Directional diffusion of H atoms due to nonuniform external elastic, thermal, and 
electric fields 
 
Although the development of an embrittlement-resistant Pd-based MR is a challenge, this 
phenomenon and its adverse effects may be diminished by careful and accurate modeling 
and prediction of the temperature profile inside an MR, cautious selection of operating 
conditions, avoiding to apply pressure pulses, and optimizing membrane-support 
interactions.[112,234] Moreover, the embrittlement phenomena can be reduced or avoided 
by alloying pure Pd with different metals, as reported in section 3. 
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2.7.2 The effect of poisoning on the performance of Pd-based MRs 
 
The surface of a Pd membrane is susceptible to contamination by chemical components in 
the gas stream, such as sulfur and carbon impurities. Hydrogen sulfide, at concentrations 
as low as 5-10 ppm, readily adsorbs onto the Pd surface leading to the formation of a strong 
metal-sulfur bond and, as a result, hydrogen dissociation may be substantially inhibited 
due to the lack of active sites available on the surface.[142,235,236] This surface inhibition 
may be the dominant mechanism of sulfur poisoning, but severe sulfur exposure may lead 
to bulk sulfide formation causing irreversible damage to the membrane.[237] This could 
be a significant drawback in the case of utilizing the syngas from coal gasification or 
natural gas reforming, which commonly contains concentrations from hundreds of ppm to 
several percent H2S. [238,239] In order to reduce the sulfur content suitable for Pd-based 
membrane operation, pre-desulfurization may be required. Sulfur-resistant alloy membrane 
materials may also alleviate the impact of sulfur, as discussed previously in section 3.2. In 
addition to the sulfur poisoning, the formation and deposition of carbon in high-
temperature catalytic applications such as methane reforming or dehydrogenation may lead 
to defects thereby shortening the membrane lifetime.[34,210] 
 
Other compounds have also been reported that could lead to the poisoning of the Pd-based 
membrane and MRs and hindering of the hydrogen permeation. Carbon monoxide, steam, 
hydrocarbons, chlorine and mercury are the compounds/elements reported in the literature 
which may decrease the hydrogen permeating flux in a Pd-based MR. CO may compromise 
the permeating flux of hydrogen via two different mechanisms depending on the operating 
temperatures. At lower temperatures, the main mechanism for reducing hydrogen flux is 
the adsorption of CO molecules onto the Pd surface where they compete with hydrogen 
atoms for the active sites.[124,240] At higher temperatures the catalytic decomposition of 
CO molecules and carbon deposition on the Pd surface is the main mechanism for 
hampering the hydrogen permeation.[240] Some studies suggest that electronegative atoms 
such as chlorine and oxygen may act a as “poison” for the adsorption of the electropositive 
molecules such as hydrogen by “electronically” blocking the surrounding area next to the 
hydrogen molecules and preventing them from getting access to the active sites.[241] 
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Water vapor molecules can also poison the Pd surface and hinder the permeating flux of 
hydrogen, however, compared with CO molecules, water vapor has a more adverse 
effect.[124,236] At low temperatures the adsorption of water on the metal surface occurs 
due to physisorption of water dipoles on the Pd surface. At higher temperatures, however, 
dissociative chemisorption of water vapor molecules on the solid surface is the governing 
mechanism controlling the adsorption. Although the number of adsorbed water molecules 
decreases with increasing the temperature, the decomposition rate of the adsorbed 
molecules increases at elevated temperatures. This means that the dissociation of water 
molecules into hydrogen and oxygen atoms and the recombination of these atoms to reform 
the water molecules could potentially poison the Pd surface with the adsorbed oxygen 
atoms as explained by Heras et al.[242] 
 
2.7.3 Pd availability  
 
Although Pd-based membranes may be promising alternatives to PSA and cryogenic 
distillation for H2 separation on small to medium scales, their success for large industrial 
scales is still uncertain due to the availability of Pd. Palladium is a precious metal that is 
finite and should be used sparingly in application. The global supply of Pd in 2012 was 
186 tonnes, which still fell short of the demand in the same year of 242 tonnes.[243].  
 
Primarily, Pd is used as a catalyst for automobile emission controls, electrical and 
electronic equipment, dental prostheses, and jewelry. In 2014, approximately 65% of the 
global Pd was used in the automobile industry and 14% in the electrical and electronic 
equipment sector.[244,245] The global Pd production in 2017 was around 225 tones. Only 
five countries account for more than 95% of the global Pd production, i.e., South Africa, 
Russia, U.S., Canada, and Zimbabwe.[246] 
 
The 2019 U.S. Geological Survey mineral commodity summaries report estimates that the 
total global resources of the platinum-group metals (PGMs) are more than 100,000 tonnes. 
In particular, more than 75% of all produced Pd comes from two countries, i.e., Russia 
(38%) and South Africa (39%).[247] 
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The availability of Pd with regard to large-scale applications such as IGCC power plants 
has been discussed in detail by Helmi et al.[243] A key conclusion from their study is that 
given the scale of membrane material requirements predicted from modeling studies, even 
a rather optimistic assumption of membrane thickness would result in 1.2 to 9 tonnes of 
palladium for a single power plant with the electricity production capacity of 1 GWe. For 
example, Galuszka estimated that 1.2 tonnes of Pd would be required to supply hydrogen 
to a 1000 ton/day methanol synthesis plant from methane reforming using a 10-μm Pd 
coating on an Al2O3 supported tubular membrane filled with 5% Pd/Al2O3 catalyst.[34] 
Helmi and coworkers estimated that approximately 2 tonnes of Pd would be needed for a 
386-MW IGCC plant, given a thickness of 10 μm.[243] Membrane thickness, permeance, 
and composition all affect estimated Pd requirements but do not impact the amount 
required beyond an order of magnitude.[243]  
 
To alleviate the concern of diminishing world Pd resources and provide a confident source 
well into the future[248], Pd may be recycled from a spent MR, similar to the automotive 
industry’s recycling of metals from catalytic converters.[249] The average recycling rate 
of PGMs in chemical and petrochemical industries is 76%, and a feasible Pd recovery of 
60% may be plausible with negligible cost.[207] 
 
2.7.4 Technical challenges and uncertainties for Pd membrane scale-up 
 
In addition to material availability, scale-up potential on the order of 1.5 million m3/day 
may be another limiting factor preventing wider application of Pd-based membranes. 
Process-scale analysis from the literature has reported that Pd-based metallic membranes 
may not satisfy the production rate on a large scale for economic industrial hydrogen 
production while meeting the purity criteria.[216] Despite the promising progress observed 
in emerging small-scale membrane units,[69] it remains unclear whether thin, defect-free, 
and stable Pd-based membranes can be economically mass-produced; therefore, much 
RD&D is still needed in this area.[34,73,207,210,218] 
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Reducing the membrane thickness is a key factor in making Pd-based membranes cost-
effective.[18,207,210] For example, it has been predicted that a membrane thickness below 
20 μm could make Pd-based MRs competitive with traditional WGS reactors[18], yet today 
commercially-available membranes are 20-50 μm thick, and thinner membranes of 2-5 μm 
are only produced on the laboratory scale.[207] In order to support a thin metal layer, a 
high-quality porous substrate (e.g., a small pore size with a narrow pore size distribution) 
is required. In fact, this substrate becomes 50 times more expensive than the cost of the 
thin layer of Pd.[250] Therefore, for the composite membranes to be economically viable 
on an industrial scale, not only does the cost of the thin metallic layer need to be reduced 
but also the porous support.[195] 
 
Enhanced permeability and reduced material cost may be achieved through investigation 
of new materials such as alloys, Earth-abundant metals, or amorphous metals, as discussed 
in section 3. Using new membrane materials or substrates combined with suitable 
fabrication methods could also alleviate instability against chemical impurities and thermal 
impacts. The high cost of Pd may be avoided by using Earth-abundant Group 5 metals, 
which cost approximately 1,000 times less than Pd at approximately $15 per kg, compared 
with that of Pd which is more than $49,000 per kg. 
 
In addition to improved performance and lower costs, long-term stability and durability 
against aggressive chemical environments, high-pressure conditions, and thermal cycling 
are critical to scale-up and remain to be demonstrated for commercialization 
purposes.[210,218] The integration of catalysts into the membrane unit would add another 
layer of vulnerability-depending on how the catalyst is embedded, complete replacement 
of the module may be necessary if the catalyst fails.[251] It is therefore necessary to 
develop the ability to repair the membrane during operation for commercial 
application[34], which is currently done for commercial polymeric membranes.[34,210] 
Other scale-up challenges that need to be addressed include difficulties in 
sealing,[34,210,252] lack of pilot-scale performance data[252], and the need for material 
and design optimization to balance the reaction productivity and membrane flux.[34] 
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2.7.5 Cost of Pd membrane scale-up 
 
Relevant to both the scale and material availability are economic considerations. 
Membranes are limited when it comes to economies of scale[34,251] and consequently 
have minor benefits of scale-up due to their modular nature.[207] The capital cost of 
membrane systems scales less than linearly with increasing plant size.[253] Assuming that 
Pd membranes have a module cost of $1,500/ft2 ($16,146/m2)[109], based on the 
membrane surface area estimates by Chiesa and coworkers (⁓34,000 m2)[218], a capital 
investment of $548 million would be needed for the membrane unit at a 420-MW IGCC 
plant. By comparison, the total capital investment for post-combustion amine absorption 
units in natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) plants has been estimated to be $0.7-1.0 
million/MW[254–256]x, and that for physical absorption units (Selexol) for IGCC plants 
$1.2(2007)-2.9(2006) million/MW.[255,257–259] xi  Whether it is justified to invest in 
metallic membrane–based carbon capture will depend on the trade-off between cost and 
required performance[34] and the adoption of a national policy framework on CO2 
emissions. Some authors have suggested that the cost of Pd membranes and their 
production will decrease as cumulative production increases.[260] For example, 
Iaquaniello and coworkers forecast that the cost of Pd-based membranes will be reduced 
from ca. $112,432/m2 xii at a cumulative production of 1000 m2 to ca. $1,253/m2 when 
cumulative production reaches 10,000,000 m2 worldwide.[260] However, if one assumes 
a membrane thickness of 10 μm, 10,000,000-m2 of production would equate to 1,200 
tonnes of Pd, which is more than five times the global mine production of palladium in 
2018.[261] Given the already unstable Pd market[34,243], the effect of this large 
production on the price of Pd as well as whether the concept of economies associated with 
“learning by doing” would hold in this case remains uncertain. 
  
 
x The capital cost in Damen et al., 2007 was converted using the 2007 yearly average exchange rate of 
1.370412. The inflation adjusted range will be $0.87-1.24 million/MW in 2019. 
xi The inflation adjusted range will be $1.48-2.90 million/MW in 2019 
xii Converted using the weighted average exchange rate of 1.392705 for EURUSD in 2011; same for the cost 
at 10,000,000-m2 of cumulative production. 
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2.7.6 Hydrogen storage 
 
Regardless of the production technology, one of the major challenges that needs to be 
addressed in the development of hydrogen fuel cells in specific and hydrogen economy in 
general, is the ability to store hydrogen in a safe, efficient, compact, and economic way. 
This problem arises from the fact the very low volumetric energy density of hydrogen, 
although the specific energy density of hydrogen is the highest. The volumetric energy 
density of various fuels has been compared in Table 2-8.  
 
Table 2-8. Volumetric energy density of various fuels (adapted from [1]) 
Fuel (BTU/ft
3) 
@ STP 
(BTU/ft3) 
@ 1,000 psi 
(BTU/ft3) 
@ 5,000 psi 
(BTU/ft3) 
@ 10,000 psi 
Gasoline (liquid) 894,740 894,740 894,740 894,740 
Propane (liquid) 782,000 782,000 782,000 782,000 
Propane (gas) 2,450 175,000 - - 
Methane  985 70,357 - - 
Hydrogen 320 22,857 114,300 230,000 
 
Due to the very low volumetric energy density of hydrogen, most of the hydrogen plants 
are constructed near to the final point of use such as the petroleum refineries and ammonia 
plants. As it can be seen in Table 2-8, even at the very high pressure of 5,000 psi, a 
hydrogen pipeline can only carry 12.8% of the equivalent energy of a gasoline pipeline. 
Due to these problems and cost considerations, it is recommended that rather than 
transporting hydrogen via pipelines, it would be more practical and economically viable to 
build the hydrogen fueling stations near the production sites.  
 
Furthermore, the hydrogen fuel cell vehicles should have a driving range of at least 300 
miles in order to be competitive with other technologies such as electric vehicles and 
internal combustion engine automobiles. In order to achieve this goal, a HFCV requires 
approximately 4-5 kg of hydrogen stored onboard. Storage of such quantity of hydrogen in 
a safe and operational manner requires addressing significant economic and engineering 
challenges.  
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Hydrogen can be stored as a gas, liquid, or solid state. Storage of hydrogen as a gas has 
been done successfully for many decades. However, this method is limited to the 
transportation of small amount of gas which are transported via gas cylinders over short 
distances for various industrial and research applications. For HFCVs however, there are 
still significant challenges to manufacture light weight, high resistance storage tanks at low 
cost. More specifically, the materials used for hydrogen storage tanks need to be 
significantly improved for this purpose. Hydrogen molecule is the smallest molecule on 
the periodic table which has a significant diffusion rate in the solid materials such as steel 
that is used in storage tanks. The penetrated hydrogen can react with the carbon present in 
the carbon steel and create hydrogen induced cracks which compromise the integrity of the 
storage tank. Most high-pressure hydrogen storage tanks operate at 350 bar while some 
advance composite materials can operate at pressures up to 700 bar and temperatures 
between -30 to 50 °C.  
 
Hydrogen can also be stored as a liquid at temperatures as low as 20 K (-253 °C) and 
pressures as low as a few bars. There are some problems with the storage of hydrogen in 
liquid state though some of which are: a great amount of energy is required to cool down 
hydrogen to such low temperatures, the high cost of manufacturing the super-insulated 
storage tank, lack of safe and reliable infrastructure for transportation and fueling, and extra 
safety measures for filling and withdrawing of fuel such as purging with Nitrogen before 
refueling to avoid entry of the air into the tank and consequent explosion.  
 
Hydrogen can also be stored in solid state using chemical reactions. Various metals such 
as palladium, titanium, iron, manganese, nickel, and chromium along with their alloys can 
react with hydrogen to form metal hydrides. Metal hydrides are of great interest for 
hydrogen storage in HFCVs due to their high volumetric density. Hydrogen can be 
absorbed onto the surface of a metal or an alloy according to the following exothermic 
reaction : 
 
2 2z z xAB xH AB H H+ → +∆  Eq. 2-24 
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Where ABz is an alloy, A is usually an early transition metal, rare earth metal or magnesium 
which form stable hydrides, B is a metal which does not form a stable hydride such as Ni, 
Co, Cr, Fe, Mn, or Al, and ∆H is the heat that is released upon reaction. In order to release 
hydrogen from its absorbed state, a small amount of heat will be supplied to the metal 
hydride which will shift the reaction to the left according to the Le Chatelier’s principle. 
This reaction is conducted over the surface of an alloy which is placed into a pressurized 
vessel in just a few minutes. Although metal hydrides have shown a great potential for 
onboard hydrogen storage, they still are in the development phase to meet the desired 
hydrogen capacity and overcome the thermodynamic and kinetic challenges. There are 
other methods to store hydrogen in the solid state such as alkali metal hydrides, and carbon 
nanotubes which are still in the research and development phase.  
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Chapter 3 - Experimental and Methodology  
 
This chapter explains the major experimental equipment used and the procedures followed 
to study the targets discussed previously. Four main studies have been undertaken as part 
of this dissertation work, namely: permeation studies, SMR studies, carbon capture studies, 
and technoeconomic analysis (TEA) studies. The methodologies, equipment, and 
techniques used for each phase of this research are highlighted in this chapter and explained 
in detail in their own appropriate chapters.  
 
 Methodology 
 
The permeation studies are performed with pure gases including hydrogen, helium, and 
argon, to study the physical characteristics of the membranes and their integrity under the 
experimental conditions. The SMR reaction studies are undertaken to study the 
performance of the MR for the SMR reaction and find the optimal operating conditions at 
which methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen purity on the permeate side 
are maximized and also to set the initial conditions for the carbon capture experiments. The 
carbon capture experiments have been performed to study the potential of MR system 
coupled with zeolite 13X materials for separating CO2 from the retentate stream. Finally, 
the TEA studies are performed to evaluate the economic attractiveness of this project. The 
main equipment used for the first three studies are mass flow controllers (MFCs), mass 
spectrometer (MS), and Autosorb iQ adsorption equipment. The method used for the TEA 
studies are detailed in Chapter 6. The following sections discuss the details of each 
equipment and method.  
 
3.1.1 Equipment calibration  
 
An essential element of every experimental research work is precise measurements and 
instrument calibration is the backbone of accurate measurements. This section explains the 
calibration steps for all the instruments that will be used in this work. 
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3.1.1.1 Mass flow controller 
 
The flow rates of the feed gases were controlled using Aalborg GFC17 MFCs (Aalborg 
Instruments & Controls Inc., Orangeburg, New York, U.S) and the actual flow rate of each 
gas was simply measured using a bubble-flowmeter. Although the nominal accuracy of the 
MFCs are reported as ±1% of full range, the deviations from the set points were found to 
be significantly greater than the experimental tolerance in previous works conducted in our 
group.[1] Hence, external calibration of the MFCs are recommended and will be taken 
before the start of each reaction test.  
 
The calibration step for each MFC is simply finding a linear relationship between the 
setpoint of each MFC and the actual flow rate of each gas through their designated MFC. 
For this purpose, the actual flow rate of a gas at each setpoint was measured using the 
bubble flowmeter. To minimize the human error, the experimental measurements were 
repeated 10 times at each set point and the average value of these 10 measurements was 
considered as the experimental point. An example of the calibration plot for CH4 MFC is 
depicted in Figure 3-1 and the slopes and R2 values for all other gases and their pertinent 
MFCs are presented in Table 3-1. It should be noted that for all calibrations, the intercept 
is forced to zero as the gas flow rate is equal to zero when the MFC is completely closed 
i.e. when the setpoint is equal to zero.   
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Figure 3-1. MFC calibration for CH4 
 
Table 3-1 Calibration parameters for various MFCs 
Gas Slope R2 
Ar1 1.4095 0.9990 
Ar2 1.1166 0.9912 
CH4 0.7627 0.9992 
CO 1.4207 0.9986 
CO2 0.9683 0.9965 
H2 1.0750 0.9986 
He 1.9900 0.9981 
   
1 This MFC was used to feed argon into the MS 
2 This MFC was used to feed argon into the MR 
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3.1.1.2 Mass spectrometer  
 
One of the critical tools that has been used in this study is the Extrel MAX300-LG mass 
spectrometer (MS). This instrument is capable of measuring masses in the range from 1-
250 atomic mass unit (amu) with the capability to monitor gases and vapors with fragment 
masses that fall within that range. In addition, with membrane inlet option, this instrument 
can detect compositions as low as 10 parts per trillion (ppt) for each component. In order 
to accurately measure the composition of gases in each stream one needs to precisely 
calibrate the MS.  
 
In order to calibrate the MS, a fixed flow rate of argon gas was fed into the instrument and 
the experimental data points were recorded. Next, some arbitrary and various compositions 
of the gases present in the SMR reaction (H2, CH4, CO, and CO2) were fed into the 
instrument. Next, the ratio of the flow rates of each gas to that of argon (Qi/QAr) was plotted 
against the intensity ratio of the same pair (Ii/IAr) to obtain a linear relationship between 
the parameters. The slope of each straight line is known as the response factor (RFi/j) for 
that gas pair and was recorded for each pair to perform the calculations during the reaction 
phase. Once all the desired RFs were recorded the calculations for determining the 
composition of each gas in the reaction can be calculated by simply following Eq. 3-1 
 
,
,
i rxn
i rxn Ar
Ar
I
Q = Q RF
I
 
× × 
 
 Eq. 3-1 
Where, Qi,rxn is the flow rate of component i in the reaction; QAr is the standard flow rate 
of argon gas which is held constant during all measurements; RFi/j is the response factor of 
pair i/j (j being the carrier gas which is argon in this study) obtained from the calibration 
step; Ii,rxn and IAr are the intensities of component i and Ar measured during the reaction. 
An example of the calibration for CH4/Ar pair is depicted in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2. MS calibration for the CH4/Ar pair 
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 Experimental design 
 
In this section the experimental setup and the operating conditions for each research target 
is explained in detail.  
 
3.2.1 Permeation studies  
 
Two different types of membranes have been used for the permeation studies in this work: 
composite Pd-Au and composite Pd membranes. The Pd and Pd-Au membranes were 
prepared by deposition of thin layers of palladium-gold on YSZ and pure Pd on asymmetric 
microporous Al2O3 substrate supports, respectively, via electroless plating. The Pd/YSZ 
membrane was manufactured according to the procedure developed by Ma et al. [43–45], 
while the Pd-Au/Al2O3 was manufactured in Nanjing Tech University (Nanjing, China) 
following the procedure developed by Collins and Way. [2]  
 
The gravimetrical method, as presented in Eq. 3-2, was used to calculate the thickness of 
the Pd and Pd-Au membranes as described by Anzelmo. [1] 
 
1total substrate
Pd
active Pd
m m
A
δ
ρ
−
= ×  Eq. 3-2 
 
Where δPd is the thickness of the Pd layer, mtotal is the total mass of the deposited palladium 
and the substrate, msubstrate is the mass of the substrate, Aactive is the active surface area of 
the MR, and ρPd is the density of palladium. The active surface area of the membrane was 
calculated using Eq. 3-3: 
 
active activeA OD Lπ=    Eq. 3-3 
 
Where OD and Lactive are the outer diameter and the active length of the membrane, 
respectively. The ceramic support for preparation of the Pd membrane was provided by 
Praxair company with an active length of ~7.2 cm and an OD of 9.8 mm. The total active 
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surface area of the Pd membrane was calculated to be ~12 cm2. The Pd-Au membrane was 
provided by Nanjing Tech University (Nanjing, China), and had an active length of ~4.5 
cm and an OD of 12.3 mm. The total active surface area of the Pd-Au membrane was 
calculated to be ~17.3 cm2. The thickness of the Pd and Pd-Au layers were determined to 
be ~11 μm and ~8 μm respectively. 
 
Before initiating the permeation tests, the membrane was activated by flowing ~30 mL/min 
of pure H2 at 400 °C and a trans-membrane pressure of 50 kPa for 2 h, as recommended by 
Helmi et al. to remove the organic impurities on the membrane surface.[3] 
 
Ideal selectivity is an inherent property of the membrane and is widely used to describe the 
permeating characteristics of membrane and to evaluate the extent of membrane selectivity 
toward H2. Ideal selectivity can be defined as presented in Eq. 3-4 and is obtained through 
the pure gas permeation tests:  
 
2
2 /
 ( ) HH i
i
PIdeal Selectivity Pα =  
Eq. 3-4 
 
where i represents either He or Ar. 
 
The permeating flux of each pure gas is measured using a bubble-flow meter and reported 
as an average over 10 measurements. All experimental data are recorded 15 minutes after 
changing the trans-membrane pressure to ensure steady state is achieved. Hydrogen 
permeation through a composite Pd-based membrane can be explained by the following 
general equation:[4] 
 
( )2 2
2 2
, ,
n n
H ret H perm
H H
p p
J P
δ
−
=  
Eq. 3-5 
 
where JH2 is the H2 permeating flux, PH2 is the H2 permeance, and PH2,retentate and PH2,permeate 
are the partial pressures of H2 in the retentate and permeate sides, respectively. The 
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exponent n in Eq. 3-5 is called the dependence factor, which is an indication of the 
dependency of H2 permeating flux to the partial pressure of H2 and can vary between 0.5 
and 1.0. The value of n can be determined experimentally by plotting H2 permeating flux 
as a function of transmembrane pressure. A value of 0.5 for n (Sieverts’-Fick’s law) is an 
indication that the transport of H2 through the dense metallic layer is governed by the 
solution-diffusion mechanism.  
 
In order to find the correct value of n, the H2 permeation flux as at various trans-membrane 
pressure will be measured at 400 ºC. Next, the permeating fluxes will be plotted against 
the driving force for each value of n, varying between 0.5-1.0, and a linear regression 
analysis will be performed. The line with the highest R2 value is selected as the appropriate 
dependence factor for the membrane. 
 
The H2 permeance is a function of temperature and its temperature dependency can be 
described by an Arrhenius-type equation as shown in Eq. 3-6: 
 
2 2
0 a
H H
EPe Pe exp
RT
 = − 
   
Eq. 3-6 
 
Where PH20 is called the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the apparent activation energy, R is 
the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. In order to fully characterize 
the membranes in this study, the permeance of the membranes were measured at three 
different temperature; 350, 400, and 450 ̊C and the apparent activation energy and pre-
exponential factor were determined accordingly. By plotting H2 permeance vs. reciprocal 
of absolute temperature on a logarithmic scale, one can easily find the apparent activation 
energy and pre-exponential factor. The experimental results for phase 1 of this work are 
presented in detail in Chapter 4. 
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3.2.2 SMR reaction studies 
 
The SMR reactions were conducted using a Pd-based composite membrane. The 
membrane used for the SMR experiments had an OD of 1cm, a thickness of approximately 
12µm, and an active length of 17.5 cm. The total active surface area of the membrane is 
calculated to be ~ 55.0 cm2. This membrane has been prepared by deposition of thin Pd 
layer over a ceramic (YSZ) support. The support is purchased from Praxair, while the 
membrane has been fabricated by Dr. Simona Liguori in the Clean Energy Conversion 
(CEC) laboratory. The membrane module has an approximate length of 32cm and is 
custom-built by CEC.  
 
Prior to performing the reaction experiments, the initial permeation tests with pure H2, He, 
and Ar were conducted at 400 °C and pressure range of 150 to 600 kPa to find the ideal 
selectivity of the membrane toward hydrogen and evaluate its permeability, as explained 
in section 3.2.1. These permeation tests allow to understand the permeating characteristics 
of the membrane. 
 
After the conclusion of the initial permeation tests and membrane characterization, the 
reaction tests were conducted. Experimental tests were performed at feed pressures 
between 100 kPa to 400 kPa in equal intervals of 50 kPa and at a fixed temperature of 
400°C. This range is chosen based on the results obtained from the previous studies and in 
order to minimize the negative effects of concentration polarization and dilution while 
keeping the operating temperature fairly low and minimizing damage to the MR at higher 
pressures. An image of the MR and membrane module is illustrated in Figure 3-3.  
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Figure 3-3. Image of the Pd membrane and membrane module 
 
Approximately 3 g of commercial Ni-based catalyst supplied by Johnson Matthey Inc. was 
packed inside the lumen side of the MR. Before packing, the catalyst was crushed and 
sieved to a particle size of ~ 300 μm, in order to increase the available surface area for the 
SMR reaction.   
 
The MR system was heated using an ultra-high temperature heating tape, model STH051-
080, at a rate of ~ 1.5 °C/min under argon gas. The voltage for heating was controlled by a 
Thermolyne-type 45,500 input control. The experimental temperature was monitored via a 
K-type Omega HH801A thermocouple. The accuracy of the thermocouple over a range of 
−100 °C to 1372 °C is reported to be± (0.1% rdg + 1 °C).  
 
During the reaction experiments, industrial grade methane and superheated steam were fed 
into the lumen side of the MR. Methane gas was supplied into the MR via the previously 
calibrated MFC as described in section 3.1.1 while deionized water was supplied to the 
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MR using an Eldex Optos 1LMP pump. Deionized water was vaporized, and converted 
into superheated steam in the spiral pre-heating zone before entering the MR. The water 
vapor in the retentate side was condensed using a temperature-regulated water bath (Julabo 
F25-EH). The pressure on the retentate side was regulated with an Ashcroft Back Pressure 
Regulator. The permeate and retentate streams were connected to the Mass Spectrometer 
(Extrel Max300-LG) and the composition of each stream was analyzed continuously to 
closely monitor the reaction performance. A schematic of the MR setup is shown in Figure 
3-4. 
 
Figure 3-4. Schematic of the MR setup  
 
The pressures on the retentate sides was gradually increased in intervals of 50 kPa, up to 
400 kPa while the pressure in the permeate side was kept constant at 100 kPa. Methane 
conversion, hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen purity are be the major indicators used in 
this study to evaluate the performance of the MR. By continuously recording the 
compositions of permeated and retentate streams via MS, one can easily calculate the 
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methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen purity according to Eq. 3-7 through 
Eq. 3-9: 
 
4 4
4
4
 ( )
In Out
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CH CH
CH
CH
Q Q
Methane conversion X
Q
−
=  
Eq. 3-7 
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Q
=  
Eq. 3-9 
 
Where QCH4in is the molar flow rate of methane entering the MR, QCH4out is the molar flow 
rate of methane exiting the MR, QH2permeate is the molar flow rate of hydrogen on the 
permeate side, QH2retentate is the molar flow rate of hydrogen on the retentate side, and 
QTotalpermeate is the total molar flow rate of all gaseous species on the permeate side, 
 
At each new operating pressure (at pressure step j+1), the methane conversion and 
hydrogen purity will be recorded and compared with the previous value (at pressure step j) 
and the incremental changes are calculated as following:  
 
4 4
4
, 1 ,
,
CH j CH j
CH j
X X
Incremental change in methane conversion
X
+ −=
 
Eq. 3-10 
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Eq. 3-11 
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Eq. 3-12 
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The operating pressure at which the incremental changes in these three performance 
indicators are less than 1% will be chosen as the optimum reaction pressure. The operating 
pressure at which the methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen purity are 
maximum are considered as the optimal operating conditions. After determining the 
optimal condition, the permeation tests with pure hydrogen were conducted again to ensure 
the integrity of the MR system was preserved. 
 
3.2.3 Carbon capture experiments 
 
One of the cornerstones of this work is the CO2 capture studies. During this phase, the 
SMR reactions were repeated at the optimal operating conditions that were identified at the 
conclusion of the SMR reaction, namely poptimum and 400 ̊C. The experimental procedures 
for this phase were exactly the same as described in section 3.2.2, except for the analysis 
of the retentate stream.  
 
During this phase, a sorbent column packed with zeolite 13x was placed immediately after 
the cold trap. The retentate stream, which was fully dehydrated and directed to the zeolite 
13X pack as shown in Figure 3-5.  
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Figure 3-5. Schematic of the MR setup with inclusion of zeolite 13X for CO2 capture 
 
The operating condition of the zeolite pack were fixed at 25 ̊C and 100 kPa. The retentate 
stream was in constantly passing through the zeolite 13X while CO2 being adsorbed onto 
the solid particles. The outgoing stream from the zeolite pack was sent to the MS where its 
composition was monitored continuously. By plotting the CO2 composition versus time, 
one can easily obtain the maximum CO2 uptake by the zeolite 13X. It should be noted that 
the initial CO2 composition in the retentate stream (xCO2,i) is known from the results 
obtained at the conclusion of SMR studies. The composition of the retentate stream and in 
particular that of CO2 in the retentate stream was closely monitored throughout all the 
reaction tests. The purity of CO2 on the retentate side can be calculated using Eq. 3-13:  
 
2
2 2
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2 CO COtentate
Total
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CO  purity Purity x
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Eq. 3-13 
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The reason that 13X was chosen as the adsorbent for this study is due to its significantly 
higher affinity for CO2 at low pressures.[5] In addition, at 25 ̊C and 1bar, zeolite 13X has 
shown a significantly higher CO2 uptake (>200 mg/g) compared with other adsorbents such 
as ZIF-8 (30 mg/g), activated carbon (99 mg/g), or Na-Zeolite β (120 mg/g).[6] 
 
It should be noted that at time t=0, the CO2 concentrations detected by the MS will undergo 
a sharp decline from xCO2,i to zero followed by a gradual buildup which is expected to 
follow the Langmuir isotherm model as presented in Eq. 3-14:  
 
2
2
1
CO
CO
Kp
=
Kp
φ
+
 Eq. 3-14 
 
Where, φ  is the ratio of the number of occupied adsorption sites to that of the available 
adsorption sites, K is the equilibrium constant which is the ratio of the rate constant for 
adsorption (ka) to the rate constant for desorption (kd), pCO2 is the partial pressure of CO2 
at the surface of the solid sorbent. One way to analyze the adsorption data is by performing 
the breakthrough analysis. In this method, the concentration of CO2 at the outlet is 
constantly monitored using MS. The concentration of CO2 over the initial CO2 
concentration is plotted against time. The time at which the CO2 concentration at the outlet 
is equal to 5% of the initial concentration is considered the breakthrough time and the time 
after which the CO2 concentration reaches to a plateau is considered the steady state time. 
A schematic of a dimensionless breakthrough curve is illustrated in Figure 3-6. The detail 
of this process is explained in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 3-6. Isothermal CO2 adsorption based on the Langmuir model 
 
The maximum CO2 uptake by the zeolite 13X can be calculated by subtracting the 
minimum CO2 concentration (xCO2,min) on the graph from xCO2,i and multiplying it by the 
mass flow rate of CO2 at the operating condition as following:  
 
2  2 2 2 2CO ,i CO ,min CO COCO uptake = (x - x ) Q (p,T)ρ× ×  Eq. 3-15 
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 Material characterization 
 
The proposed material characteristic techniques for this work include Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. These techniques were used 
after the conclusion of the reactions to study the integrity of the Pd layer and the phase 
composition of the membrane. Existence of any cracks/pinholes on the surface of the Pd 
layer can be detected by SEM which indicates that the lattice structure of the membrane is 
susceptible to expansion/contraction induced by hydrogen diffusion inside the crystal 
structure. Furthermore, detection of any undesirable phase (such as Pd-Ag-S) by XRD is a 
clear indication of Pd decomposition.  
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Chapter 4 - Hydrogen Permeation in Pd-based MRs 
 
This chapter discusses the permeation and separation properties of two Pd-based composite 
membranes. One membrane was characterized by an approximately 8 μm-thick palladium 
(Pd)-gold (Au) layer deposited on an asymmetric microporous Al2O3 substrate; the other 
membrane consisted of an approximately 11 μm-thick pure palladium layer deposited on a 
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) support. Furthermore, the permeation tests for ternary and 
quaternary mixtures of H2,CO, CO2, CH4, and H2O were conducted on the Pd/YSZ 
membrane and the details are discussed here. The effects of gas hourly space velocity 
(GHSV) and the steam-to-carbon (S/C) ratio on H2 permeation were also investigated using 
simulated steam methane reforming mixtures. The integrity of the membranes were studied 
using SEM and XRD analysis techniques. The results obtained in this phase of this PhD 
study have been published as a peer reviewed article in the journal of “Environments” 
under the title “Performance of Pd-Based Membranes and Effects of Various Gas 
Mixtures on H2 Permeation”. 
 
 Introduction 
Fossil fuels comprise approximately 80% of the energy portfolio in the U.S. today [1]. The 
transportation sector accounts for approximately 70% of domestic petroleum consumption 
[2]. Light-duty vehicles emit significant amounts of CO2, volatile organic compounds 
(VOC), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxides (NOx) [3]. Climate change effects can 
be mitigated through the development of state-of-the-art carbon capture technologies, 
utilizing more efficient industrial processes, switching to less carbon-intensive fuels, and 
through the use of renewable carbon-free energy resources [4]. H2 can be used as a 
replacement fuel for gasoline to help mitigate greenhouse gas (GHG) effects and improve 
air quality. Replacing internal combustion engine vehicles with H2 fuel cell vehicles 
(HFCV) has the potential to reduce the GHG emissions by up to 40% [5]. In order for 
HFCVs to be commercially viable, the cost of H2, delivered at the pump, should be reduced 
to USD 2.00–3.00/gge (gallon of gasoline equivalent) for its commercial application in 
HFCVs [6]. Steam methane reforming (SMR) remains the most widely used industrial 
process for H2 generation, which accounts for 50% of global H2 production [7]. 
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Conventional reactors produce H2 via two separate reactions: steam methane reforming 
(1,2) and water gas shift (WGS) (3). Since the products of the SMR reaction contain high 
concentrations of CO (i.e., 3–10%), two WGS reactors are required to both maximize H2 
production and increase the purity of the produced H2 stream [8,9]. SMR is composed of 
three reversible reactions (i.e., Eq. 4-1 through Eq. 4-3) that normally take place under very 
harsh operating conditions (i.e., 800–1000 °C and 1.5–2.0 MPa) due to thermodynamic 
constraints. Since ultra-pure H2 (99.999%) with less than 50 ppm of CO concentration is 
required for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), further purification of H2 is 
required [9,10]. Techniques such as preferential oxidation (PrOx), pressure swing 
adsorption (PSA), cryogenic distillation, dense Pd-membranes, etc. can be used to achieve 
this goal [11]. The most commonly-used technique in the industry for H2 purification is 
PSA. However, approximately 20% of produced H2 is lost in the PSA process [7]. 
 
CH4 + H2O ↔ CO + 3H2                 ∆H0298K = 206 kJ/mol Eq. 4-1 
CH4 + 2H2O ↔ CO2 + 4H2               ∆H0298K = 165 kJ/mol Eq. 4-2 
CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2                  ∆H0298K = −41 kJ/mol Eq. 4-3 
 
Membrane reactor (MR) technology is still the most promising technology for the 
separation, purification, and production of H2 [12]. MR technology is an alternative method 
that can be used to perform the SMR reaction at lower operating temperatures and 
pressures. In particular, Pd-based metallic membranes are the best candidates for the 
production of high-purity H2 due to their ‘infinite’ selectivity towards H2 permeation [13]. 
Dense Pd membranes have the potential to produce H2 with purities greater than 99.9999% 
[10]. 
 
However, the fact that the permeation flux of H2 is inversely proportional to the membrane 
thickness makes dense thick Pd-membranes unattractive for commercial applications due 
to their very small H2 flux. One way to address the low permeating flux issue is to deposit 
a thin Pd layer on a porous substrate, i.e., either ceramic or porous stainless steel (PSS). A 
favorable membrane should maintain high selectivity toward H2, high permeability to 
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operate effectively at high flow rates and restrained surfaces, and good chemical and 
structural stability to avoid deterioration under exertion [12]. The membrane 
configurations that provide these characteristics are twofold: thin Pd layer deposited on a 
ceramic support, and thin Pd layer deposited on metallic support covered with an 
intermetallic diffusion barrier. The membrane support provides the mechanical stability 
and usually does not exhibit any selective properties. The main characteristics of an 
effective membrane support are its high permeability toward gases and interconnected 
porous network. Such supports are usually composed of a few millimeters of sintered 
metallic or ceramic materials [14]. 
 
The use of ceramic supports in composite membranes is constantly increasing due to their 
low cost and controllable pore size. Inferior mechanical stability, poor weldability, and 
differing thermal expansion coefficients from Pd are the main disadvantages of ceramic 
supports. The prevailing ceramic supports are α-alumina, γ-alumina, and YSZ [15–17]. 
The main advantage of metallic supports such as PSS is that their similar thermal expansion 
coefficient to that of Pd minimizes disbanding which stems from different thermal 
expansion coefficients. Furthermore, metallic supports offer better weldability compared 
with ceramic-based supports [18–20]. Some common drawbacks of metallic supports are 
their rough surface, large pore size, and the intermetallic diffusion of Pd into the metallic 
support [21–24]. This problem can be avoided by employing an intermetallic diffusion 
barrier between the metallic support and the Pd layer [14]. Some of the intermetallic 
diffusion barriers reported in the literature are TiN, Ti O2, Al2O3, α-Fe2O3, γ-Al2O3, and 
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), with TiN being reported as the most promising one.  
 
Nevertheless, the pure Pd membrane is susceptible to poisoning when in contact with 
impurities such as H2S, CO, and CO2. In order to prevent this problem, Pd is alloyed with 
transition metals (e.g., Ag, Au, Cu, Mo, Ta, Y). In particular, alloying Pd with metals such 
as Ag and Cu can significantly decrease the fabrication cost while maintaining the features 
of the membrane and improve its resistivity against impurities [25]. Alloyed membranes 
consisting of Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Au have gained significant attention, and have been 
studied intensively due to their high resistance against sulfur poisoning [26–28]. 
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Although the permeating flux of H2 is significantly improved and the fabrication cost of 
the membrane can be considerably lowered by using alloyed Pd membranes, the finished 
cost of a Pd-based membrane is still too far from the DOE target of < USD 1000/m2 to be 
considered economically viable on a large scale [12,29]. Nonetheless, Pd-based 
membranes have been studied and characterized for various purposes over the past decades. 
Schramm & Seidel compared the mass transfer properties of a dense porous Vycor glass 
membrane and Pd-based membrane at 20 °C and 200 °C, respectively, and found that 
permeating fluxes of N2, H2, and Ar are reduced significantly in the Pd-modified membrane 
[30]. Gallucci et al. [31] and Jørgensen et al. [32] used unsupported dense Pd-Ag 
membranes with a thickness of 50 µm to investigate the effects of several operating 
conditions on the MR performance. In both of these studies, the H2 permeating flux was 
significantly low, which could be attributed to the thickness of the membrane. 
 
Liguori et al. studied the performance of a MR using a 20-µm thick Pd/PSS membrane. 
They concluded that both ideal selectivity and H2 permeation remain unchanged under the 
WGS reaction conditions [8]. Chen et al. performed a two-dimensional numerical analysis 
of concentration polarization in a membrane tube and found that an increase in trans-
membrane pressure or membrane permeance will enhance the H2 permeation flux and 
escalate the concentration polarization effect [33]. Zhang et al. studied, both numerically 
and experimentally, the influences of pressure, temperature, and feed gas flow rate on the 
degree of concentration polarization during the ammonia cracking process, and concluded 
that increasing the trans-membrane pressure aggravates the negative effect of concentration 
polarization, while increasing the feed gas flow rate decreases the concentration 
polarization effect [15]. Mori et al. studied the effects of concentration polarization on CH4 
conversion and H2 recovery in the SMR reaction, and found that the rate of SMR is reduced 
due to slower removal of H2, which can be explained by the concentration polarization 
effect [34]. Caravella et al. investigated the effects of numerous parameters on a newly-
defined variable called Concentration Polarization Coefficient (CPC) through numerical 
simulation, and concluded that the CPC decreases with increasing membrane thickness, 
downstream total pressure, Reynolds number, and H2 mole fraction in the upstream side, 
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and increasing temperature increases the CPC [35]. In a later simulation study by Caravella 
and Sun, they found that the Effective Average Concentration Polarization Coefficient 
(EAC) increases by increasing temperature and total feed pressure, whereas increasing H2 
mole fraction on the permeate side and GHSV will lower EAC [36]. Hara et al. studied, 
both numerically and experimentally, the effects of concentration polarization and CO 
hindrance on H2 permeation in a Pd-based MR using binary mixtures of Ar-H2 and CO-H2, 
and found that the presence of CO in the feed mixture causes a stronger decrease of the H2 
permeation flux [37]. Peters et al. performed a study on a thin, defect-free Pd-Ag23% 
membrane at 400 °C and very high pressure of 2600 kPa, and investigated the effects of 
dilution, depletion, concentration polarization, and competitive adsorption on the H2 
permeating flux [28]. Their findings show that the permeating flux of H2 will decrease due 
to the concentration polarization effect in a binary mixture of H2-N2. The reduction in H2 
permeating flux is more pronounced when N2 is substituted with CO2, while a H2-CO 
binary mixture shows the lowest H2 permeating flux. 
 
Despite the significant research performed in the literature on the Pd-based membranes, 
there are few works investigating the influence of the several factors affecting the H2 
permeating flux: dilution, depletion, concentration polarization, and competitive surface 
adsorption at conditions satisfying the DOE target requirements (differential pressure of 
20 psi, and operating temperature of 400 °C) [6,38] and using the mixtures that represent 
SMR process in a systematic experimental work. Numerous mathematical models and 
simulation studies can be found in the open literature that investigate the effects of 
concentration polarization on the H2 permeating flux; however, the majority of these works 
lack experimental confirmation [39–42]. 
 
In this work, the effects of numerous gaseous components of the SMR reaction on the H2 
permeation flux is studied in detail. The negative effects (concentration polarization, 
dilution, depletion, and competitive adsorption on the Pd surface) through which each gas 
can reduce the H2 permeating flux are analyzed by performing permeation tests of binary 
mixtures of H2 with He, Ar, N2, CH4, CO, CO2, and H2O. Next, the study is extended to 
ternary and quaternary mixtures to explore the cumulative effects of SMR components on 
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the H2 permeating flux. Finally, the permeation tests are performed on a simulated stream 
of the SMR reaction, and the aforementioned negative effects are investigated. 
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 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Pd-Based Membrane 
 
The composite Pd-Au and Pd membranes were prepared by deposition of thin layers of 
palladium-gold on YSZ and pure Pd on asymmetric microporous Al2O3 substrate supports, 
respectively, via electroless plating. The Pd/YSZ membrane was manufactured according 
to the procedure developed by Ma et al. [43–45], while the Pd-Au/Al2O3 was manufactured 
in Nanjing Tech University (Nanjing, China) following the procedure developed by Collins 
and Way [46]. The thickness of the Pd and Pd-Au layers were determined to be ~11 μm 
and ~8 μm respectively using the gravimetrical method according to the procedure 
described by Anzelmo [47]. 
 
The ceramic support for preparation of the Pd membrane was provided by Praxair company 
with an active length of ~7.2 cm and an OD of 9.8 mm. The total active surface area of the 
Pd membrane was calculated to be ~12 cm2. The Pd-Au membrane was provided by 
Nanjing Tech University (Nanjing, China), and had an active length of ~4.5 cm and an OD 
of 12.3 mm. The total active surface area of the Pd-Au membrane was calculated to be 
~17.3 cm2. Before initiating the permeation tests, the membrane was activated by flowing 
~30 mL/min of pure H2 at 400 °C Table 4-1 and a trans-membrane pressure of 50 kPa for 
2 h, as recommended by Helmi et al. to remove the organic impurities on the membrane 
surface [48] Permeation tests with pure gases (H2, He, Ar) and gas mixtures, as presented 
in , at 400 °C and pressure range of 150 to 600 kPa, have been performed in this study. 
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Table 4-1 Gas mixtures fed into the Pd and Pd-Au MRs at 400 °C for permeation tests. 
Gas Mixture 
Type Gas Mixture Feed 
Gas Mixture 
Composition 
Total Flow Rate 
(mL/min) 
Pd Membrane 
Binary H2/Ar 50/50 276 
Binary H2/Ar 50/50 542 
Binary H2/Ar 50/50 810 
Binary H2/Ar 50/50 1078 
Binary H2/He 50/50 276 
Binary H2/CH4 50/50 276 
Binary H2/H2O 50/50 276 
Binary H2/CO2 50/50 276 
Ternary H2/CO/He 50/5/45 276 
Ternary H2/CO2/CH4 50/25/25 276 
Ternary H2/CO2/H2O 50/25/25 276 
Quaternary H2/CO2/CO/He 50/25/2.5/22.5 276 
Quaternary H2/H2O/CO/He 50/25/2.5/22.5 276 
Senary H2/CO2/H2O/CH4/CO/He 40/20/23/7/1/9 276 
Pd-Au Membrane 
Binary H2/Ar 50/50 276 
Binary H2/He 50/50 276 
Binary H2/N2 50/50 276 
Binary H2/H2O 50/50 276 
 
4.2.2 Procedure 
 
A schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 4-1. As shown in Figure 4-1, 
the reaction gases are fed to the annular space of the MR (retentate side). The MR system 
was heated using an ultra-high temperature heating tape, model STH051-080. The voltage 
for heating was controlled by a Thermolyne-type 45,500 input control. The experimental 
temperature was monitored via a K-type Omega HH801A thermocouple. The accuracy of 
the thermocouple over a range of −100 °C to 1372 °C is ± (0.1% rdg + 1 °C). The flow 
rates of the feed gases were controlled using Aalborg GFC17 mass flow controllers 
(Aalborg Instruments & Controls Inc., Orangeburg, New York, U.S.). Deionized water was 
supplied to the MR using an Eldex Optos 1LMP pump. Water was vaporized, and 
superheated steam was formed in a spiral pre-heating zone before entering the MR. The 
water vapor in the retentate side was condensed using a temperature-regulated water bath 
(Julabo F25-EH). The pressure on the retentate side was regulated with an Ashcroft Back 
Pressure Regulator. The pressure on the retentate side was measured with a Swagelok EN 
837-1 pressure gauge. 
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of the experimental setup. 
 
The MR was heated up to 400 °C with a heating ramp of ~1.5 °C/min under Ar gas. In this 
study, the influences of various gaseous components of SMR reaction (CO2, CO, CH4, 
H2O) on the H2 permeating flux were investigated in binary, ternary, quaternary, and 
simulated mixtures of SMR. The negative effects of concentration polarization were 
investigated using equimolar binary mixtures of H2-Ar at 400 °C and pressures ranging 
from 150 kPa to 600 kPa. Dilution and depletion effects were investigated using equimolar 
binary mixtures of H2-N2 and H2-CH4 at 400 °C and pressures ranging from 150 kPa to 
600 kPa. The negative effects of competitive adsorption on the Pd surface were 
investigated using the equimolar binary mixtures of H2-CO and H2-CO2 at 400 °C and 
pressures ranging from 150 kPa to 600 kPa, according to the procedures followed by Peters 
et al. [28]. Furthermore, ternary, quaternary and simulated SMR streams were utilized to 
further investigate the combined effects of the aforementioned four negative factors. In 
addition, the effects of operating conditions of temperature and pressure, as well as S/C 
ratio and GHSV on the H2 permeating flux were explored. Trans-membrane pressure, S/C 
ratio, GHSV were varied between 50 to 500 kPa, 2.0 to 3.5, and 221 to 884 h−1, 
respectively. 
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At the beginning of the characterization experiments, the permeation fluxes of pure gases 
H2, He, and Ar were measured. The permeating flux of each pure gas was measured using 
a bubble-flow meter. Every experimental point represents an average value of at least 10 
measurements at the same operating conditions, with an average error variation lower than 
2.3%. All experimental data was recorded 15 min after changing the trans-membrane 
pressure to ensure a steady state was achieved. For tests involving the gas mixtures, the 
permeating flux of pure H2 was measured before and after each experiment to evaluate the 
influence of each mixture on the permeating flux of H2.  
The H2 permeation through a composite Pd-based membrane can be explained by the 
following general equation [49] 
 
JH2 = PH2 (pnH2, retentate − pnH2, permeate) Eq. 4-4 
 
where JH2 is the H2 permeating flux, PH2 is the H2 permeance, and PH2,retentate and PH2,permeate 
are the partial pressures of H2 in the retentate and permeate sides, respectively. The 
exponent n in Eq. 4-4 is called the dependence factor, which is an indication of the 
dependency of H2 permeating flux to the partial pressure of H2, and can vary between 0.5 
and 1.0. The value of n can be determined experimentally by plotting H2 permeating flux 
as a function of transmembrane pressure. A value of 0.5 for n (Sieverts’-Fick’s law) is an 
indication that the transport of H2 through the dense metallic layer is governed by the 
solution-diffusion mechanism. The H2 permeance is a function of temperature, and its 
temperature dependency can be described by an Arrhenius-type equation: 
 
PH2 = P0H2 exp (−Ea/RT) Eq. 4-5 
 
where PH20 is called the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the apparent activation energy, R is 
the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The ideal selectivity was used 
to describe the permeating characteristic of the membrane and to evaluate the extent of 
membrane selectivity toward H2:  
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Ideal Selectivity (αH2/i) = PH2/Pi Eq. 4-6 
 
where i represents either He or Ar 
 
4.2.3 Materials 
 
Ultra-high purity H2 and He (99.999% purity), industrial grade Ar (99.985% purity), CH4 
(99.97% purity), CO2 (99.9% purity), and N2 (99.0% purity) were used for the permeation 
and reaction simulation experiments in this work. CO used in this study was diluted with 
He due to safety concerns and had a certified purity of 10.3%. All the gases were obtained 
from General Air Services & Supplies.  
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 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Membrane Permeation Tests 
 
In this study, two different membranes, namely Pd and Pd-Au, were used to evaluate the 
permeation fluxes of H2 at various operating conditions and using different mixtures. The 
permeation tests with pure gases of H2, He, and Ar were conducted on both membranes to 
characterize the membranes and find their perm-selective properties. Further permeation 
tests with binary, ternary, quaternary, and simulated SMR mixtures were carried out for 
the Pd membrane, while for the Pd-Au membrane, the permeation tests were conducted 
only with the binary mixtures. 
 
4.3.1.1 Pure Components 
 
To fully evaluate the permeation characteristics of the membrane, permeation tests with 
pure gases were performed. In particular, the permeation tests with pure hydrogen were 
carried out to determine the membrane parameters such as Pe0, Ea, and n, as indicated in 
Eq. 4-4 and Eq. 4-5. Hence, permeation tests with pure H2 at various temperatures and 
trans-membrane pressures were carried out for each membrane to estimate these 
parameters.  
 
In order to find the correct value of n, the H2 permeation flux as at various trans-membrane 
pressures was measured at 400 °C. Next, the permeating fluxes were plotted against the 
driving force for each value of n, varying between 0.5–1.0, and a linear regression analysis 
was performed, as shown in Figure 4-2. The line with the highest R2 value was selected as 
the appropriate dependence factor for each membrane. The best linear regressions obtained 
have values of n = 0.5 and n = 0.7 for Pd-Au and Pd membranes, respectively. These 
calculations indicate that the H2 transport through the Pd-Au membrane is limited by 
solution diffusion through the bulk of the Pd layer, while for the Pd membrane, the 
transport mechanism can be affected by Pd surface or bulk defects or impurities present in 
the Pd surface stemming from non-perfect fabrication or pinhole developments. Moreover, 
at 400 °C and a trans-membrane pressure of 50 kPa, the membranes showed a H2 
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permeance of 8.42 × 10−4 mol/m2·s·Pa0.5 and 2.54 × 10−5 mol/m2·s·Pa0.7 for Pd-Au and Pd 
membranes, respectively. 
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Figure 4-2 Permeating flux of H2 vs. trans-membrane pressure at 400ºC and various values of n for 
(a) Pd membrane (b) Pd-Au membrane. 
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In order to evaluate values of Pe0, and Ea, permeation tests were performed for the Pd/YSZ 
membrane with pure H2 at a trans-membrane pressure of 100 kPa and at different 
temperatures ranging from 350 to 400 °C. Using Eq. 4-5, the H2 permeance vs. reciprocal 
of absolute temperature was plotted on a logarithmic scale, as shown in Figure 4-3. 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Arrhenius plot representing the permeation flux of pure H2 in a Pd/Al2O3 at a trans-
membrane pressure of 100 kPa. 
 
The values for Po and Ea were found to be 5.66 × 10−4 mol/m2·s·Pa0.7 and 12.8 kJ/mol, 
respectively. These values are comparable with the results obtained by other authors, as 
reported in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2 Gas mixtures fed into the Pd and Pd-Au MRs at 400 °C for permeation tests. 
Membrane ∆p [kPa] 
Pd 
thickness 
[µm] 
T [°C] Ea [kJ/mol] 
P 
[mol/m2·s·Pa0.5] n 
Referenc
e 
Pd/Al2O3 400 5 300 NA * 10−6 0.5 [50] 
Pd/SS disk 220 7.2 400 NA * 15.6 × 10−7 0.595 [51] 
Pd/SS disk 220 9.6 400 NA * 10.6 × 10−4 0.595 [51] 
Pd/SS disk 220 12.1 400 NA * 9.3 × 10−4 0.595 [51] 
Pd/SS disk 220 14.6 400 NA * 5.5 × 10−4 0.595 [51] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 2500 2.8 400 NA 6.48 × 10−3 0.5 [52] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 1900 2.8 400 NA 6.20 × 10−3 0.5 [52] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 1400 2.8 400 NA 5.96 × 10−3 0.5 [52] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 900 2.8 400 NA 5.25 × 10−3 0.5 [52] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 500 2.8 400 NA 4.66 × 10−3 0.5 [52] 
Pd-Ag23%/PSS 100 2.8 400 NA 3.67 × 10−3 0.5 [52] 
Pd/PSS 100 20 350 16.4 * 5 × 10−7 0.5 [53] 
Pd/PSS 50 10 400 14.7 * 8.7 × 10−7 0.55 [24] 
Pd/Al2O3 200 7 400 11.7 * 2.3 × 10−6 0.54 [24] 
Pd/YSZ 50 11 400 12.8 ** 2.54 × 10−5 0.7 This work 
Pd-Au/Al2O3 50 8 400 NA 8.42 × 10−4 0.5 This work 
*  Values are reported in units of mol/m·s·Pa0.5 which can be converted to the current units by diving over 
membrane thickness 
** Units of mol/m·s·Pa0.7. 
 
He and Ar gases were further used to inspect the presence of any defects or pinholes in the 
membranes, and also to calculate the ideal selectivity of H2 with respect to He (αH2/He) and 
Ar (αH2/Ar). The ideal selectivities of each membrane as a function of trans-membrane 
pressure are reported in Table 4-3. As can be seen in Table 4-3, for both Pd/YSZ and Pd-
Au/Al2O3, the ideal selectivity of H2 with respect to both He and Ar decreases as the trans-
membrane pressure increases. This behavior can be explained by the transport mechanism 
of each gas through the membrane. According to Mardilovich et al., at temperatures above 
350 °C, the main transport mechanisms for He, Ar, N2, CO2, and CH4 are Knudsen 
diffusion and viscous or Poiseuille flow, while the main transport mechanism for H2 is 
solution-diffusion [53]. As indicated in Eq. 4-4, the permeating flux of H2 increases linearly 
with PH2,retentate0.7 − PH2,permeate0.7, while for other gases, the permeating flux increases 
linearly with Pretentate − Ppermeate. Hence, the permeating flux of other gases will increase 
more than that of H2, with an equal increase in the trans-membrane pressure. This will 
result in a decrease in the ideal selectivity of H2 at higher pressures. In addition, the 
existence of defects such as pinholes can exacerbate the reduction in the ideal selectivity 
values at higher pressures. Although the values of ideal selectivities are high for both 
membranes, the permeation test results confirm that the Pd membrane is not defect-free 
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and not completely selective toward H2, while the Pd-Au membrane shows infinite 
selectivity to H2 at 400 °C and a trans-membrane pressure of 50 kPa. 
 
Table 4-3 Ideal Selectivity of H2 with respect to He and Ar under various pressures at 400 °C for 
composite Pd and Pd-Au membranes. 
∆p (kPa) αH2/He αH2/Ar 
Pd Membrane 
50 700 5900 
100 660 4000 
150 650 3800 
200 640 3700 
Pd-Au Membrane 
50 ∞ ∞ 
100 6700 18,200 
150 4600 12,400 
 
For both Pd and Pd-Au membranes, at each trans-membrane pressure considered, the ideal 
selectivity of H2 to Ar is greater than that of H2 to He. This behavior can also be described 
by the prevailing transport mechanism for these gases. As mentioned previously, He and 
Ar transport through the membrane via Knudsen diffusion and viscous or Poiseuille flow. 
For these non-absorbing gases, the total permeance can be expressed as the sum of Knudsen 
and viscous flows, as shown in Eq. 4-7: 
 
22 8 1
3 8
k v
total K v avg avg
r rF F F p p
L RTL RTM
εµ εµ
π η
= + = + 
 
Eq. 4-7 
 
The Knudsen flux is inversely proportional to the square root of the molecular weight of 
the gas, while viscous flux is inversely proportional to the gas viscosity at a specific 
temperature [53]. Since both viscosity and molecular weight of He are smaller than those 
of Ar, at a given temperature, the permeating flux of He is higher than that of Ar, which, 
in return, will result in a lower ideal selectivity of H2 to He. 
 
Furthermore, the permeation flux of pure H2 and the ideal selectivity of H2 to Ar for the 
Pd/YSZ membrane were studied at various temperatures between 350 °C to 450 °C. As 
can be seen in Figure 4-4a, at each driving force, the permeation flux of H2 increases as 
temperature increases, which can be explained by Eq. 4-5. According to Eq. 4-5, the 
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permeance of H2 follows an Arrhenius-type behavior, meaning that the permeance 
increases at elevated temperatures. Therefore, at a fixed driving force, the permeating flux 
of H2 is greatest at the highest temperature and smallest at the lowest temperature. 
Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 4-4b that the ideal selectivity of H2 to Ar also 
increases monotonically as the temperature increases. By increasing the temperature, the 
permeance of H2 grows according to an Arrhenius-type behavior, while the permeance of 
Ar decreases due to a different transport mechanism, i.e., Knudsen diffusion [53]. As a 
result, the ideal selectivity of H2/Ar (αH2/Ar) increases as the temperature increases. 
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Figure 4-4 Influence of temperature on the (a) permeating flux of H2 (b) ideal selectivity of H2 to Ar. 
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4.3.1.2 Binary Mixtures 
 
The permeating flux of H2 in a mixture with other gases can be influenced by several 
mechanisms such as: (1) dilution of H2 in the feed side as a result of the presence of other 
gases; (2) H2 depletion in the bulk feed due to H2 removal along the membrane module; 
(3) concentration polarization or build-up of H2-depleted layer adjacent to the membrane 
surface due to gas-phase mass-transfer limitations; and (4) competitive adsorption of other 
gases on the membrane surface [8,28,54]. These factors can reduce the H2 permeating flux 
by either reducing the partial pressure of H2 on the retentate side, or by provoking 
competitive adsorption on the Pd surface by blocking the active sites [28].  
 
4.3.1.2.1 Influence of Inert Gases on the H2 Permeation 
 
He, Ar, and N2 are assumed to be inert gases that do not adsorb on the Pd and Pd-Au surface 
[28,53,55,56]. Permeation tests were performed with pure H2 before and after each 
experiment to investigate the effects of such gases on the H2 permeating flux. Next, 
permeation tests with various binary mixtures using both Pd/YSZ and Pd-Au/Al2O3 
membranes were performed, and H2 permeating fluxes for each gas mixture were plotted 
against the driving force. In the end, the permeation tests were repeated with pure H2 and 
the changes in permeation flux were evaluated. 
 
As presented in Figure 4-5a and Figure 4-5b, for both membranes, the permeation flux of 
H2 in all binary mixtures decreases significantly, compared with the pure H2 case. For 
instance, at 400 ºC and a driving force of 8.3 kPa0.7, the H2 permeation fluxes in the binary 
mixtures decrease by more than 89% compared with the pure H2 permeation flux in the Pd 
membrane. For the Pd-Au membrane, this drop is more than 85% at a driving force of 2.25 
kPa0.5. This large decrease in the H2 permeating flux cannot be simply explained by the 
dilution effect. The fast rate of H2 removal from the retentate side to the permeate side 
creates a H2-depleted “concentration polarization” layer immediately next to the membrane 
surface. The development of this concentration polarization layer is attributed to the mass-
transfer resistance in the gas phase, which, in turn, lowers the partial pressure of H2 and 
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subsequently reduces its flux [28,54]. The concentration polarization effect, however, is 
more pronounced at lower driving forces, e.g., for a binary mixture of H2/Ar in the Pd 
membrane, the decrease in the permeation flux of H2 from 89% to 80% when the driving 
force is increased from 8.25 to 15.69 kPa0.7. For the H2/Ar mixture in the Pd-Au membrane, 
the decrease in H2 permeation flux changes from 88% to 81% as the driving force increase 
from 2.2 kPa0.5 to 4.14 kPa0.5. 
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Figure 4-5 Influence of inert gases on the permeation flux of H2 in (a) Pd/YSZ and (b) Pd-Au/Al2O3 
membranes. 
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Furthermore, the influence of feed flow rate on the H2 permeation flux of the equimolar 
binary mixtures of H2 and Ar was investigated in this study. As shown in Figure 4-6, H2 
permeation flux increases in each equimolar binary mixture with feed flow rate for both 
membranes. This can be explained by the fact that at higher flow rates, the mass-transfer 
resistance is reduced, and as a result, the H2 flux through the membrane is enhanced.  
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Figure 4-6 Influence of feed flow rate on the permeation flux of H2 in (a) Pd/YSZ and (b) Pd-
Au/Al2O3 membranes. 
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4.3.1.2.2 Influence of CH4, CO2, CO, and H2O on the H2 Permeation 
 
The influence of several non-inert gases on the H2 permeating flux was studied by feeding 
the binary mixture as reported in Table 4-1, and the results are shown in Figure 4-7 for 
both Pd/YSZ and Pd-Au/Al2O3. As can be seen in Figure 4-7a, at 400 °C and a driving 
force of 10 kPa0.7, steam has the most adverse effect on the H2 permeating flux, with 88% 
of flux reduction compared with pure H2 for Pd membrane. Similarly, for Pd-Au 
membrane, steam shows the worst effect on the permeation flux of H2, with an 
approximately 87% decrease in the permeating flux of H2 of at a driving force of 10 kPa0.5. 
CO has the second worst effect on the permeating flux of H2. At the same operating 
conditions of pressure and temperature, the permeating flux of H2 decreases by 80% and 
85% for Pd and Pd-Au membranes, respectively. CH4 shows the lowest decrease in H2 
permeating flux, and exhibits a similar reduction to Ar. The main reason for this behavior 
is that CH4 has negligible surface adsorption on the Pd layer, while CO and CO2 show a 
strong affinity toward Pd. CO, CO2, and steam are considered as competitively-adsorbing 
inhibitors that show high affinity toward the Pd surface [54]. According to Amano et al., 
the adsorption of even small amounts of CO and CO2 on the Pd surface causes a significant 
decrease in the effective surface area for the dissociation of H2 molecules, hence causing 
“blanketing” effects [57]. The CO molecules in particular can block the H2 adsorption sites 
and/or increase the activation barrier for dissociation and desorption of H2 molecules 
[58,59]. It is worth noting that the operating conditions, as well as CO concentrations of as 
low as 5%, could have a significant effect on the H2 flux.  
 
The mechanism by which steam reduces the H2 permeation flux is different than that of 
CO, however. The presence of steam molecules in the mixture could result in the formation 
and adsorption of oxygen atoms through H2O decomposition/recombination, which can 
poison the active surface of Pd [8]. In this work, for the permeation tests using gas mixtures, 
the permeating flux of pure H2 was measured before and after each experiment to evaluate 
the influence of each component on the permeating flux of H2. These results show that, on 
average, the H2 permeating fluxes immediately after the permeation tests decreased by 
0.5%, 3.7%, 5.5%, and 8.7% compared with the H2 permeating fluxes immediately before 
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the permeation tests for H2-CH4, H2-CO2, H2-CO, and H2-H2O binary mixtures 
respectively. These reductions, however, were reversible, and the permeation fluxes of H2 
were restored to the initial values after approximately 7 hours for H2-H2O mixtures, and 
approximately less than 3 hours for H2-CO2, H2-He, and H2-CO mixtures.  
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Figure 4-7. Influence of impurities on the permeation flux of H2 in (a) Pd/YSZ and (b) Pd-Au/Al2O3 
membranes. 
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4.3.1.3 Ternary Mixtures 
 
Throughout the ternary mixture investigations, the molar concentration of H2 in all 
experiments was held constant at 50%, while the other impurities/components were added 
to the mixtures with concentrations as reported in Table 4-1. The influence of impurities 
and SMR components in ternary gas mixtures is presented in Figure 4-8. As shown in this 
figure, the mixture of H2/CO/H2O has the greatest adverse effect on H2 permeating flux. 
This may be due to the competitive adsorption nature of CO and 
decomposition/recombination effect of steam combined, together leading to an increased 
reduction of the permeating flux of H2. 
 
The mechanism by which the mixture of H2/CO2/CO affects the H2 flux is competitive 
adsorption between the CO, CO2, and H2 molecules for the active sites on the Pd surfaces, 
while in the ternary mixture of H2/CO2/CH4, the competitive adsorption, dilution, and 
concentration polarization mechanism plays an important role [28,54,57–59]. 
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Figure 4-8 H2 permeation flux in ternary gas mixtures using Pd/YSZ membrane. 
 
4.3.1.4 Simulated SMR Stream 
 
The simulated stream of the SMR reaction was prepared with the compositions reported in 
Table 4-1. A S/C ratio of 2.0 was used during the first set of experiments. The results of 
the simulated SMR stream are plotted and compared against the ternary mixture as well as 
the pure H2 systems, as shown in Figure 4-9. It can be clearly concluded from this figure 
that when all the reformed stream components are present in the feed mixture, the H2 
permeation flux is reduced the most. In a simulated SMR stream, the negative effects of 
concentration polarization, dilution, and depletion of H2 (resulting from existence of CH4 
and He in the feed stream), combined with the negative effects of competitive adsorption 
(due to existence of CO and CO2 in the feed stream) and the decomposition/recombination 
effect of steam, will reduce the permeating flux of H2 even more compared with the ternary 
mixture. From the data presented in Figure 4-9, it can be calculated that at a driving force 
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of 22.6 kPa0.7, the H2 permeating flux in the ternary mixture of H2-CO2-CH4 decreases by 
84% compared to the permeating flux of pure H2. This decrease is 91% for the simulated 
SMR stream. In other words, the H2 permeating flux of the simulated SMR stream is 43% 
lower compared with the ternary mixture of H2-CO2-CH4 at the same driving force. This 
result confirms the conclusion that the negative effects of concentration polarization and 
surface adsorption enhance the decrease in the H2 flux.  
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Figure 4-9 H2 permeation flux in simulated SMR stream using Pd/YSZ membrane. 
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4.3.1.4.1 Influence of GHSV and S/C Ratio on the H2 Permeation 
 
The final set of permeation tests was performed to study the effects of GHSV and S/C ratio 
on the H2 permeation flux in a simulated SMR stream. The molar concentration of all gases 
used in the simulation can be found in Table 4-1. In the study of GHSV, the value of S/C 
ratio was fixed at 3.5. The GHSV is calculated by dividing the total flow rate of gases in 
the membrane over the active volume of the membrane, with the GHSV initially set at 441 
h−1. Next, the GHSV was changed to 882 h−1 (2x the initial value) and 221 h−1 (half of the 
initial value). The permeation results for all cases are presented in Figure 4-10. As shown 
in this graph, there is a strong positive correlation between the GHSV and the H2 
permeating flux. In general, the H2 permeating flux increases with GHSV. This could be 
attributed to the fact that at higher space velocities, the mass-transfer resistance in the gas 
phase decreases, leading to a reduction in the concentration polarization effect. In 
particular, by doubling or halving the GHSV, the H2 permeation flux increases by a factor 
of 1.6, and decreases by a factor of 1.7, respectively.  
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Figure 4-10 Influence of GHSV on the H2 permeating flux using Pd/YSZ membrane. 
 
The effect of the S/C ratio was changed between 2.0 and 3.5 while keeping the GHSV 
constant at 441 h−1. As shown in Figure 4-11, the S/C ratio does not have any significant 
effect on the H2 permeation flux. It is worth mentioning that the industrial SMR reaction 
is performed at S/C ratios greater than 3/1, only to maintain the catalyst activity during the 
reaction [60]. High S/C ratios do not change the thermodynamic conditions of the SMR 
reaction, and only favor the kinetics of the reaction by keeping the catalyst from 
deactivation, which is caused by formation of fibrous carbon on the interface of the Ni 
catalyst [61]. In this study, the permeation tests have been investigated by simulating SMR 
streams, and no real reaction is performed. Hence, the value of the S/C ratio has no effect 
on the permeating flux of H2, as shown in Figure 4-11. However, the low S/C ratio can 
affect the performance of the MR during the reaction test through the deposition of coke 
on the catalyst active sites and membrane.  
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Figure 4-11 Influence of S/C ratio on the H2 permeating flux using Pd/YSZ membrane. 
 
4.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Tests 
 
The surface morphology was characterized by SEM and the elemental composition was 
studied with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) using a JEOL-7000F SEM-EDS to 
investigate the potential interactions between the feed gas components and the membrane 
surface, as well as the development of any possible pinholes or cracks.  
 
As shown in Figure 4-12a,b, the surface of the Pd-Au membrane is very uniform before 
the permeation tests, while the uniformity is distorted after the conclusion of the tests, as 
indicated in Figure 4-12c,d. Small holes can be seen on Pd-Au membrane both before and 
after the permeation tests. However, the number of these pinholes is much lower, and their 
sizes are smaller in a pristine Pd-Au membrane compared with the Pd-Au membrane that 
has undergone permeation tests. Fernandez et al. [62] reported that the existence of 
impurities during the membrane fabrication process could lead to the development of 
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pinholes. The existence of small pinholes in the pristine membrane confirms the fact that 
some impurities could exist during the electroless plating process. Suleiman et al. [63] 
reported that continuous exposure of the Pd surface to H2 causes lattice dilation which, in 
turn, leads to the development of pinholes and cracks on the membrane surface. Baloyi et 
al. [64], reported that exposure of the membrane to H2 and the diffusion of H2 atoms 
through the bulk of metal results in the expansion of lattice structure. They attributed the 
development of pinholes after the permeation tests to the phase change from a to b-phase 
and the formation of Pd-hydride. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-12 SEM image of the Pd-Au membrane befor (a,b) and after the permeation tests (c,d). 
 
For the Pd/YSZ membrane, the SEM-EDS analysis was performed on the membrane only 
after the reaction tests. One can see the development of several pinholes on the Pd surface 
in Figure 4-13. The diameter of these pinholes is approximately 200–300 nm, as can be 
seen in Figure 4-13c. According to Guazzone and Ma [65], incoherent sintering of small 
Pd clusters or Pd crystallites could result in the formation of pinholes at temperatures 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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between 400–450 °C. Another possible explanation for the development of pinholes could 
be the numerous cycles of cooling and heating that the membrane has gone through during 
the tests, as well as the adverse effects of the gaseous components such as CO on the 
membrane surface. The fact that the ideal selectivity values of H2/He and H2/Ar were not 
infinite at the beginning of the permeation tests and constantly reduced as the permeation 
tests continued confirms that the development of pinholes is a combination of incoherent 
sintering during electroless plating, numerous cycles of heating and cooling, and/or due to 
the bursting of gas pockets close to the membrane surface in the FCC Pd membrane [66]. 
 
   
Figure 4-13 SEM image of the Pd membrane after the permeation tests at various magnifications: (a) 
X500 (b) X2,000 and (c) X25,000 
 
EDS analysis were performed on both Pd and Pd-Au membranes to identify the 
composition of their surfaces at different spots, as shown in Figure 4-14. EDS analysis of 
several of the spots on the Pd membrane surface reveals that Pd is not evenly distributed 
over the membrane surface. The composition of Pd on different spots over the membrane 
surface varies from 49.2 wt% to 98.4 wt%. For the Pd-Au, a similar trend is observed. Pd 
and Au are not distributed evenly on the Pd-Au membrane surface. Au content inside the 
holes is considerably smaller compared with the Au content on the intact bulk of the 
membrane.  
 
Hou and Hughes [67] reported that the continuous exposure of Pd membrane surface to 
CO can cause membrane deactivation due to coke formation on the membrane surface. The 
formation of coke on the membrane surface is confirmed by the EDS analysis, as shown in 
Figure 4-14c. This can explain the reduction in H2 permeation flux that was observed 
during permeation tests with binary mixtures of H2-CO. While some spots on the Pd 
(a) (b) (c) 
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membrane were found to have carbon contents as high as 33 wt%, no evidence of coke 
formation was found on the surface of the Pd-Au membrane, as shown in Figure 4-14d. 
Further EDS analysis revealed the formation of oxides on the surfaces of both Pd and Pd-
Au membranes. This could be a good indication of the formation of PdO on the membrane 
surfaces which, in turn, adversely affects the permeating flux of H2. In addition, the 
intensity of the support materials (Al2O3) detected on the surface of the membranes is 
negligible, which indicates that the holes did not extend all the way to the support, and only 
affected the top plated layers.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-14 EDS analysis of the surface composition for Pd (a,c), and Pd-Au (b,d) membranes. 
 
4.3.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Tests 
 
XRD tests were performed on the membranes after the permeation tests to investigate the 
development of any potential undesired phases, such as PdO. The XRD analysis were 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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performed using Empyrean diffractometer, and the data were analyzed using Highscore 
Plus software (Version 4.7, PANalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands).  
 
For Pd membrane five major peaks were identified with their corresponding Miller indices, 
as reported in Table 4-4 and shown in Figure 4-15. These peaks were in good agreement 
with the results reported by King and Manchester [68]. As shown in Table 4-4, the lattice 
structure of Pd at a diffraction angle of 40.1307 has slightly expanded from 2.244 °A to 
2.247 °A. This lattice expansion can be explained by the diffusion of H2 through the bulk 
of the metal [64]. 
 
For the Pd-Au membrane, five major peaks were detected, as reported in Table 4-4 and 
shown in Figure 4-15. The composition of the surface material was determined to be 
Au0.4Pd3.6. Since the composition is mainly Pd, one expects to see the locations of these 
peaks close to those of pure Pd. These peaks are in agreement with the results reported by 
Baba et al. [69]. 
 
Baloyi et al. reported that long-term exposure of the Pd-based membranes to H2 could result 
in peak shifting, reduction in peak intensity, broadening of peaks, and the formation of new 
peaks [64]. According to Ungar [70], the shifting of peaks could be attributed to internal 
stresses, twinning, and/or planar faults that are caused by the diffusion of H atoms through 
the membrane, while the reduction in peak intensity could stem from point defects, stacking 
faults, and crystallite smallness. The existence of pinholes and internal stresses could 
explain the shift of peaks, as well as the reduction in their intensity in the Pd-Au membrane 
compared with the Pd membrane.  
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Table 4-4 XRD analysis for Pd and Pd-Au MRs at 400 °C. 
2θ (°) d (°A) dlit (°A) Rel. Int. (%) h k l 
Pd Membrane 
40.1307 2.24703 2.24439 100 1 1 1 
46.7137 1.94457 1.94370 16.81 2 0 0 
68.1775 1.37436 1.37440 16.55 2 2 0 
82.2012 1.17177 1.17210 9.46 3 1 1 
86.6651 1.12251 1.12220 4.27 2 2 2 
Pd-Au Membrane 
39.8528 2.26018 2.25802 100.00 1 1 1 
46.4581 1.95305 1.95550 47.66 0 0 2 
67.7534 1.38193 1.38275 15.56 0 2 2 
81.7610 1.17696 1.17921 15.33 1 1 3 
86.1299 1.12810 1.12901 4.26 2 2 2 
 
 
Figure 4-15 XRD analysis of Pd/YSZ and Pd membranes after the permeation tests. 
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Chapter 5 - Carbon Capture and Hydrogen Production 
via MRs 
 
This chapter discusses the details of the SMR reaction and its performance using a Pd-
based MR. The metrics that are used to measure the performance of the SMR are methane 
conversion, hydrogen recovery, and hydrogen purity on the permeate side. The adsorption 
mechanism of CO2 on zeolite 13X surface is discussed in this chapter and the potential of 
MR for simultaneous production of hydrogen and separation of CO2 is examined.  
 
 Introduction 
 
In a conventional SMR reactor, natural gas and superheated steam react over the surface 
of a nickel-based catalyst [1] at very harsh operating conditions (temperature and pressure 
ranges between 800 °C to 1000 °C and 15 to 20 bar, respectively [2]) to produce a mixture 
of H2 and CO as shown in Eq. 5-1[3,4,13,5–12]  
 
4 2 2 298K3            H  =206 kJ/mol CH H O CO H+ + ∆  Eq. 5-1 
 
The syngas (a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide) exiting the reformer contains a 
substantial content of carbon monoxide (generally higher than 5 vol.% ),[2] which may be 
converted to more hydrogen via two water-gas shift (WGS) reactions (i.e., high 
temperature shift (HTS) and low temperature shift (LTS))WGS reaction as shown in Eq. 
5-2: 
 
2 2 2 298K           H  = -41 kJ/mol CO H O CO H+ + ∆  Eq. 5-2 
 
The overall SMR reaction can be obtained by combing the reforming and WGS reactions 
(Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2) as following: 
 
4 2 2 2 298K2 4            H  =165 kJ/mol CH H O CO H+ + ∆  Eq. 5-3 
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Produced hydrogen is later sent to a separation and purification unit to purify hydrogen for 
the end use application. Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is currently the dominant 
technique in the industry for purifying hydrogen.  
 
5.1.1 Membrane reactor for SMR 
 
As explained in details in Chapter 2, the current methods of hydrogen production, heavily 
depend on fossil fuels as feedstock which will exacerbate the climate change 
problem.[14,15] Nevertheless, alternative methods could be employed to produce 
hydrogen in a sustainable way while capturing CO2.[16] It has been suggested that 
membrane reactor (MR) has the potential to produce hydrogen onboard while separating 
and storing CO2 storage on the vehicle. [9,13] 
 
A membrane reactor uses the same method (SMR) to produce hydrogen. However, the 
main difference between a MR and a conventional reactor (CR), is that the MR has the 
potential to combine the reforming reaction, WGS reaction, and the purification units in 
one single unit and hence, intensify the whole process. The process schematic of a MR is 
compared is presented in Figure 5-1. A MR is characterized by two separate sides, a 
retentate side where the SMR reaction takes place and a permeate side where the hydrogen 
molecules are collected. Continuous removal of the hydrogen molecules from the retentate 
side to the permeate side will shift the reforming reaction to the right-hand side of Eq. 5-3 
according to the Le Chatelier’s principle, resulting in higher methane and carbon monoxide 
conversion (XCH4, XCO) values.[17] By using a membrane that is infinitely selective toward 
hydrogen such as dense Pd membranes, a very pure stream of hydrogen could be collected 
on the permeate side.  
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of a MR for SMR or SAR process (taken from Anzelmo et al.) [18] 
 
5.1.2 Principles of Pd-based MR 
 
Pd-based metallic membranes have the potential to produce hydrogen due to their “infinite 
perm-selectivity” toward hydrogen.[19] Hydrogen with purities as high as 99.9999% could 
be produced via Pd-based MRs which is ideal for use in HFCVs.[20,21] Hydrogen 
transport through palladium is governed by the solution-diffusion mechanism which takes 
place in six distinct steps: [22,23]. 
 
1. Hydrogen chemisorption on the Pd surface  
2. Dissociation of molecular hydrogen into atomic hydrogen on the Pd surface 
3. Dissolution of atomic hydrogen in the Pd surface  
4. Diffusion of atomic hydrogen within the Pd lattice  
5. Association of the hydrogen atoms  
6. Desorption of hydrogen molecules from the surface  
 
Hydrogen transport through the Pd membrane can be either surface-limited or diffusion-
limited. When diffusion is the limiting step, hydrogen permeation flux can be expressed by 
Sieverts-Fick’s law. 
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Eq. 5-4 
 
where JH2 is the hydrogen permeating flux through the membrane, PeH2 is the permeability 
of the membrane, pH2,ret0.5 and pH2,perm0.5 are the partial pressure of hydrogen in the retentate 
and permeate sides, respectively, and δ is the membrane thickness.  
 
Despite its simplicity, there are some shortcomings in the Sieverts-Fick’s law which has 
made numerous scientists to recommend using a general form of this law in which the 
hydrogen permeating flux is proportional to the partial pressure of hydrogen to the power 
of n: [24–27]  
 
( )2 2
2
, ,
n n
H ret H perm
H H
p p
J Pe
δ
−
=  
Eq. 5-5 
 
The empirical exponent n in Eq. 5-5 is a dependent factor which determines the correlation 
between the hydrogen permeating flux and the driving force (partial pressure of hydrogen 
on the retentate and permeate sides). The value of n, varies between 0.5 and 1.0 [28], and 
is usually evaluated using nonlinear regression technics.[29]. Although controversial, the 
value of n has been used as a benchmark to determine the rate controlling steps. The 
deviation of n values from 0.5 may be explained by the deviation of the hydrogen solubility 
from the values proposed by Sieverts’ law, which may result from incorrect assumptions 
of the rate-determining steps, non-ideality of interstitial hydrogen diffusivity, or 
crystallographic phase transition. [27] In addition, a deviation from 0.5 indicates that the 
permeation of hydrogen may be influenced by a combination of other factors such as Pd 
surface impurities, bulk defects, i.e., organic contaminants from fabrication or pinholes, 
respectively.[30,31]  
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5.1.3 Operating parameters of a MR 
 
There are several operating conditions that have significant impact on the performance of 
the MR. These parameters could be engineered to improve the permeating flux of 
hydrogen, to enhance the conversion of methane, to prevent the formation of coke in the 
reactor, and to reduce the cost. Some of the most important operating parameters in the 
design of a MR are operating pressure and temperature, steam to carbon (S/C) ration, purity 
of the feed gas, and use of sweep gas.  
 
As shown in Eq. 5-3, SMR reaction is an endothermic reaction hence, the thermodynamic 
performance of MR in terms of methane conversion will be improved at higher 
temperatures. Hence, SMR reaction is usually performed at temperatures above 800°C to 
achieve thermodynamic favorability and to avoid the formation of solid carbon.[32] 
However, the MR makes it possible to operate the SMR reaction at much lower 
temperatures (in the range of 450-600 °C) which is the greatest thermodynamic and 
economic improvement compared with the CR.[33] 
 
Regarding the operating pressure, in a conventional SMR process, increasing the pressure 
will shift the reaction toward the left-hand side of Eq. 5-3 and hence, reducing the methane 
conversion, as shown by Anzelmo et al.[18] However, for MR systems the effect could be 
the opposite. In a MR, higher operating pressures will lead to increased flux of hydrogen 
through the MR. According to the Le Chatelier’s principle, removal of hydrogen from the 
reaction zone will shift the reaction to the right had side of Eq. 5-3 and as a result will 
improve the methane conversion. This increase in methane hydrogen more than offsets the 
negative thermodynamic effect of increasing the pressure and allows the MR to operate at 
higher operating conditions.  
 
One of the greatest problems in the SMR process is the deposition of carbon residues or 
“coke formation” on the catalyst and membrane surfaces during the reaction. One way to 
prevent/minimize this adverse phenomenon is using an excess amount of steam or higher 
S/C ratio. S/C ratios between 2.0-4.0 are common in CRs.[33]  
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Nevertheless, one needs to optimize all these parameters in a way to find the best 
compromise between lower operating cost and higher methane conversion and hydrogen 
purity. In a recent work, Kian et al., have studied the performance of Pd-based membranes 
under various operating conditions. They have shown that by increasing the trans-
membrane pressure, although the permeating flux of hydrogen increases, the ideal 
selectivity of hydrogen with respect to helium (αH2/He) and argon (αH2/Ar) decreases which 
can be translated into more operating costs for separation and purification of hydrogen.[34] 
They have furthermore shown that at higher operating temperatures the permeating flux of 
hydrogen increases exponentially following an Arrhenius-type behavior. In addition, they 
have further explained that the existence of other gases in the reaction zone, i.e. CO, CO2, 
H2O, CH4, significantly reduces the hydrogen permeation flux due to four different 
mechanisms of dilution, depletion, concentration polarization, and competitive adsorption. 
It has been shown in the literature that the existence of parts per million (ppm) levels of 
H2S in the natural gas can block the active sites on the Pd surface for hydrogen dissociation 
by forming palladium sulfide.[35]  
 
By using a sweep gas like nitrogen or argon, the MR can function at lower operating 
conditions while showing the same performance in terms of methane conversion. However, 
some of the greatest arguments against the use of sweep gas are the need to heat up the 
sweep gas to reaction temperature and extra cost of separation and purification of hydrogen 
after production.[36] This means that contrary to the common belief, the capital costs (for 
special equipment) and the operating expenses may significantly increase when a sweep 
gas is used.  
 
5.1.4 CO2 capture  
 
Removal of carbon dioxide from the power plants and industrial processes has been one of 
the contributing factors in the battle against climate change in the recent decades. Today, 
carbonate and alkanolamine are the main solutions used in the industry to capture CO2 on 
a large scale. Although effective, these processes are very energy-intensive and the 
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equipment used in the facilities suffer from severe corrosion, both of which will lead to 
higher cost of capture.[37] Due to these reasons, a lot of scientists have shifted their 
attention toward inorganic porous materials such as zeolites and activated carbon as 
alternative technologies for CO2 capture. These materials have shown very strong 
selectivity toward adsorption of CO2.[37]   
 
Zeolites are nano porous inorganic materials with frameworks composed of [SiO4]4- and 
[AlO4]5- tetrahedra and can be used in various industrial applications such as catalysis and 
gas separation. Zeolite 13X can be synthesized from kaolinite, Al2Si2O5(OH)4 by 
engineering the Si/Al ratios to values above 1.5 [38] Due to their high adsorption capacities 
compared with other solid sorbents, 13X has gained significant interest for CO2 capture 
applications in the last decade. However, one of the greatest challenges with using 13X for 
carbon capture purposes arises when the gaseous stream contains water. As discussed by 
Wilcox, zeolite 13X has a strong preference toward water compared with CO2. This can be 
explained by the differences between the dipole and quadrupole moments. Although a CO2 
molecule has a strong quadrupole moment, it does not bear a dipole moment while a water 
molecule carries a strong dipole moment. Dipole interactions are inherently stronger than 
quadrupole interactions which will make water to adsorb easier on the zeolite surface 
compared with CO2. [39] Hence, in order to effectively capture CO2 using 13X, one needs 
to completely remove water from the gaseous stream first.  
 
The permeate stream in a Pd-based MR is a high purity stream of hydrogen with purities 
as high as 99.999% which can be used directly for HFCVs. The retentate stream, however, 
may contain other reaction gases such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, superheated 
steam, and some non-reacted methane. When methane conversion values are very high and 
close to unity, the retentate stream is mainly composed of carbon dioxide and superheated 
steam. Steam can be easily separated from the retentate stream by condensing it via a cold 
trap. Hence, the retentate stream will be highly concentrated with CO2 which can be 
captured, transported, and stored with significantly lower thermodynamic work. However, 
the concentration of CO2 in the retentate side is usually much less than 100%, after steam 
condensation. The values of methane conversion in Pd-based MRs could be as low as 19%. 
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Anzelmo et al. have reported a maximum value of 84% for methane conversion in a Pd/PSS 
MR which operates at 400 °C and a pressure of 300 kPa, with an argon sweep flow rate of 
100 mL/min.[18] This value will be significantly lower in the absence of a sweep gas.  
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 Experimental Methodology and Materials 
 
5.2.1 Pd-based Membrane  
 
The Pd-based composite membrane used in this study was prepared by deposition of a thin 
layer of Pd on an asymmetric Al2O3 support via electroless plating technique. This 
membrane was manufactured according to the procedure developed by Collins and 
Way.[40] The thickness of the Pd layer was determined to be approximately 10µm using 
gravimetric method explained by Anzelmo.[41] The ceramic support on which the Pd was 
deposited can be characterized by an active length of approximately 17 cm and an OD or 
approximately 10 mm. The total active surface is of the membrane calculated to be 
approximately 20 cm2.   
 
5.2.2 Permeation tests  
 
Before starting the reaction experiments, the system was checked for any possible leaks 
with helium gas and at room temperature. The experimental setup was pressurized to a 
pressure of 10 bar and was left under pressure for 2 hours. After two hours no significant 
pressure drop was observed, and the system found to be leak free.  
 
At this point, the MR system was gradually heated up to 400 °C with a steady heat ramp 
of approximately 1.5 °C/min under argon gas. An ultra-high temperature heating tape, 
model STH051-080 was used for this purpose. The voltage for heating was controlled by 
a Thermolyne-type 45,500 input control. The experimental temperature was monitored via 
a K-type Omega HH801A thermocouple. The accuracy of the thermocouple over a range 
of −100 °C to 1372 °C is reported to be ± (0.1% rdg + 1 °C). 
 
After the system reached to 400 °C and the temperature stabilized, the membrane surface 
was activated by flowing pure hydrogen gas at 400 °C and a trans-membrane pressure of 
50 kPa for 2 hours at a constant flow rate of 30 mL/min as explained previously by Kian 
et al. [34] After activating the MR surface, the permeation tests were conducted with pure 
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hydrogen, helium, and argon at 400 °C and pressures up to 600 kPa to find the permeance 
and ideal selectivity of the membrane.  
 
The permeating flux of pure gases were measured using a bubble-flow meter. In order to 
minimize the human error, every experimental data point represents an average value of 10 
measurements. The average error found to be less than 3.9% for all measured points. All 
the permeation data points reported in this work were collected at least 15 minutes after 
the trans-membrane pressures were changed to ensure a steady state was achieved. A 
schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 5-2(a) and an image of the SMR 
system is shown in Figure 5-2(b).  
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Figure 5-2. Schematic of the experimental setup (a); image of the MR used for SMR studies (b)  
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5.2.3 SMR reactions 
 
After the conclusion of the permeation tests, the flow of hydrogen to the MR was stopped 
and argon gas was fed into the system for 2 hours. This was done to ensure that the system 
is completely deployed of hydrogen gas prior to the SMR reactions which could otherwise 
lead to erroneous interpretations of methane conversion and hydrogen recovery values.  
 
The lumen side of the MR was filled with 3 grams of commercial grade HiFUEL® catalyst 
which was crushed and refined to 355-500 µm size. The reaction gases, methane and 
superheated steam, were fed into the lumen side of the MR (retentate side) while the 
desirable product (hydrogen) was collected on the shell side (permeate side). 
 
Flow rate of methane was controlled using an Aalborg GFC17 mass flow controller 
(Aalborg Instruments & Controls Inc., Orangeburg, New York, U.S.) while an Eldex Optos 
1LMP pump was used to provide deionized water to the reactor. A spiral pre-heating zone 
was used to ensure that water was completely vaporized, and converted to superheated 
steam before entering the MR. The water vapor in the retentate side was condensed using 
a temperature-regulated water bath (Julabo F25-EH) which was set at -5.0 °C. A 
DRIERITE packed column was used for further dehydration of the retentate stream. The 
pressure on the retentate side was regulated with an Ashcroft Back Pressure Regulator. The 
pressure on the retentate side was measured with a Swagelok EN 837-1 pressure gauge.  
 
An Extrel Max-300LG Mass Spectrometer (MS) was used to analyze the composition of 
dehydrated gaseous streams coming from both retentate and permeate sides. The MS was 
calibrated using various compositions of hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide, and carbon 
monoxide. Argon gas was used as the background/carrier gas. Precision of the MS 
instrument is reported to be in the order of ppm. 
 
Performance of the MR was investigated using three parameters, namely: methane 
conversion, hydrogen recovery, and permeate side hydrogen purity which are defined by 
Eq. 5-6 through Eq. 5-8.  
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where QH2Permeate and QH2Retenate are the molar flow rates of hydrogen in the permeate and 
retentate sides respectively, QTotalPermeate is the molar flow rate of all the gaseous species on 
the permeate side.  
 
The SMR experiments were performed at 400 °C and various pressures up to 600 kPa. The 
operating conditions that result in the best performance in terms of methane conversion, 
hydrogen purity, and hydrogen recovery, were selected as the optimal condition for the 
next phase of this work, i.e. the SMR with carbon capture.  
 
5.2.4 The use of 13X for capturing CO2 produced by SMR reaction in 
the MR 
 
After the conclusion of the SMR reactions and identifying the optimal operating conditions 
in terms of methane conversion, hydrogen purity, and hydrogen recovery, the retentate 
stream was completely dehydrated by sending the stream to a cold trap which is held at 
constant temperature of -5.0 °C. In order to ensure the retentate stream is completely 
dehydrated, the condensed stream was later passed through a DRIRITE column to adsorbs 
any possible residual water vapor. The retentate stream was sent to the Mass Spectrometer 
(MS) to analyze for further analysis and to confirm that the stream is devoid of any amount 
of water. The carbon capture experiments were conducted at the optimal operating 
conditions using the solid sorbent 13X, as explained in the following sections.  
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5.2.4.1 Physisorption experiments 
 
Before conducting the carbon capture experiments, the physisorption tests were conducted 
to figure out the adsorption characteristics of the 13X samples such as average surface area, 
total pore volume, and average pore diameter, to ensure the calculations in the adsorption 
phase studies do not violate the continuity equation. The adsorption experiments were 
performed using the Autosorb iQ analytical system a product of Quantachrome 
Corporation. Adsorption characterizations of the 13X were investigated using N2 
adsorption at 77.35K and CO2 adsorption at 273.15K. Apparent surface area was 
determined using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, while the pore volume was 
calculated using the Dubinin–Radushkevich (DR) method.  
 
In order to accurately analyze the surface characteristics of the 13X samples, the porous 
material needs to be pretreated at elevated temperatures and under vacuum to remove any 
contaminants such as water vapor or oils. Surface cleaning was performed using the 
degassing stations. Before starting the calorimetry experiment, the samples were degassed 
at 623.15K for approximately 5 hours in glass bulbs connected to the vacuum equipment. 
After sealing the glass bulb and connecting it to the vacuum pump, it was introduced into 
the calorimetry chamber along with the liquid probe. After reaching to thermal equilibrium, 
the sample seal was broken, and the sample started interacting with the immersion liquid. 
The heat evolved during this process was continuously recorded with time.  
 
5.2.4.2 Preparation of 13X 
 
The zeolite 13X used in this experiment were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The 13X 
molecular sieves were used as pellets with an average pellet with an average dimeter of 1.6 
mm and a MW of 60.08 g/mol. In order to ensure the 13X samples are devoid of any water, 
the pellets were dried at 393K for 24 hours.   
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5.2.4.3 Gas sorption experiments 
 
After the conclusion of the SMR reactions at the optimal operating conditions, the 
dehydrated retentate stream was sent to the MS to analyze its composition and ensure there 
is no water vapor in the retentate stream. Next, this stream was diverted into the 13X packed 
column and the amount of carbon dioxide adsorbed onto the zeolite 13X pellets were 
calculated by applying the material balance principle.  
 
5.2.4.4 Breakthrough experiments 
 
The CO2 concentration through the packed bed is a function of space and time: CCO2=f (x,t). 
The classical method for find the concentration profile of CO2 as a function of time and 
space, relies on drawing the appropriate control volume (depending on the geometry of the 
system can be cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical control volume) and writing the continuity 
equation over the control volume. This will lead into a partial differential equation, second 
order in space and first order in time, which can be solved either analytically or numerically 
depending on the initial and boundary conditions. One useful method that can be employed 
to study the performance of the packed bed is the “breakthrough curve” studies. The 
breakthrough curve is used to investigate the dynamic behavior of the absorption process 
and gives an estimate of when the flow should be stopped, and the sorbent should be 
regenerated. Wilcox [39] has explained in detail how to calculate the breakthrough time, 
and fraction of bed that is saturated at breakthrough as presented in Eq. 5-9: 
 
2 b
b ss
t
t t
ϕ =
+
 
Eq. 5-9 
 
such that φ is the fraction of the bed volume saturated at breakthrough, tb is the 
breakthrough time, and tss is called the stoichiometric or steady state time and is defined at 
the time at which CO2 concentration reaches to equilibrium.  
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5.2.5 Membrane characterization 
 
In order to characterize the membranes, multiple techniques have been undertaken in this 
study. As explained in section 2.2, at the beginning of this work and before performing the 
SMR reaction tests, permeation tests with pure hydrogen and inert gases i.e. helium and 
argon were conducted to investigate the permeation characteristics of the membrane and 
the existence of any possible leaks. At the conclusion of the experiments, the material 
characterization technics including X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The details of these tests are explained 
in the following sections.   
 
5.2.5.1 SEM-EDS  
 
At the conclusion of the SMR reactions, the morphology of membrane was studied using 
SEM instrument. This was used to investigate the possible development of any pinholes or 
cracks on the Pd surface. Furthermore, EDS technic was used to analyze the elemental 
composition of the Pd surface. A JEOL JSM-7000F SEM-EDS instrument was used to 
perform the SEM-EDS analyses. AZtec 3.4 was used to collect and analyze the EDS data.  
 
5.2.5.2 XRD  
 
The XRD tests were performed after the conclusion of the SMR reactions, to investigate 
the possibility of development of any undesired phases such as palladium oxides. 
Empyrean diffractometer was used to perform the XRD tests, and the results were analyzed 
using Highscore Plus software (Version 4.7, PANalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands). In 
this study The Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å) was used and Cr tubes were used as anode 
materials. The parameters used in the XRD analysis were the following:  
Bragg angles 2θ = 50–150°, step size = 0.033°, and time per step = 60.325 ms. 
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5.2.6 Materials  
 
The materials used for this study are ultra-high purity (UHP) hydrogen and helium (99.999% 
purity), industrial grade argon (99.985% purity), and industrial grade methane (99.97% 
purity). Deionized water has been used to make superheated steam required for the SMR 
reaction. Commercial grade zeolite 13X pellets with an average pellet dimeter of 1.6 mm 
and a MW of 60.08 g/mol purchased from Sigma-Aldrich were used for the CO2 separation 
capture studies. The catalyst used in this study is the commercial Hifuel R110 provided by 
Johnson Matthey.  
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 Results and Discussion  
 
5.3.1 Hydrogen permeation 
 
As explained earlier, the permeation tests with pure gases namely, hydrogen, helium, and 
argon were conducted to characterize the membrane and find its perm-selectivity properties 
such as its permeance, ideal selectivity, and exponent n as indicated in Eq. 5-5. In order to 
find n, the permeation fluxes of hydrogen at various trans-membrane pressures were 
measured at 400 °C. These permeating fluxes were plotted on a Cartesian coordinate 
against the driving force, (pnretentate - pnpermeate) for various values of n changing between 
0.5-1.0.  
 
The dimensions of the membrane that was used for theses SMR experiments are listed in 
Table 5-1.  
 
Table 5-1. Dimensions of the MR used for SMR reactions  
Dimension Value  
Outer diameter, OD [mm] 10 
Active length, Lactive [mm] 172 
Thickness, δ [µm] 9.8 
  
 
The active surface area was calculated to be 54.04 cm2, according to Eq. 5-10:  
 
active activeA OD Lπ= ⋅ ⋅  Eq. 5-10 
 
In order to measure the permeating flux, the volumetric flow rate was measured as 
explained in section 2.2, as the average value of 10 data points using a bubble flow meter. 
The volumetric flow rate was converted into molar flux, assuming pure gases begave as 
ideal gases at ambient pressure (p=101,325 Pa) and experimental temperature 
(T=673.15K), according to Eq. 5-11:  
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Eq. 5-11 
 
Where p is the total pressure, Q is the volumetric flow rate, R is the universal gas constant, 
T is the absolute temperature, Aactive is the active surface area of the MR, and JH2 is the 
molar permeating flux of hydrogen reported in [mol∙s-1∙m-2]. 
 
Hydrogen permeation versus trans-membrane pressures are presented in Figure 5-3. As can 
be seen from this plot, the linear regression with the value of n=0.5 gives the highest R2 
value and is chosen as the appropriate n exponent for future calculations. It should be 
mentioned that a value of n=0.5 is an indication that the hydrogen transport through the 
palladium layer is governed by solution-diffusion mechanism.[34]  
 
 
Figure 5-3. Permeation flux of H2 vs. trans-membrane pressure at 400°C and various values of n 
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Before performing the SMR reaction, helium and argon gases were used to investigate the 
possible presence of any defects or pinholes in the membrane. As explained by Kian et al., 
the main transport mechanism for He and Ar gases through the MR are Knudsen diffusion 
and Poiseuille flow while the hydrogen transport through the MR is governed by solution-
diffusion mechanism as indicated earlier. Hence, upon existence of any imperfections or 
pinholes on the membrane surface, He and Ar atoms are going to permeate through these 
imperfections. The permeating fluxes of these inert gases increase as the trans-membrane 
pressure increases.[34] To investigate this matter, Ar and He were used at trans-membrane 
pressures ranging from 5-500kPa and 400°C and the ideal selectivities were calculated 
according to Eq. 5-12: 
 
2
2
H
H
i
J
J
α =  
Eq. 5-12 
 
Where JH2 is the hydrogen permeating flux and Ji is the permeating flux of component i, 
either He or Ar. the ideal selectivity of hydrogen with respect to both helium and argon at 
the aforementioned operating pressures were found to be infinite, meaning at the operating 
trans-membrane pressures no detectable amount of helium or argon permeated thorough 
the MR which reaffirms that membrane was fabricated flawlessly and no pinholes or 
imperfections existed on the MR surface prior to starting the SMR experiments.  
 
5.3.2 Steam Methane Reforming Reaction  
 
The optimal operating conditions have been chosen as the conditions of pressure and 
temperature at which the hydrogen purity, hydrogen recovery, and methane conversion are 
the greatest. Since all the reaction tests were conducted at constant temperature, the 
pressure at which these variables are maximized is considered as the “optimal operating 
pressure” to conduct the carbon capture experiments at.  
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In order to find such pressure, the SMR reactions were performed at various operating 
pressures ranging from 1 to 15 bar and methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, and 
hydrogen purity, were calculated according to Eq. 5-6 through Eq. 5-8, respectively.  
 
5.3.2.1 Methane conversion 
 
Methane conversion is the key parameter that determines the efficiency of the SMR process. 
Methane conversion, XCH4, was calculated according to Eq. 5-6. As it is presented in Figure 
5-4, the values of methane conversion increase steadily as the reaction pressure increases. 
As indicated in this figure, by increasing the reaction pressure from 100kPa to 400kPa, 
methane conversion increases by more than 80%. According to Eq. 5-1 and based on the 
Le Chatelier’s principle, by increasing the operating pressure it is expected for the SMR 
reaction to shift to the left-hand-side of Eq. 5-1 and hence toward lower methane 
conversion values. This argument could be valid for a conventional reactor (CR), however, 
in a MR, higher operating pressures will create higher driving force which in turn leads to 
more hydrogen to permeate from the retentate side to the permeate side. The constant 
removal of hydrogen from the reaction bed will move the reaction to the right-hand-side of 
Eq. 5-1.[18] This constant removal of hydrogen more than offsets the shift effects due to 
higher pressure and the overall influence of increasing the operating pressure is higher 
methane conversion and hydrogen yield which is explained next.  
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Figure 5-4. Effect of the reaction pressure on methane conversion 
 
5.3.2.2 Hydrogen recovery 
 
Hydrogen recovery is the other key factor in determining the optimal operating conditions 
of the MR. As explained earlier and indicated by Eq. 5-7, hydrogen recovery is the ratio of 
hydrogen collected in the permeate side over the total produced hydrogen. The values of 
HR versus reaction pressure are presented in Figure 5-5. As can be seen in this figure, HR 
shows a very similar behavior to that of methane conversion when pressure increases 
however, the influence of pressure on hydrogen recovery is even more pronounced due to 
two reasons. First, as explained earlier, increasing the reaction pressure will increase the 
methane conversion which means more hydrogen can be produced at higher pressures. 
Second, and more importantly, at higher pressures, more hydrogen permeates through the 
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MR (from retentate to the permeate side) which means more hydrogen can be potentially 
collected. One can see that the hydrogen recovery increases from almost zero percent at 
atmospheric pressure to more than 40% at 400kPa.  
 
 
Figure 5-5. Effect of the reaction pressure on hydrogen recovery 
 
5.3.2.3 Hydrogen purity 
 
The permeate side hydrogen purity is of significant importance, specifically for some 
industrial applications such as ammonia synthesis, or for supplying fuel cells, e.g., proton 
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs) where 
ultrahigh purities (99.99+%) hydrogen is required.[1] Hydrogen purity was calculated 
according to Eq. 5-8 as described earlier. The permeate stream was constantly monitored 
by the MS and no evidence of any reaction gases was detected by the MS except for 
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hydrogen. Hence, the hydrogen purity on the permeate side was calculated to be 100% at 
all pressures consistently. It is worth mentioning that at very high operating pressures (>15 
bar) due to the failure of the MR and creation of cracks in the membrane structure, the 
hydrogen purity abruptly drops to very small values. Therefore, constant monitoring of 
hydrogen purity could be used as a good indicator of the integrity of the MR in development 
or industrial applications. 
 
5.3.2.4 Adsorption analysis experiments 
 
Apparent surface area was determined using the BET method as following:  
 
0
0
1 1 1
1 m m
C p
p W C W C pW p
 −
= +     − 
 
 
Eq. 5-13 
 
Where W is the mass of adsorbed gas per gram of sample at a relative pressure of p/p0, Wm 
is the mass of the gas adsorbed per gram of sample for compete monolayer coverage of the 
adsorbent surface, and C is the BET constant which is expressed as following:  
 
( )( )1
2
1
1
2
/c L
c
p v
C Exp E E RT
p v
= −  
Eq. 5-14 
 
Where pc1 and pc2 are the probability of fluid particles condensing upon collision with 
layer1 and layer 2, respectively, v1 and v2 are the vibrational frequencies of the adsorbate 
normal to layer 1 and layer 2 respectively, E1 is the activation energy barrier required to 
overcome the adsorption energy on layer 1, and EL is the energy associated with 
condensation to a liquid phase.[39]  
 
A plot of 1/W(p/p0 - 1) vs. p/p0 will show a linear behavior at relative pressures between 
0.05 to 0.35. Using the slope (s) and intercept (i) of this line, one can calculate the value of 
Wm and consequently the apparent surface area (S). is required to calculate the surface area 
as following:  
 
1
m
Cs
W C
−
=  
Eq. 5-15 
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1
m
i
W C
==  
Eq. 5-16 
1
mW s i
=
+
 Eq. 5-17 
m csW NAS
MW
=  Eq. 5-18 
 
Where N is the Avogadro’s Number (6. 023×1023 molecules/mole), Acs is the molecular 
cross-sectional area of the adsorbate molecules and MW is the molecular weight of the 
adsorbate molecules. The values of Acs for nitrogen and carbon dioxide molecules are 
16.200 A2 and 21.000 A2, respectively. The BET parameters used to calculate the 
adsorption characteristics of the 13X samples along with the surface area obtained with 
CO2 and N2 are presented listed in Table 5-2. The BET adsorption data obtained using CO2 
and N2 are presented in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4, respectively. The adsorption plots of each 
adsorbates are presented in Figure 5-6.  
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Table 5-2. Parameters used in BET method calculations  
Parameter CO2 N2 
   
Sample Weight [g]  0.3255 0.3242 
Final Outgas Temp.[°C] 350 350 
Non-ideality [1/Torr] 9.10E-06 6.58E-05 
Bath temp. [K] 273.15 77.35 
Molecular weight [g/mol] 44.01 28.013 
Cross Section [Å²] 21.000 16.200 
Liquid Density [g/cc] 0.927 0.808 
   
Slope [1/g] 6.824 1 6.921 
Intercept [1/g] -5.967e-02 -1.476e-01 
Correlation Coefficient, r 0.997535 0.997045 
C constant -113.367 -45.888 
   
Surface area [m²/g] 424.778 514.133 
Pore volume [cc/g] NAxiii 0.35 
Average half pore width [Å] NA 13.59 
   
 
Table 5-3. BET adsorption data for CO2 at 273.15K  
Relative Pressure P/Po Volume @ STP cc/g 1/[W((Po/P)-1)] 1/g 
4.91E-02 81.2683 3.24E-01 
7.86E-02 88.691 4.90E-01 
9.98E-02 92.0651 6.13E-01 
1.54E-01 98.1681 9.43E-01 
1.99E-01 101.5904 1.25E+00 
2.52E-01 104.5575 1.64E+00 
3.04E-01 106.8767 2.08E+00 
   
 
Table 5-4. BET adsorption data for N2 at 77.35K  
Relative Pressure P/Po Volume @ STP cc/g 1/[W((Po/P)-1)] 1/g 
5.04E-02 164.7715 2.58E-01 
8.09E-02 166.2637 4.24E-01 
9.96E-02 166.8915 5.30E-01 
1.49E-01 168.2864 8.32E-01 
2.00E-01 169.5002 1.18E+00 
2.49E-01 170.471 1.56E+00 
3.00E-01 171.4338 2.00E+00 
   
 
 
xiii The BET method cannot be applied to calculate the pore volume when CO2 is used as an adsorbate, as 
CO2 cannot exist in liquid form at atmospheric pressure regardless of its temperature.  
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Figure 5-6. Adsorption isotherms for CO2 (at 273.15K) and N2 (at 77.35K) 
 
The total pore volume can be calculated assuming the pores were completely filled with 
the liquid adsorbate at relative pressures close to unity. Since the pores that are not filled 
at relative pressures below unity do not contribute significantly to the total pore volume, 
this is a reliable assumption. Hence, the volume of adsorbate can be converted to the 
volume of liquid filing the pore space using the following formula:  
 
pore liq mV V nV= =  Eq. 5-19 
 
Where n is the number of the adsorbed moles of the adsorbate at relative pressure close to 
unity (values of p/p0 equal or greater than 0.99 are satisfactory), and Vm is the molar volume 
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of the adsorbate in liquid phase. Number of the adsorbed moles of the adsorbate, n, can be 
obtained from the following equation: 
 
ad adm Vn
MW MW
ρ
= =  Eq. 5-20 
 
Where MW is the molecular weight of the gas, mad is the mass of gas molecules adsorbed, 
ρ is the density of the adsorbed gas, and Vads is the volume of the gas adsorbed at relative 
pressure close to unity.  
 
Combining Eq. 5-19 and Eq. 5-20, the pore volume can be obtained as following:  
 
ad
pore liq m
VV V V
MW
ρ
= =  Eq. 5-21 
 
Assuming the pores as perfect cylinders, the average pore diameter can be calculated as 
following:  
 
4 4pore ad
pore m
V VD V
S MW
ρ
= =  Eq. 5-22 
However, since the BET model does not apply to the micropores, and suffers from 
numerous shortcomings when dealing with microporous materials such as the assumption 
that the adsorbent should have a homogenous surface, molecules can be adsorbed onto the 
second higher layers before filling up the lower layers, and lack of lateral interaction 
between the molecules adsorbed onto the same layer which will make the molar adsorption 
energy within that layer a constant value. In addition, the negative values that are found for 
the BET C-constant are physically meaningless which makes it even more complicated to 
interpret accurately.[42] Due to these shortcomings, the Dubinin–Radushkevich (DR) 
method has been chosen to calculate the pore volume and average pore diameter as shown 
in Eq. 5-23. 
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Eq. 5-23 
 
Where W is the adsorbed volume, W0 is the micropore volume, R is the universal gas 
constant, T is the absolute temperature, p is the pressure, p0 is the saturation pressure, β is 
the affinity coefficient, and E0 is the characteristic energy of a standard adsorbate with 
respect to the given solid.  
 
According to the DR method, a plot of the logarithm of the adsorbed volume of the 
adsorbate, log(Vad), versus the squared logarithm of relative pressures, log2(p0/p), would 
give a straight line from which the micropore volume and average micropore diameter can 
be calculated. The details of the DR method are explained by Nguyen et al. [43]  
 
The DR parameters used to calculate the adsorption characteristics of the 13X samples 
along with the micropore characteristics obtained with CO2 and N2 are presented in Table 
5-5. 
 
Table 5-5. Parameters used in DR method calculations  
Parameter CO2 N2 
   
Sample Weight [g]  0.3255 0.3242 
Final Outgas Temp.[°C] 350 350 
Non-ideality [1/Torr] 9.10E-06 6.58E-05 
Bath temp. [K] 273.15 77.35 
Affinity coefficient (ß) 0.3300 0.3300 
Molecular weight  44.01 28.013 
Cross Section [Å²] 21.000 16.200 
Liquid Density [g/cc] 0.927 0.808 
Critical Temperature [K] 304.100 126.200 
Critical Pressure [atm] 72.900 33.500 
DR. Exponent (n) 2.0000 2.0000 
   
Slope -7.29E-02 -5.47E-03 
Intercept 6.93E-02 6.82E-02 
Correlation Coefficient 1.00E+00 0.9989 
   
Average half pore width [Å] 3.360 3.250 
Adsorption energy [kJ/mol] 38.689 40.005 
Micropore volume [cc/g] 0.230 0.260 
Micropore surface area [m²/g] 612.047 732.376 
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The DR adsorption data obtained using CO2 and N2 and CO2 are presented in Table 5-6 
and Table 5-7, respectively and the adsorption plots of each adsorbate are presented in 
Figure 5-7.  
 
Table 5-6. DR adsorption data for CO2 at 273.15 K  
Log2(P/Po) Weight Adsorbed (g) 
  
3.998595E+00 3.5613E-02 
2.885655E+00 4.2627E-02 
2.373668E+00 4.6299E-02 
1.974243E+00 4.9587E-02 
1.712287E+00 5.1941E-02 
1.219908E+00 5.6685E-02 
1.001582E+00 5.8841E-02 
  
 
Table 5-7. DR adsorption data for N2 at 77.35 K  
Log2(P/Po) Weight Adsorbed (g) 
  
1.60E+01 5.59E-02 
1.36E+01 5.75E-02 
1.23E+01 5.84E-02 
1.15E+01 5.90E-02 
1.09E+01 5.95E-02 
1.04E+01 5.99E-02 
9.87E+00 6.02E-02 
9.54E+00 6.05E-02 
9.26E+00 6.07E-02 
8.97E+00 6.09E-02 
7.23E+00 6.21E-02 
6.35E+00 6.28E-02 
5.74E+00 6.33E-02 
5.28E+00 6.37E-02 
4.92E+00 6.40E-02 
4.64E+00 6.42E-02 
4.37E+00 6.44E-02 
4.18E+00 6.46E-02 
3.99E+00 6.47E-02 
2.86E+00 6.56E-02 
2.32E+00 6.61E-02 
1.96E+00 6.65E-02 
1.68E+00 6.68E-02 
1.19E+00 6.74E-02 
1.00E+00 6.76E-02 
6.84E-01 6.82E-02 
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Figure 5-7. DR adsorption isotherms for CO2 (at 273.15K) and N2 (at 77.35K) 
 
5.3.3 Breakthrough analysis 
 
In order to perform the breakthrough studies, the dehydrated retentate stream was sent to 
the sorbent packed bed and the effluent concentration was continuously measured via the 
MS. The stream that was sent to the MS was mainly composed of CO2 diluted with argon 
as the carrier gas. The CO2 adsorption capacity of the bed can be calculated using the 
following formula as described by Qasem et al. [44]:  
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Where yCO2 is the mole fraction of carbon dioxide in the retentate stream, QF is the 
volumetric flow rate of the retentate stream at standard condition, V is the bed volume, Ps 
is the standard pressure, Ts is the standard temperature, P is the actual pressure, T is the 
actual temperature, R is the universal gas constant, ε is the bed porosity, m is the mass of 
the adsorbent, and tss is the stoichiometric time which can be calculated from the 
breakthrough curve using the following integral:  
 
( )
0
0
1ss
c t
t dt
c
∞  
= − 
 
∫  
Eq. 5-25 
 
It should be noted that the product of porosity and bed volume (ε×V) is equal to micropore 
volume which was obtained during the adsorption experiments and is calculated using the 
DR method and is reported in Table 5-5. The breakthrough curve for CO2 adsorption is 
presented in Figure 5-8. As it is indicated on this plot, the time at which the outlet 
concentration ratio (C/C0) is equal to 5% is considered as the breakthrough time (tb) and is 
found to be approximately 30 minutes. The stoichiometric time has been calculated using 
the numerical integration techniques. Using trapezoidal method, the stoichiometric time is 
found to be approximately 44 minutes. Under standard conditions of T=298K and 
p=101,325 Pa, and at the operating conditions of T=673K and p=405.3 kPa, the CO2 
capture capacity of the packed bed is found to be 5.96 mmole CO2 per gram of 13X (or 
262.25 mg CO2 per gram 13X). This number may be used as a reference number when 
designing the carbon capture systems.  
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Figure 5-8. breakthrough curve for CO2 adsorption on 13X at atmospheric pressure and 298.15K 
 
As explained earlier, the fraction of bed volume saturated at breakthrough (φ) can be 
calculated using Eq. 5-9, and the value of φ is found to be 81%. This means that at 
breakthrough time, and only after 30 minutes, more than 80% of the bed volume is 
saturated with CO2. This parameter is of critical importance in designing carbon capture 
systems and should be studied and determined accurately in order to have a better 
understanding of the time when the sorbent bed needs to be regenerated.  
 
Once, the breakthrough and the steady state times are calculated, one can simply calculate 
the carbon capture capacity of the 13X packed bed using material balance as explained by 
Eq. 5-24.  
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5.3.4 Membrane integrity and characterization 
 
After the conclusion of the SMR reaction, the MR was taken out of the membrane modules 
and characterization tests, namely XRD and SEM were conducted. An image of the MR at 
the end of the SMR experiments is presented in Figure 5-9. As it can be seen in this figure, 
one end of the MR has been discolored and turned into “lustrous green” while the other 
end of the MR remained intact. This discoloration is a good indication that the palladium 
layer is severely oxidized in one end and an evidence that PdO is formed on the surface of 
the Pd membrane.[42] This significant change was further investigated using the analytical 
characterization techniques.  
 
 
Figure 5-9. MR Pd-13 after the conclusion of the SMR reaction 
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5.3.4.1 SEM-EDS analysis 
 
Surface morphology was studied using the SEM-EDS technique to evaluate the chemical 
interactions between the reaction gases and surface of the Pd membrane. Furthermore, the 
development of pinholes was scrutinized. The SEM images of an intact membrane, which 
had not gone through the SMR reaction, along with the images of the membrane that was 
used to perform the SMR reactions are presented in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. As it can 
be seen in Figure 5-10, the surface of the intact membrane is very uniform with some 
sporadic cauliflower-like structures appearing on the surface which is an indication of Pd 
particle sintering on the ceramic support.[45,46] However, no evidence of pinholes was 
observed during the SEM analyses. The SEM images, along with the ideal selectivity 
results are good indicators that the electroless plating process was optimal and the sintering 
of the Pd particles on the alumina support was ideal.  
 
However, after going through the SMR reactions, as can be seen in Figure 5-11, a high 
density of pinholes was observed. These pinholes were spread all over the membrane 
surface and their diameter could reach to as large as 1 micron. One reason for the existence 
of pinholes on the surface of the MR could be the incoherent sintering of Pd clusters or Pd 
crystallites at temperatures between 400-450 °C as proposed by Guazzone and Ma.[47] 
However, given the fact that no evidence of pinholes was observed on the surface of the 
intact membrane, along with the infinite ideal selectivity values obtained during the 
permeation tests, the authors believe the formation of pinholes should be attributed to 
numerous cycles of heating and cooling that the membrane had gone through. In addition, 
the adverse effects of some gaseous components such as CO, could be another major reason 
for the development of these pinholes as proposed by Kian et al.[34] It should be noted that 
the intact membrane used in this study is not the same membrane used in the SMR reactions 
however, it is one of the 14 membrane reactors that were fabricated in the same batch and 
is a very good representative of the initial conditions of the MR used to perform the 
reactions.  
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Figure 5-10. SEM images of the intact membrane MR that has not been exposed to SMR reactions 
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Figure 5-11. SEM images of the MR after the conclusion of the SMR reaction 
 
The EDS analyses were employed to study the surface compositions of both intact and used 
membranes. In total, 13 spectrums were taken from both intact and used samples one of 
which was discarded as it did not meet the expected quality of this work. The EDS energy 
peaks along with the elements identified are listed in and graphically presented in Table 
5-8.  
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Table 5-8. EDS peaks and compositions for intact and used membranes  
Intact Membrane Used Membrane 
EDS Peak [keV] Element EDS Peak [keV] Element 
0.284 Pd 0.284 Pd 
2.503 Pd 0.525 O 
2.66 Pd 2.503 Pd 
2.839 Pd 2.66 Pd 
2.99 Pd 2.839 Pd 
3.553 Pd 2.99 Pd 
  3.553 Pd 
    
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-12. EDS analysis of the a) intact and b) used MRs  
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The EDS analyses show only Pd peaks for the unused membrane while some oxygen peaks 
were detected in the EDS results of the used membrane. The EDS analysis presented in 
Figure 5-12(b) belongs to the green color part of the MR which can further confirm the 
formation of PdO on the membrane surface.  
 
5.3.4.2 XRD analysis 
 
The XRD analysis is based on the famous Bragg’s law which is presented by Eq. 5-26: 
 
( )2 sindλ θ=  Eq. 5-26 
 
Where λ is the X-ray wavelength, d is the interplane spacing, and θ is the glancing angle. 
For a cubic crystalline system, the following relationship can be used to find the appropriate 
Miller indices of crystallographic planes:  
 
2 2 2hkl
ad
h k l
=
+ +
 Eq. 5-27 
 
Where, a is the lattice spacing (or unit cell dimension) of the cubic crystals and h, k, and l 
are the Miller indices of the Bragg plane. The unit cell dimension for a cubic crystal, can 
be simply obtained from the following geometrical relationship: 
 
2 2a r=  Eq. 5-28 
 
Where r is the atomic radius which is 0.461 nm for palladium.  
 
Combining Eq. 5-26 through Eq. 5-28, one can obtain the Miller indices from XRD 
analysis using the following formula:  
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Eq. 5-29 
 
The major peaks along with the Miller indices for the MR are reported in Table 5-9. 
 
Table 5-9. XRD analysis of the Pd-based MR  
2θ (°) d (°A) dlit (°A) Rel. Int. (%) h k l 
Pd Membrane 
40.1307 2.24703 2.24439 100 1 1 1 
46.7137 1.94457 1.94370 16.81 2 0 0 
68.1775 1.37436 1.37440 16.55 2 2 0 
82.2012 1.17177 1.17210 9.46 3 1 1 
86.1299 1.12810 1.12901 4.26 2 2 2 
 
The XRD plots for the intact Pd membrane and the oxidized membrane are presented in 
Figure 5-13 and the major peaks along with their Miller indices have been identified. As it 
has been discussed in detail in the previous works, the slight expansion of the lattice 
structure of the Pd crystallites can be explained by diffusion of hydrogen through the bulk 
of the membrane.[34] There has been a slight shift in the location of the Pd peaks which 
could result from the existence of pinholes and internal stresses. The PdO peaks cannot be 
clearly observed in Figure 5-13(a), and hence, the peaks of the used membrane were re-
plotted again in Figure 5-13(b). Although strong evidence of palladium oxide was observed 
in both the SEM studies and by change of color of the MR, the XRD results show no 
significant indication of oxidation. This could lead the authors to conclude that the 
oxidation of palladium was merely limited to the surface of the MR and did not penetrate 
all the way to the bulk of the palladium layer. This conclusion could be reaffirmed by 
performing glancing incidence XRD studies. 
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Figure 5-13. XRD analysis of the a) intact and b) used MRs  
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Chapter 6 - Technoeconomic Analysis  
 
Hydrogen producing facilities may be categorized into three different groups based on their 
hydrogen production capacities: small-scale or distributed (i.e., 100-1,500 kg H2 per day at 
fueling stations), medium-scale or semi-central (i.e., 1,500-50,000 kg H2 per day on the 
outskirts of cities), large-scale or central (i.e., >50,000 kg of H2 per day).[1] Conventional 
SMR technology is a well-developed technology and currently, the energy yield of 
hydrogen production is estimated at 60 gH2/kWh. This value is equivalent to a cost of 
$1.72 xiv  per kg of H2. The finished cost of producing one kg of hydrogen may vary 
significantly depending on the geographical location and the method of generating 
electricity. This energy yield of hydrogen production of 60 gH2/kWh is the target value set 
by the U.S. DOE as the benchmark for other competitive technologies by 2020.[1] 
Although the 2020 target cost to produce one kg H2 for various technologies varies from 
$2.30 to $9.20, the ultimate target cost for all technologies is set at $1.00-2.00 per kg of 
H2.  
 
Depending on the type of electrolyte used for the electrolysis processes, the electrolyzers 
can be divided into three main categories, i.e., proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
electrolyzer, alkaline electrolyzer, and solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC). PEMs usually 
require noble catalysts which in turn increases the capital costs required for manufacturing 
such electrolyzers. However, the solid polymer electrolyte used in these electrolyzers 
provides them with significant advantages which makes these electrolyzers unique. 
Compact and leak-free design, high current density, low gas crossover rate, and capacity 
to operate at pressures as high as 350 bar are among the advantages of PEMs. This last 
feature makes it possible to produce hydrogen at significantly higher pressure thereby 
eliminating the need for compressors before delivering the hydrogen to the consumer. 
PEMs usually operate at intermediate voltages (1.7-2.0V) and high current densities (more 
than 1.0 A.cm-2) which lead to higher nominal efficiencies.[2] 
 
xiv  Assuming the average price of 1 kWh of electricity to be $0.1031 as reported by the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration as of April 2019. 
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The alkaline electrolyzer is the most mature and the most common type of electrolyzer 
which has the lowest capital cost amongst all electrolyzer types. Despite their low capital 
cost, alkaline electrolyzers are prone to leaking, and have lower current density both of 
which stem from the fact that unlike PEMs, alkaline electrolyzers use aqueous electrolytes. 
Alkaline electrolyzers usually operate at high voltages (1.8-2.4V) and low current densities 
(0.2-0.3 A.cm-2) which will result in lower system efficiencies.[2] 
 
SOECs are newer technology compared to PEMs and alkaline electrolyzers. SOECs 
usually operate at very high temperatures (900-950°C) which translates into higher capital 
costs due to the need for more expensive materials such as ceramics in the manufacturing 
of the SOEC cells. Furthermore, a heat source is required to provide the thermal energy for 
SOECs. Unlike alkaline electrolyzers, SOECs do not suffer from leakage and have a more 
compact design. The single greatest drawback of SOECs is their long-term degradation 
which is actively being investigated by scientists. SOECs operate at very low voltages (i.e., 
less than 1.4V) and moderate current densities (0.4-0.8 A.cm-2) which allows them to have 
considerably higher electrical efficiency. Significant research is currently being conducted 
on the SOEC-based power-to-methane (P2M) systems to increase their technological 
readiness level (TRL) from TRL5 to TRL6.[3] 
 
It is worth noting that the “thermodynamic limit” of the energy yield for SMR may be up 
to 105 gH2/kWh while for water electrolysis the limit is 25.4 gH2/kWhxv at 25°C and 
ambient pressure. It should be noted that the current commercial electrolyzer systems have 
significantly high efficiencies (approximately 50 kWh/kgH2) which are very close to the 
theoretical minimum energy. Nevertheless, when coupled with renewable energy resources 
such as PV cells, the overall efficiency of the system declines significantly (i.e., efficiencies 
as low as 20% for PV-SOEC are common) stemming from the very low efficiency of the 
PV cells (i.e., less than 17%).[2] Hence, efficiency improvements based on novel 
 
xv The theoretical minimum required electric energy to produce 1 kg of hydrogen at 25°C and atmospheric 
pressure is approximately 39.4 kWh (based on the higher heating value of hydrogen).  
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technological breakthroughs are very limited for these system.[4] High temperature 
electrolysis systems, however, have the potential to improve this limit and lower the cost 
only if the electrolyzer system is located in the proximity of a low-cost or waste heat source. 
Therefore, the key to success of the electrolyzer systems relies on the optimization of other 
key parameters such as capital cost or lifetime rather than focusing on electrical efficiency. 
As a result, small commercial electrolyzer systems in remote areas, due to their low capital 
requirements, can be very competitive against the conventional hydrogen plants.  
 
Fuel cost is the single largest cost component in production of hydrogen by natural gas 
reforming accounting between 45-75% of the production cost of hydrogen. Nevertheless, 
low prices of natural gas in some geographical regions such as the Middle East and Russia 
(due to the existence of enormous conventional natural gas resources) and the U.S. (due to 
the existence of immense unconventional gas resources such as shale gas reserves and the 
availability of advanced technologies such as hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling), 
have made the production cost of hydrogen very inexpensive in these regions.  
 
Depending on the region, retrofitting of a CCUS unit to the SMR plant could increase the 
capital expenditure (CAPEX), and cost of fuel by 50% and 10%, respectively. The 
operating expenses could be doubled on average, due to the costs associated with CO2 
capture, handling, compression, transport and storage. However, there are some promising 
regions where the cost of producing hydrogen from a SMR with CCUS unit could be as 
low as USD 1.40 per kg of hydrogen produced.  
 
Despite technological advancements in the development of membranes and MRs, their 
numerous physical and technological features such as lifetime have not been realized with 
great certainty.[5] One of the reasons that there is not a general consensus on the lifetime 
of membranes is the lack of unanimity of the term “long-term test”. In the open literature 
the experiments ranging from 80-8640 hours have been considered as “long-term tests”. 
[5-8] The movement of the Pd crystallites/atoms increases at high temperature and for 
prolonged time periods which increases the possibility of pinhole formation and subsequent 
membrane failure.[9] This effect is exacerbated as the thickness of the Pd layer decreases. 
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Therefore, the thickness of the Pd layer can be increased to avoid the formation of pinholes. 
However, as shown previously in Eq. 2-22, the hydrogen permeating flux has an inverse 
relationship with the thickness of the Pd layer and by increasing the membrane thickness 
the hydrogen flux would decrease, which is not economically attractive. [10] Hence, one 
of the most important elements in the design of an MR is the selection of an optimized 
thickness for the Pd layer which will be a compromise between the lifetime and hydrogen 
permeating flux. The lifetime of the Pd-based membrane is usually assumed to be 5 years. 
[5] This means that at least four replacements are required for a plant with a lifetime of 25 
years.[11] One of the major challenges for accurate economic evaluation for the Pd-based 
MR technology is the lack of large-scale commercial experience in this area. As a result, 
the majority of the economic studies reported in the literature are based on theoretical 
estimates. These studies adopt economic concepts such as net present value (NPV), fixed 
capital investment (FCI) total capital investment (TCI), and internal rate of return (IRR) to 
give a reliable fiscal understanding of the Pd-based MR technology. [5, 10, 12-14] The 
sources of uncertainties that have been integrated into these studies will result in statistical 
economic evaluations rather than single-point approximations which leads to inaccurate 
valuation assessments and improper economic decisions. These studies mainly suffer from 
the principle of “flaw of averages”. [5, 10, 12-15] 
 
In order to overcome the flaw of averages, Castro et al. [5] used Monte Carlo simulation 
methods to study the effects of lifetime and membrane thickness on the economic 
performance of multiple Pd and Pd/Au membranes. Uncertainties such as sources of 
commodity market, and uncertainties associated with regulatory and financing make the 
integration of Monte Carlo simulations in economic assessments inevitable. In this study 
it is showed that the lifetime of a pure Pd membrane is inferior to that of the Pd/Au 
membrane as the gold particles act as a paste that fills and covers the pinholes and defects 
induced in the surface of the membrane during the permeation tests. [16] Furthermore, the 
purity of produced hydrogen decreases with time. More interestingly, this decrease in 
quality is more pronounced in membranes with thinner Pd layers. However, thicker 
membranes will increase the capital investment significantly. For instance, increasing the 
Pd layer thickness from 2.7µm to 4.6µm and 10.4µm will increase the membrane lifetime 
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by 16% and 152%, respectively. The TCI also increases as the thickness of the Pd layer 
increases from 2.7µm to 4.6µm and 10.4µm due to additional amounts of Pd used in 
membrane fabrication. This study reveals that the thinnest membrane has the best economic 
performance in terms of lowest FCI, TCI, and levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH).  
 
Collodi et. al performed a comprehensive study on the economic performance of various 
SMR plants. Their work compares and contrasts the performance and various cost indices 
of a SMR plants with and without CCUS units producing 100,000 Nm3/h H2 operating as 
a merchant plant. [17] This study evaluates five different alternative scenarios to capture 
CO2 from a SMR plant and compares them with a modern SMR plant which is equipped 
with feedstock pretreatment, pre-reforming, HT shift, and PSA units. These alternative 
technologies can capture CO2 from the shifted syngas, PSA tail gas or SMR flue gas using 
mono-ethanolamine (MEA), methyl-di-ethanolamine (MDEA), or cryogenic and 
membrane separation. In this work the discounted cash flow analysis and LCOH are used 
to compare various technologies. Furthermore, the cost of CO2 avoided (CAC) is another 
key index which is used to compare the overall performance of these plants. The CAC may 
be calculated as: 
 
CCS Reference
2 Reference 2 CCS
LCOH LCOH
CAC
CO  Emissions - CO  Emissions
−
=  
Eq. 6-1 
 
According to this study, in solvent-based CO2 capture scenarios, the overall consumption 
of natural gas has increased by more than 200% only to regenerate the solvent. The 
electricity that is required for CO2 capture, will result in high energy penalties in these 
cases. In a plant where CO2 is captured from the PSA tail gas using low temperature CO2 
separation and membrane technology, the consumption of natural gas is reduced by 
approximately 7% compared to the base case. Moreover, in order to capture 90% of the 
CO2 from the SMR plant, the capital cost will increase by 78% compared with the base 
case. Furthermore, depending on the overall CO2 capture rate, from 53% to 90%, the 
LCOH may increase by 0.02 to 0.06 USD/Nm3, respectively. The CO2 avoided cost is 
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estimated to vary between $51.12 and $77.24 per tonne xvi. The LCOH will increase 
between 18-45% depending on the CCUS technology implemented at the plant. Other 
similar studies show that CO2 capture (80-85% capture from the concentrated PSA stream) 
will add approximately 25-30% to the cost of produced hydrogen by the SMR process.[18] 
The cost of hydrogen production may be reduced if a positive cash flow is generated by 
selling the captured CO2 for direct usage. It should be noted that cost of hydrogen produced 
by SMR is very sensitive to the price of natural gas, its quality and heating value.[19] 
Furthermore, the capacity and efficiency of hydrogen plants must be considered when 
calculating the LCOH as the economy of scale play a crucial role in the industrial processes. 
For instance, two hydrogen production plants could be identical in all aspects except for 
their capacities and this can have a significant effect on the LCOH of the plants.  
 
These results indicate that the production of hydrogen with CCUS units (either solvent-
based or membrane-based) will add significantly to the LCOH, consumes a compelling 
amount of the electricity, which would otherwise be exported to the grid. Therefore, it is 
crucial for any hydrogen producing facility to consider these economic implications before 
making a decision about retrofitting their plants with CCUS units.  
 
Hydrogen may also be produced by water electrolysis where water is dissociated into 
hydrogen and oxygen molecules. Water electrolysis for hydrogen production is 
accomplished according the following half reactions: 
 
2: 2 2Cathode H e H
+ −+ →  Eq. 6-2 
2 2
1: 2 2
2
Anode OH O H O e− −→ + +  
Eq. 6-3 
 
The overall chemical reaction for water electrolysis can be written as a combination of the 
two half-reactions as follows: [19,20]  
 
 
xvi Converted using the weighted average exchange rate of 1.106560 for EURUSD in 2016. 
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2 2 2
12
2
H O F H O+ +  
Eq. 6-4 
 
such that F is the Faraday constant measuring 1 mole of electricity (96,485 °C/mol). 
According to Eq. 6-4, the overall cost of water electrolysis is mandated by the price of 
acquiring water and the cost of electricity. Cost of acquiring water can be reduced to 
negligible amounts by developing the electrolysis plant in appropriate geographical 
locations where water is abundant and cheap. In order to improve the conductivity and 
enhance the overall yield of hydrogen, an electrolyte, usually caustic potash (KOH), is 
dissolved in water. Despite the advantages of water electrolysis, such as potentially low 
CO2 emissionsxvii associated with the electrolysis process, there are still challenges that 
need to be addressed: the amount of electricity consumed in commercial alkaline 
electrolysis systems for the production of pure hydrogen is very high (approximately 4.5-
5 kWh/mn3 H2), [21] the cathode and anode electrodes are coated with platinum and 
manganese oxide respectively[19], which makes the process economically unattractive. 
Furthermore, compression of the produced hydrogen to pressures as high as 880 bar will 
add further costs.[22] According to recent studies performed by National Academies of 
Sciences and the U.S. DOE, the current delivered cost of one kilogram of hydrogen 
generated by grid-power electrolysis, wind-power electrolysis, and solar-power 
electrolysis are approximately $6-7, $7-11, and $10-30 respectively. These numbers may 
be reduced to as low as $3-4 per kilogram of hydrogen delivered with advancements in the 
wind turbine and solar panel technologies and with the introduction of “smart grid” in the 
future.[23]  
 
As reported, the major challenges associate with water electrolysis technologies are the 
significant amount of electricity and large volumes of water required for the process. 
Producing today’s global hydrogen demand from water electrolysis requires more than 
 
xvii  It is worth noting that in 2018, 63.5% of the U.S. electricity was generated from fossil fuels. 
Approximately 35% of electricity was produced from natural gas while roughly 27% of electricity came from 
coal. Therefore, the source of electricity must be considered to calculate the accurate emission values. 
Furthermore, some might argue, if the electricity come from the renewable sources, it would be better to 
decarbonize the grid in the first place rather than spending it for water electrolysis directly.  
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3,600 TWh of electricity which is more than the annual electricity generation of the whole 
European Union. In addition, approximately 9 kg of water is required to produce 1.0 kg of 
hydrogen. Producing today’s global energy demand from water electrolysis will require 
more than 617 million cubic meter of water which is equivalent to 1.3% of water consumed 
in the global energy sector. Using fresh water for electrolysis could be an environmental 
and social challenge in areas that are already dealing with water crisis. Direct use of sea 
water, in coastal areas, would result in corrosive damage to the equipment. Use of 
desalinated water could be the only short-term solution to the water problem. However, it 
should be noted that it requires between 3-4 kWh of electricity to desalinate 1 m3 of 
seawater through reverse osmosis process.  
 
As mentioned earlier, the three main electrolyzer technologies that exist today are alkaline 
electrolyzers, PEMs, and SOECs. Nonetheless, another hydrogen production technology 
that has received significant attention in recent years is solar-driven electrolysis. 
Electrolysis fueled by solar energy can be divided into two major categories: 
photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting and photovoltaic electrolysis (PV-E). A PEC 
system is a fully integrated unit that absorbs sunlight and directly produces hydrogen while 
the PV-E system consists of independent photovoltaic modules that drive separate 
electrolyzer units and has more operational flexibility compared with the PEC system.[24]  
 
Cost of hydrogen produced by electrolysis depends on factors such as the cost of electricity, 
cost of water, conversion efficiency, CAPEX, and annual operating hours. CAPEX 
requirements for alkaline electrolysis, PEM electrolysis, and SOEC electrolysis could be 
in the ranges of $500-1,400/kWe, $1,100-1,800/kWe, and $2,800-5,600/kWe respectively. 
According to a recent study by Shaner et al., the LCOH and total CAPEX for a base-case 
PV-E system are estimated at $12.1 per kg H2 and $260 million, respectively. The LCOH 
and capital expenditure for the base-case PEC system is reported to be $11.4 per kg H2 and 
$205 million, respectively. [24] In order for a PV-E system to be competitive with the PEC 
system, an increase in efficiency or decrease in the capital expenditure is necessary.  
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Solar-driven technologies are limited by low solar power density (less than 1 kWm-2), low 
capacity factor (less than 25%), and low conversion efficiencies (less than 20%). The cost 
of producing hydrogen (without compression, storage, and dispensing) by SMR can be as 
low as $1.43 per kg of H2, when the price of natural gas feedstock is assumed to remain 
constant at $4 per MMBtu.[25] With the current prices of natural gasxviii, in order for PV-
E technologies to be at cost parity with SMR, a minimum carbon tax of $1,200 per tonne 
of CO2 would be required.[24]  
 
Considering the challenges associated with the development of electrolysis technology, 
along with the economic disadvantages compared with processes such as SMR, it is 
expected that the scale of hydrogen produced by electrolysis will not change in the near 
future and will be mainly limited to small-scale and unique applications. An additional 
crucial aspect that one needs to keep in mind is the concept of “locked investment”. The 
average plant lifetime is approximately 25-30 years and once a plant is built it is expected 
to be operational for this timeframe. This may even further slowdown the transition toward 
decarbonization in the absence of appropriate legal frameworks. The only scenario in 
which an increase in the volume of produced hydrogen by electrolysis is plausible, is when 
stringent national and international climate policies are put in place that help our global 
society to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. Implementation of such policies would 
make the finished cost of produced hydrogen significantly higher due to either carbon 
penalties associated with combustion of natural gas or the cost of CO2 capture and 
sequestration. Therefore, under such policies, water electrolysis could be a competitive 
alternative.  
 
Hydrogen can also be produced from biomass resources. However, one of the major 
challenges with this approach is the large-scale availability of cheap biomass. For instance, 
in order to produce the hydrogen demand in the U.S., roughly 100% of the nation’s biomass 
capacity is required while the same goal can be achieved with only 6% of the country’s 
wind power and 1% of its solar power potential. Nevertheless, combining biomass and 
 
xviii The average price of natural gas in the U.S. in the year 2018 was approximately $3.15 per MMBtu. 
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CCUS for hydrogen production could be a potential “negative emission” technology which 
will be more attractive in a scenario where climate change mitigation policies place higher 
penalties on CO2 emissions.  
 
In recent years, plasmas have gained interest for application to hydrogen production from 
both gaseous and liquid fuels. One of the plasma-based techniques for hydrogen production 
is the plasma arc decomposition technology. This method simply decomposes natural gas 
into carbon and hydrogen and is claimed to produce no CO2 [26] as indicated in Eq. 6-5: 
 
4 22CH C H→ +  Eq. 6-5 
 
In principle, plasma reforming reactions are the same as conventional reforming reactions 
with the exception that the required energy and free radicals used for the reforming reaction 
are provided by a plasma that is usually generated by electric or thermal energy. [27] The 
plasma used for hydrogen production from gaseous fuels are generated by various methods 
such as electron beam, dielectric-barrier discharge, gliding arc, plasmatron arc, and 
microwave discharge.[1] Plasma reformers can generate pure hydrogen streams from an 
array of hydrocarbon fuels (such as gasoline, diesel, oil, natural gas, alcohols, etc.) with 
conversion efficiencies very close to 100%.[28] Among all the plasma methods, the plasma 
generated by a plasmatron arc and supported by a catalyst is the most advanced technology 
that is currently capable of producing hydrogen from methane with an energy yield (225 
gH2/kWh) that meets the 2020 DOE target.[1] In addition, the recent developments in the 
microwave plasma sources (MPSs) with catalysts have shown very promising results and 
have achieved energy yields as high as 62.8 gH2/kWh.[1]  
 
One advantage of using plasma approaches for hydrogen production is its compactness due 
to the high energy density of the plasma system and very short response time. Furthermore, 
the heavy particles (such as atoms and molecules) can reach temperatures as high as 2,000-
6,000K while lighter particles (such as electrons) can reach temperatures up to 10,000K in 
the plasma environment. In addition, plasma matter contains reactive radicals (i.e., H, OH, 
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and O) and ions which significantly enhance the conversion of hydrocarbon fuels into 
hydrogen in the high-temperature medium.[1]  
 
Although some plasma reforming methods such as MPS have numerous advantages over 
the conventional reforming processes such as better response time, the ability to produce 
hydrogen from heavier hydrocarbons, and hydrogen production from gaseous fuels with 
an energy yield close to that set by DOE target, the high amount of electricity required in 
addition to high electrode erosion at elevated pressures represent significant 
challenges.[29,30] Furthermore, plasma methods face other challenges such as low 
hydrogen production rates, and high investment and operating costs.[1]  
 
Other than the methods discussed earlier, there are some other technologies that show 
significant potential for hydrogen production and might play a role in future hydrogen 
economy scenarios. Among these methods are the chemical looping combustion (CLC) 
and the alcohol reforming processes that show promising capacity for future carbon-free 
scenarios.[31]  
 
In the recent decades a compelling amount of research has been conducted in the area of 
hydrogen production via alcohol reforming. One of the advantages of alcohol reforming 
over methane reforming is that unlike steam reforming of methane, in alcohol reforming, 
the hydrocarbon source is in liquid state which may eliminate the need for gaseous 
hydrogen storage and distribution for on-board hydrogen production in HFCVs.[32] Other 
advantages of alcohol reforming over steam reforming include easier handling and 
transport, lower cost, and alternative modes of synthesis.[33,34] For instance, methanol 
and ethanol can be effortlessly synthesized from both fossil fuels and biomass-based 
syngas. The latter method has a great potential to make alcohol reforming an attractive 
alternative method for conventional SMR in a low carbon intensity economy. More 
specifically, in a process called bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS), 
bioethanol can be produced from the fermentation of biomass, such as corn and sugarcane, 
while CO2 is captured permanently stored in geological formations.  
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Steam alcohol reforming (SAR) can be carried out in an MR in an identical process to that 
of SMR as depicted in Figure 6-1. Gallucci et al., have conducted numerous experimental 
studies on the SAR process which reveal that in an MR, methanol conversions could be as 
high as 100% while in the same conventional reactor, the maximum ethanol conversion is 
reported to be only 50%.[34] 
 
 
Figure 6-1. Schematic of an MR for SMR or SAR process (taken from Anzelmo et al.) [35] 
 
Many other studies investigated the effect of several parameters on the performance of 
SAR in MR technology. In particular, Hedayati et al. performed a rigorous exergy analysis 
for the ethanol steam reforming reaction conducted in an MR [36,37].Their exergy analyses 
revealed that the performance of the reforming system can be improved by 
eliminating/minimizing the irreversibilities and losses in the system, and  that the optimal 
operating conditions which give the highest exergy efficiencies for the ESR reaction 
correspond at highest possible operating pressures and temperatures and lowest possible 
steam to carbo (S/C) ratios.  
 
Nevertheless, further development in MRs performance and more stringent climate 
policies could make the SAR an attractive alternative to the conventional SMR.  
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Another technology that has gained significant attention for hydrogen production in the 
last two decades is the CLC process. Unlike a conventional combustion cycle system, a 
CLC process, employs two fluidized bed reactors, an air reactor (AR) and a fuel reactor 
(FR) accompanied with a circulating metal oxide (MxOy) which serves as an oxygen carrier 
for the combustion cycle. The metal oxide particles are reduced in the FR using the 
hydrocarbon fuel as a reducer according to Eq. 6-6. Next, the reduced particles are oxidized 
in the AR to regenerate the metal oxide as shown in Eq. 6-7.[31] 
 
2 1 2 2(2 ) (2 )x y n x yn m M O C H m n m M O mH O nCO−+ + → + + +  Eq. 6-6 
1 2
1
2x y x y
M O O M O− + →  
Eq. 6-7 
 
One of the biggest advantages of the CLC process is the separation of fuel from the air 
using two different reaction chambers. This CLC design will allow for using nearly pure 
oxygen without nitrogen which significantly eliminates NOx formation [38] and improves 
the thermal efficiency of the process. [39] In addition, the only combustion products are 
H2O and CO2 which are not diluted by hydrogen. This will allow for capturing nearly pure 
CO2 by simply condensing out the water vapor. Some of the common challenges associated 
with CLC processes are the erosion of the reformer tubes due to high temperature, the need 
for PSA and WGS reactors for hydrogen separation and purification, and selection of the 
suitable oxygen carrier with favorable reactive properties and high resistance against 
carbon deposition. However, the major drawback of the CLC process is the high pressure 
required for air compression and very high temperatures (more than 1000 °C) required to 
keep the conversion rates high in the FR. This can be directly translated into high operating 
costs associated for production of a unit mass of hydrogen. One way to address these 
challenges is to combine the CLC system with the membrane reactor which is called the 
membrane assisted chemical looping reforming (MA-CLR) as proposed by Spallina et 
al.[40] Their study shows that the MA-CLR can produce between 12-20% more hydrogen 
compared with the conventional fired tubular reforming (FTR) process while the cost of 
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producing hydrogen drops by more than 30%xix.[40] A summary of hydrogen production 
technologies along with their advantages and drawbacks is provided in Table 6-1. 
 
 
xix The average production cost of hydrogen by FTR and MA-CLR technologies is reported to be 0.28 
€/Nm3H2 and 0.19 €/Nm3H2 respectively in 2016 values.[40] These values can be converted to 2019 inflation 
adjusted values of $3.72/kgH2 and $2.52/kgH2 respectively. The weighted average exchange rate in 2016 is 
assumed to be 1.106560 for EURUSD. 
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Table 6-1. Benefits, Drawbacks and Costs of different Hydrogen Production Technologies [41,42] 
Technology Benefits Drawbacks Status Thermodynamic 
energy yield 
[gH2/kWh] 
Cost  
[$/kg H2]xx 
Reference 
SMR plant with PSA (No 
CCUS)  
High efficiency 
Economically attractive 
High H2 recovery (89%) 
High purity H2 (99.99+%) 
GHG emissions 
Limited fossil fuel resources 
Commercially available 60 1.00-2.14xxi [43,1,17,44] 
SMR plant with CCUS 
(solvent-based)  
Less CO2 emissions 
Concentrated stream of CO2 can be 
utilized or geologically sequestered 
Larger volume due 
Additional steam requirement to 
regenerate the solvent 
High energy penalty for CO2 
capture and compression 
Pilot scale. Economic 
incentives required for 
commercial scale.  
<60 1.50-3.16xxii  [1,44,45] 
SMR with CCUS (Pd-
based membrane) 
More compact design 
No solvent regeneration and energy 
penalties associated with it 
Less CO2 emissions 
Concentrated stream of CO2 can be 
sequestered or used for EOR 
High cost of membrane materials 
and fabrication 
Currently available at pilot 
scale. Further 
development required for 
commercial scale.  
<60 ~3.54xxiii [46] 
Water electrolysis Technologically simple 
Pure hydrogen and oxygen products 
Zero GHG emission depending on the 
energy source 
No need for installation of CCUS unit 
 
High energy consumption 
Low overall efficiency xxiv 
Economically unattractive 
Available at small scale 
High capital cost 
Available at small scale. 
Development of new 
materials and technologies 
required 
20-40 xxv 2.80-28.75 xxvi  [43,47,1,21,44,45,
48,49] 
Plasma Better response time 
Hydrogen production from heavy 
hydrocarbons 
Compact system 
High energy density 
High conversion of hydrocarbons 
 
High electric power requirement 
Electrode erosion 
High operating pressures 
Low hydrogen production rate 
High investment and operating 
costs 
Research and development 
phase. 
0.5-225xxvii NA [1,29,30] 
MA-CLC Separation of fuel from the air 
Elimination of NOx 
Easy capture of nearly pure CO2  
Erosion of the reformer tubes 
Selection of oxygen carrier 
Carbon deposition  
Research and development 
phase 
NA ~2.52 [40,50] 
 
xx All the reported values either belong or are inflation adjusted to the 2019 USD. 
xxi Costs vary based on differences in has prices, capital and operating expenditures, and geographical locations. 
xxii Costs vary based on differences in has prices, capital and operating expenditures, and geographical locations. The upper limit reported in 2007 USD is $2.55 
xxiii The hydrogen production cost of <$3.54 is achievable with an integrated Pd-alloy membrane reformer system when the rate of hydrogen production is at least 1,500 
kg/day. The original USD value reported in the reference is $3.10 which is in 2011 USD. 
xxiv The inherent efficiency of the electrolyzer systems are significantly high; however, when coupled with PV cells the overall efficiency decreases considerably. 
xxv Energy yield varies depending on the electrolysis method, source of electricity, and efficiency of the electrolyzer systems used. 
xxvi Costs vary based on the electrolysis process, hydrogen production rate, capacity factor, and electricity source.  The original USD values reported in the references are 
$2.27-23.27 which are in 2007 USD. 
xxvii Energy yield varies significantly depending on the plasma technology employed. Dielectric barrier discharge is less energy efficient (as low as 0.5 gH2/kWh) while 
plasmatron with catalyst is more energy efficient (as high as 225 gH2/kWh) 
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A comparison between the production cost of hydrogen using different technologies is 
represented in Figure 6-2. As it can be seen in this figure, natural gas without CCUS is the 
least expensive method of producing hydrogen while water electrolysis with the grid 
electricity is the most expensive method for producing the same amount of hydrogen. 
Furthermore, this plot shows that, except for coal, the greatest cost component is the fuel 
cost therefore, the future prices of hydrogen will be a strong function of fuel prices. It is 
also worth mentioning that the hydrogen production cost with electrolysis is not sensitive 
to the CO2 price while coal without CCUS has the greatest sensitivity to CO2 prices. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-2. Hydrogen production cost and price sensitivity of various technologies (adapted from the 
2019 IEA report: The Future of Hydrogen: Seizing today’s opportunities)[44] 
 
However, it should be noted that when discussing water electrolysis technologies, it is 
crucial to include the source of electricity when calculating CO2 emissions. If the electricity 
for water electrolysis is provided by renewable energies or is coming from nuclear power, 
then one can assume CO2 intensity of the process as negligible. Otherwise, depending on 
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the source of electricity (natural gas or coal) the water electrolysis could emit significant 
amounts of CO2. As it is shown in Figure 6-3, approximately 40 kg of CO2 is emitted for 
every kg of hydrogen produced via water electrolysis when the electricity is generated in a 
coal-fired power plant. As a comparison, the CO2 emission from a natural gas steam 
reforming plant without CCUS is approximately 9 kgCO2/kgH2. This means that for water 
electrolysis process to have the same amount of emission as a natural gas reforming without 
CCUS, the CO2 intensity of the produced electricity should be less than 185 (gCO2/kWh). 
These differences arise from the fact that significant amount of energy is lost during the 
conversion of fossil fuels to electricity. Therefore, if the CO2 intensity of the electricity is 
not reduced to the above-mentioned limits, it would be more environmentally attractive to 
just burn the natural gas in a reforming reaction to produce hydrogen rather than converting 
it to electricity and later produce hydrogen via electrolysis. Hence, it is very clear that 
electrolysis for hydrogen production makes sense from a greenhouse gas emissions 
reduction perspective only if the electricity is generated from non-fossil fuel sources.  
 
 
Figure 6-3. CO2 emissions associated with various technologies for hydrogen production (adapted 
from the 2019 IEA report: The Future of Hydrogen: Seizing today’s opportunities)[44]  
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Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Recommendations  
 
Composite membrane reactors, i.e., Pd/YSZ and Pd-Au/Al2O3, were fabricated by the 
electroless plating technique. The permeation experiments for pure gases such as H2, He, 
and Ar and mixtures of H2 with other reaction gases were performed. At 400 °C and at a 
trans-membrane pressure of 50 kPa, the ideal selectivity of H2/Ar was found to be 6000 for 
the Pd membrane, while the Pd-Au membrane showed near-infinite selectivity towards H2 
permeation. This is an indication that the transport mechanism in the Pd-Au membrane is 
governed by solution diffusion, while in the Pd membrane, the transport mechanism can 
be affected by the Pd surface or bulk defects. 
 
Permeation studies with pure H2 and pure Ar show that both the H2 permeating flux and 
the ideal selectivity of H2/Ar (αH2/Ar) increase as the operating temperature increases. 
Permeation tests of binary mixtures of H2-Ar, H2-He, and H2-N2, performed on both 
Pd/YSZ and Pd-Au/Al2O3, indicate a significant decrease in the permeation flux of H2 in 
these binary mixtures compared with the pure H2 case, which can be explained by the 
concentration polarization effect.  
 
Permeation tests of binary mixtures of H2-CH4, H2-CO2, and H2-CO, and H2-H2O were 
performed on both Pd/YSZ and Pd-Au/Al2O3. These studies show that steam has the worst 
effect on the H2 permeating flux, followed by CO, CO2, and CH4. While CH4 has negligible 
surface adsorption on the Pd layer, CO and CO2 show strong affinity toward Pd. The 
existence of steam molecules in the feed mixture could result in the adsorption of oxygen 
atoms through H2O decomposition/recombination, which can poison the active surface of 
Pd. 
 
Permeation tests of the simulated SMR stream prove that the H2 permeation flux is reduced 
even more compared with the ternary mixtures. In a simulated SMR stream, the negative 
effects of concentration polarization, dilution, and depletion of H2, combined with the 
negative effects of competitive adsorption and the decomposition/recombination effect of 
steam will reduce the permeating flux of H2 even more compared with the ternary mixture. 
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The concentration polarization effect is more pronounced at lower trans-membrane 
pressures and lower GHSVs. By increasing the trans-membrane pressure or GHSV, the 
negative effect of concentration polarization will be abated.  
 
Concentration polarization, dilution, depletion, and competitive adsorption on the Pd 
surface are the major phenomena that are detrimental to H2 generation and purification. 
Hence, it is crucial to know the mechanism by which these phenomena affect the SMR 
performance and how their effects can be mitigated. The negative effects by which the 
permeating flux of H2 can be affected was investigated in this work, and the gases 
associated with each of these effects were identified. This work is one of the few that 
systematically addresses all four negative effects in an experimental setting and at 
operating conditions that satisfy the DOE target requirements. The next step that is 
complementary to this work would be performing the H2 permeation tests in a MR while 
carrying out the SMR with industrial-grade CH4 with impurities such as CO, CO2, and H2S. 
 
In the SMR experiments, the permeation tests with pure hydrogen and inert gases namely 
helium and argon were also performed at 400 °C. The permeation studies show that the Pd-
based membrane reactor is infinitely selective toward hydrogen and the permeation of 
small molecules such as helium through the Pd layer is negligible. The SMR reactions at 
400°C and various operating pressures have been conducted and the performance of the 
SMR reaction in terms of methane conversion, hydrogen recovery, and permeate side 
hydrogen purity have been studied. It is found that hydrogen produced on the permeate 
side has ultra-high purity which is suitable for direct use in HFCVs. The methane 
conversion is constantly increasing with increasing operating pressure and reached to 
42.2% at 400 kPa. Hydrogen recovery at lower operating pressures is almost negligible 
while this value increased to 43% at 400 kPa. 
 
The carbon capture experiments were performed at the optimal operating conditions, 
400°C and 400 kPa. The amount of CO2 captured is found to be 262.25 mg CO2 per gram 
of 13X. Breakthrough studies reveal that after approximately 30 minutes, more than 80% 
of the bed volume is saturated with CO2. The equilibrium time is found to be approximately 
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44 minutes after which the 13X needs to be regenerated and the retentate stream should be 
redirected to a fresh packed bed.  
 
The SEM images confirm the existence of pinholes and defects in the structure of the 
Pd/YSZ membrane, which could have resulted from poor fabrication or bursts of gas near 
the Pd surface. XRD images show a slight shift in the position of Pd peaks, which can be 
explained by formation of PdO after the permeation tests.  
 
For the membrane that was used for SMR and carbon capture experiments however, the 
surface has gone through some oxidation which has led to discoloration of the membrane 
surface. Although this oxidation phenomenon is evident on the membrane and was detected 
in the EDS studies, the XRD results do not show any evidence of palladium oxide which 
could be inferred that this oxidation is only a surface phenomenon and does not extend into 
the bulk of the membrane. in order to better understand the oxidation state of the palladium 
it is recommended to perform XPS experiments.  
 
Advantages of hydrogen energy in terms of production, conversion, transportation, storage, 
along with its environmental benignity will make it a very promising solution to address 
both ever-increasing global energy needs and adverse climate change effects. However, it 
should be noted that replacing one energy source with another requires technology and 
infrastructure development. Transition from one dominant fuel to another has taken 50 to 
60 years historically. The world energy markets are currently observing the transition from 
oil to natural gas and this transition has occurred at the beginning years of the 21st century 
with the advancement of technology in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing which 
made it possible to recover the previously inaccessible resources called “shale gas”. 
Therefore, despite the significant growth of the renewable energy in the global energy 
portfolio, it is expected that natural gas will remain a significant component of the energy 
market in the foreseeable future. 
 
Fossil fuels have been the number one source for world hydrogen production (ca. 95%) 
with the current industrial process of SMR combined with PSA leading the hydrogen 
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production market. The price of natural gas plays an important role in the future of 
hydrogen production by SMR. The cost of hydrogen is largely dependent on the cost of 
natural gas, the required purity, and the logistics between production and point of use. 
Increasing prices of natural gas in the coming decades could potentially make coal 
gasification with CCUS a better economic alternative unless environmental regulations and 
policies prevent using coal or make its utilization very costly.  
 
Currently, the main industrial uses of hydrogen are ammonia synthesis and petroleum 
refining. However, it is expected that novel economies such as HFCVs will be rapidly 
expanding as hydrogen technology develops in the coming decades. While not able to meet 
the high production rates associated with the world’s hydrogen demand, metallic 
membranes have potential in applications requiring high-purity hydrogen of 99.99+% and 
small niche applications, where membrane costs are less of a concern than performance, 
such as in fuel cells and semiconductor manufacturing. 
 
In a future carbon-constrained world, “clean” hydrogen production should take place with 
the implementation of CO2 capture units. In such a scenario, using metallic membranes for 
hydrogen production and purification may become economically feasible, provided that a 
carbon tax or other incentives are levied. Compact metallic MRs could be suitable for 
distributed and/or mobile hydrogen production and enable CO2 capture from these sources. 
Power generation from IGCC using metallic membranes for pre-combustion carbon 
capture may be competitive with other separation technologies (e.g., polymer membranes 
and physical absorption) but the large-scale use of metallic membranes will remain a 
theoretical concept until it is proven by sufficient experimental studies under actual 
industrial conditions. 
 
Although Pd is a limited resource where the majority (ca. 75%) of mined supply comes 
from two countries, Russia and South Africa, Pd-based membrane materials play a major 
role in metallic membrane research. The demand for Pd has increased in the past several 
years, mostly from the automobile industry, while the market of mined supply has declined. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to minimize the use of Pd in metallic membranes. In fact, since 
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pure-Pd membranes have limited use due to sulfur intolerance, thermal instability, and high 
cost, it has been of interest in the research community to improve such membrane material 
properties. Alloying of Pd membranes with other metals has provided enhanced sulfur 
resistance and thermal stability. Membranes based on non-precious metals also have 
proven enhanced thermal stability while decreasing the material cost. Computational 
approaches for material screening could provide an efficient way to enhance new 
membrane developments. The ongoing research to improve metallic membrane materials 
or develop new materials is fairly new and has yet to be fully explored. 
 
Moving to a hydrogen economy may be achieved through various paths such as SMR, coal 
gasification, geothermal, nuclear, renewable energy resources (e.g., wind and solar), etc. 
Each of these paths have their own benefits and drawbacks. There are numerous factors 
that must be investigated thoroughly before choosing the best path toward hydrogen 
economy. Renewability, cost, efficiency, GHG emissions, multigeneration, size reduction 
(land footprint), reliability and durability, purity of the produced hydrogen are some key 
factors that the decision makers need to consider in their selection criteria. In addition, 
challenges for hydrogen delivery such as high delivery cost, low efficiency, purity, leakage 
and safety issues need to be addressed. Finally, in hydrogen production with CCUS units, 
the costs associated with CO2 sequestration, monitoring, and safe handling need to be 
studied with great precision as they might change the fate of the project.  
 
Although SMR is the dominant industrial process for hydrogen production, environmental 
concerns associated with CO2 emissions along with the process intensification and energy 
optimization are the areas that still can be improved significantly. Metallic MRs have the 
potential to address both challenges. MRs inherently operate at significantly lower 
operating pressures and temperatures while achieving similar performance to that of 
conventional reactors which require higher operating pressures and temperatures. Hence, 
the capital and operating expenses could be considerably lower compared with the 
conventional reactors.  
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The benchmark for economic production of hydrogen by the year 2020 has been 
determined and set in place by the U.S. DOE. The key factors set by the DOE are the energy 
yield of 60 gH2/kWh which is equivalent to less than $2.00 per kg of produced hydrogen 
in 2020. While established industrial processes such as SMR can easily meet the set limit 
by the DOE, it seems that the other processes such as water electrolysis, electron beam 
radiolysis, and gliding arc technologies do not meet this requirement presently. Among 
these methods water electrolysis has attracted significant attention due to the low CO2 
emissions associated with the electrolysis process. However, it should be noted that 
electricity is one of the most important components of water electrolysis process and 
depending on the sources of electricity, hydrogen cost could vary significantly. Therefore, 
only reporting the CO2 emissions associated with the water electrolysis process itself and 
not mentioning the emissions associated with the electricity used in the process could be 
misleading. In order to realize the true emissions associated with the water electrolysis a 
careful life-cycle-assessment, from cradle to grave, is necessary. Furthermore, it is still a 
matter of disagreement if it is the best way to use water in remote areas where access to 
water is challenging and costly.  
 
Among the methods that use plasma technology for hydrogen production, plasmatron 
method could be very efficient in terms of performance, energy yield, and production rate. 
However, all these methods suffer from the extremely high capital and operating 
expenditures.  
 
Finally, considering the currently low gas prices, and the lenient regulations on GHG 
emissions, it seems that SMR process will stay the dominant process for hydrogen 
production in the industry. However, it needs to be emphasized that in the wake of our 
changing climate and the subsequent existential threats to human civilization, governments 
and their policy makers will need to respond more proactively by adopting policies that 
advocate for more sustainable, low-carbon solutions to meeting our global energy needs, 
which will bridge us toward a future that is less dependent on fossil fuels. Nevertheless, 
due to their modular characteristics, MRs show great potential to be used for smaller-scale 
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hydrogen production while optimizing the energy consumption associated with the 
process. 
 
